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h Crash

$42,376.11 or $220
an annual affair,sponsored the
More Thu Chest Goal
GRAND HAVEN - Michigan’s steak dinner held at Hope's Dur- Friday
fee hall, with about 175 college
HoUand'* Community Chest wenf
I ||t [1|}M t If
blood program, a novel arrangeover the top Friday.
ments which is not duplicated players and faculty members, dub Allegan (Special)— Three Allemembers and high school coaches gan men were killed early Friday
Campaign leaden announced
anywhere else in the world, was
and seniors from this section of when the car In which they were
that $42,376.11 has been obUected
explained by Dr. Kenneth McCall
the state on hand.
riding collided head-on with a
v 'V
! I j i i u
H [
} !
In cash gifts and pledges, or $220, •
of the Michigan Departmentof
vjjjflj jiilii fifii
Two importantteam announce- semi bn US-131 on a curve a mile
U over the assigned quota of $42,Health at the annual meeting of ments were made at the meeting. north of Moline. The crash oc156. The drive originally was
Center John Newton, a four- curred about a mile south of the
the Ottawa county chapter of the
Dr. Lloyd Joan Lemmon
scheduled to conclude Oct. 27.
American Red Cross Wednesday year varsity perfo*nerfrom Tra- Kent county line.
verse City, was selected as the
Victims were Clare Cutler, 29,
More than half of the total fig*
night in the Legion clubhouse most valuable player on the Hope route 1, Allegan, William Famum,
ure is accountedfor in a $22,000
here. About 100 attended.
team. Newton received the James 31, route 2, Allegan, and the driv- Dr.
pledge from the Single Solicitation
Dr. McCall, who was introduced Den Herder award presented an- er, Lewis Rogers, 26, of 496
Plan, a program for local induo?«F
1
H
nually
to
Hope's
most
valuable
Grand
St.,
Allegan.
by Dr. O. van der Velde who is
trial firms in which payroU deduo
performer.
Deputies Lester Moore of Plaintions or periodic gifts are mads
medical director of the blood bank
for
In addition,Newton will enter well and Roy Priest of Allegan
from employes together with subin Holland, explained the process- considerationfor the league’smost
identifiedthe driver of the Wolstantial gifts from management
ing of blood, particularly the val- valuable player dtation, the win- verine Express truck as Jay McThe breakdown for the various
uable fractions developed from ner receiving Randall C. Bosch Luin Holloway, 40, Muskegon, In
divisionsfoUows: Industrial, $24,whole blood. He said the state MIAA award. In this competition, who received a minor leg injury.
100; business and professianai,
The car was totally demolished,
collectsblood in 65 counties and one player is selected from each
Dr. Lloyd Jean Lemmen left $10,074.68;national corporations,
-p»f ]
the Red Cross collects it in the of the six MIAA schools,and op- officers said. Cutler’s body was Holland Saturday for Fbrt Sam $546.50;schools, $1,529.75; pubUo
posing players vote on the league's pinned under the wreckage and
other 18 counties.
lt'« “Book Week" this week and the Holland
Houston, Tex., where he took employes, $696.40; residentialcity,
Schermer,are shown here with a book display.
The state goal this year is 48,- most valuable. So far, no other two wreckers were required to
$2,707.28; residential south side*
Public Library jolna libraries and schools everyOn the two shelves In the backgroundare the 54
up duties as a captain in the Army
000 units, half for civilian use and school has announced its individ- free it.
$1,219; residentialnorth side, $Lwhere In celebratingthe event under the theme,
volumes of “Great Books of the Western World's
ual
choice.
half for the national defense proThe crash occurred at 4:15 ajn. medical corps beginning Tuesday 366.50.
“Reading Is Fun." Bea Vander Vlies (left) and
recently published by the EncyclopediaBritanNewton, whe played both offense Friday as the trio was headed
gram. Ottawa’s share on a populLemmen, a native of Holland, New officersalso were named
Mrs. Everett Monk, assistantsto Librarian Dora
(Sentinelphoto)
ation basis is 1,426, much of which and defense during the past year, home.
compiled
a brilliant record in pre- at a meeting of the Chest board of
will be collected when the state is the first lineman to be so honFarnum, a gas station attenddirectors Thursday afternoon.Don*
mobile unit visits Hudsonville, ored at Hope in the past few ant and veteran of World War II, medical studies at Hope college aid J. Crawford was elected presZeeland and Allendalethe first years. Former winners included is survived by his wife, Betty; a and medical studies at the Univer- ident succeeding O. W. Lowry.
Ron Schipper in 1951, Tom Van daughter, Linda at home; his par- sity of Michigan. He was senior Clarence L Jalving was named
week in December.
Dr. McCall explained some valu- Wingen in 1950, and Nick Yonker ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Far- clinical InstructorIn neurosurgery vice-president succeeding Crawable blood fractions, the anti- in 1949— all backfieldmen.
num; two sisters, Sally Jo Far- at University hospital in Ann Ar- ford; RusseU Klaasen was elected
Co-captains for the 1953 team num and Mrs. Woodrow Palmer
Get Their
hemophilic globulin for bleeders
treasurersucceeding Willian de
and the gamma globulin for meas- also were picked by team mem- of Allegan; a brother, Keith of Al- bor before being called into ser- Long, ana Mrs. John Tiesenga
les. He said gamma globulin also bers. Chosen to lead the Dutch legan; and two grandmothers,vice.
Seven more stories of deer “Reading Is Fun" is the theme
was named secretary, succeeding
hunting success were reported by for the 1952 Book Week currently Notch Cameron," MacDonald; is used in the polio experiments. next season were halfback Don Mrs. Ave. Tooker and Mrs. Frank
He Is the son of Mr. and Mrs Beth Marcus.
Piersma from Holland and tackle Dunklee. He was a member ol the George Lemmen of 934 Woodbridge Other directors are Robert J«
Holland area hunters.
being observed this week at the “Pilgrim Soul," Downes; "Witch It is not aimed to prevent polio
Chuck Stewart, Ken Knowlton Holland Public Library and in Water," Miller; “Mrs. Tim Flies so much as preventingparalysis. Jim Van Hoeven from Grand Rap- Eagles lodge.
Rd. His wife is the former lone Kouw, John F. Donnelly,Tony
and Ted Kouw returned from the local schools.
Strick, a Hope college graduate Last, Gary Jalving, Henry Buura*
Home," Stevenson;“High Bright He said widespread use of the
Piersma has completed his sec
Baldwin area where they each bagand they have a five-month-ok ma and B1U Oonk. Two mom
Many new books have been Buggy Wheels,” Creighton; “John globulin for polio in Michiganis at ond year of ’'arsity competition
present out of the question since
ged a 150-pounddeer.
daughter, Kathy.
directors will be named at the
placed in circulationincluding the Bonwell," Pulse; “Ladies’ Bane,"
the state would »eed 170.000 a while Van Hoeven will be play
Irv Vrieling shot a spike horn
Lemmen was graduated from next meeting of the board.
54- volume set of “Great Books of Wentworth; “River Garden of
ing for the fourth year next sea
year for polio treatment alone.
while hunting at Big Bass Lake
Ottawa county Elementary school
the Western World” recently pub- Pure Repose," Boynton.
Whether
blood
is collected by son. Both co-captains are Juniors
near Peacock with Nevin Van AnJune 6, 1936 and wai valedictorian
“The
Wonderful
County,"
Lea;
lished by the EncyclopediaBriand both were selected to all
roy. ,
of hla graduating class at Holland
tannica. This set contains 443 “Vulture Valley,"West; “House the state department or the Red MIAA honors last season. Present School
John Vrieling also bagged his works of 74 authors and is the of Earth," Wilson; “The Spire,” Cross, all counties in Michigan are
Christian high school in 1940.
deer, a 140-pound spike horn on accumulatedwisdom of the human Brace; “Prelude to Happiness,” eligible to use the valuablefrac- captain is tackle Lloyd Beekman
He was graduated with cum
of Grand Haven.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
the opening day while hunting race of 30 centuries.
laude honors from Hope collegein
Br<?wn; “And Then Came Love," tions, it was pointed out.
In all, 40 players were honored Ottawa county’s treasurer has re- 1945 and cum laude from the UniSo far as Ottawa county is connear Au Train. In the party were
Volumes 2 and 3 will be espec- Howard; “Nurse Landon’s ChalGlen Gillespie, Carl De Kooyer ially helpfulto the reader wanting lenge," Humphries; Peter Hunt’s cerned, Holland has a blood pro- by Hope Tuesday night. Winners ceived $111,012.12from the State, versity of Michigan medica
of varsity letterswere John Ad- representing primary interest school on Dec. 14, 1946.
and Jim Plewes.
information on certain topics. “How-To-Do-It” book; “Wendell gram which provides whole blood,
Russ Brouwer, 155 East 16th St., These volumes contain the "Great WiUkle,"’ Dillon; “Meetinhouseblood plasma and fractions free ams, Ken Bauman, Lloyd Beek- money for schools
He received his M. S. in anat- ZEELAND (Special) - Parking
bagged a good-sized buck during Ideas" and are called the Syntopl- Hill," Winslow; "Nature Atlas of to all persons living in the area; man, Paul Bos, John Brannock, This is based on $5 64 per .1951 omy at Horace Rackham school troubles in the downtown area
again were brought to the attenthe week-end hunting north of con which is a collection of topics. America," Hammond
“How to Grand Haven has only a walking Bob De Young, John Fisher, John census child, or a total of 19,683 of graduate studies of the Uni
tion of the Zeeland council Mon.
Manistque. The party that includes Any topic will take the reader Understand Propaganda,"Lee; blood program so far as whole Hamilton, William Heydorn, Bob children.
veralty of Michigan In 1950 and
Hoeksema,
John
Hollander,
Don
The
money
will
be
distributed
his Ph. D. in anatomy in Feb- day night with the first reading of
Walter Coster, Jr., Willard Brun- through the entire set and will “The Scalpel and the Sword" blood is concerned, but it particia parking ordinance.
er and Ken Brouwer will return give the reader the whole line of (story of Dr. N. Bethune) Allen; pates in the state mobile program Howard, Dave Kempker, John among various school districts. ruary, 1951.
Tlie ordinance, which still can
Newton,
Herman
Nienhuls,
Don
Those
to
benefit
from
the
money
and
plasma
and
fractions
are
availto Holland Saturday.
He was awarded a certificate of
conversation on the subject cho- "Gardeningthe Small Place."
Piersma, Don Prentice, Bob Prins, include the following,the first fig- proficiency in neuroisurgery from be amended, calls for a one hour
able.
Ranford Wenzel of 397 Fourth sen.
Clark.
The following new directors Bob Schriemer, Ed Stapert, Frank ure representing the number of the department of post graduate Umit on parking on Mala St. to
Ave., shot a four-point buck SatAmong the other new books put
were elected: Frank Meyer, Mrs. Talarico, Paul Vander Meer, Don children, and the second figure medicine at the University medi- 200 feet east of Church St. A 18
urday morning while hunting in into circulationare many of inminute limit In front of the City
George Nordhouse, the Rev. Carl Vander Toll, Donald Van Hoeven, the amount to be received:
cal school on Oct. 31, 1952.
the Houghton Lake district. He terest to Holland readers. “The
Hall was also proposed.
James
Van
Hoeven,
Donald
York,
Holland
city,
3,450,
$19,458.00;
Strange of Grand Haven; Carl
He is affiliated with the Phi Rho
returned home Tuesday night. Juniper Tree" by Faith Baldwin
Passing unanimously,the meaBaker, Conklin; Mrs. Florence Joe Ypma and Donald Miller as Zeeland city, 1,290, $7,275.60; Sigma, Zetu chapter at the UniOthers in the party were Corwin is a moving story of the victory
senior manager and John Kenwell Grand Haven city, 2,196, $12,385.- versity of Michigan; the Alpha sure will again come up for conDernberger,
Port
Sheldon;
Mrs.
Van Dyke and Lee Wenzel.
of Dave Barton over his mood of
44.
Clyde Dykhuis, Zeeland township; as junior manager.
Omega Alpha, Phi Kappa Phi, siderationat the next meeting
despair which was brought on by
Winners
of freshmen numerals
Georgetown
township,
dlst.
No.
The Science Research club of the Dec. 1. It it passes, It will take
William
P.
De
Long,
Mrs.
H.
C.
Third Reformed church threw
his son’s, death.
Local AccountantsLearn
were
Ronald
Barkel,
Donald
university;
Sigma XI; Washtenaw effect 20 days later, according to
1, 104, $586.56; No. 3, 175, $987;
“Steamboat Gothic" by Frances open its doors Wednesday night McClintock, Miss Marne Ewald
Broekstra, Ronald De Graw, Carl- No. 4 frl, 68, $383.52; No. 5, 175, County Medical society; Michigan City Clerk John Holleman.
and
Walter
Wrigler,
Holland.
for
open
house
in
which
townsAbout History of Credit
ParkinsonKeyes is an interesting
Peter Van Domelen, chapter ton Failor, Thomas Moore, Frank $987; No. 7 frl, 554, $3,124.56; State Medical society and Ameri- John Stephenson presided in the
family narrative of Clyde Batche- people inspected the new addition,
absence of Mayor D. C. Bloemen*
A film entitled “Man’s Confid- lor, one-time gambler who mar- the remodeled chancel and all the president, presided at the meet- Schroeder,Richard Schultz, and No. 8 frl, 43, $242.52; No. 10 frl, can Medical association.
daal.
Richard Ter Avest.
He
received
his
Michigan
M.D.
ing.
He
called
attention
to
the
48,
$270.72;
No.
11,
402,
$2,267.ence in Man," in which the history ries a widow from Virginia.
other improvements involved in
Other players who finished out 28.
license Jan. 28, 1949.
of credit was traced, highlighted "A Hungry Man Dreams" by the big building program which annual report of the chapter
He served his Internshipat Uni- Got ThanksgivingPlans?
Holland township, No. 1, 86,
the regular meeting of Holland Margaret Lee Runbeck is a novel has been Qnder way more than a which was distributed among the the season were Ron Kaper, Don
group. It includes a financial re- Maxam, Eugene Ouderkirk,Paul $485.04; No. 2, 238, $1,342.32;No. versity hospital In 1947 and was
chapter, American Society of Wo- of Jubel Our and his spiritual year.
men Accountants, Tuesday night struggle to decide for himself the The number of visitors was con- port and a review of all programs Van Eck and Henry Van Houten. 3, 196, $1,105.44;No. 4, 166, $936.- named assistantresident,surgery, Tell Us All About Then
Players and coaches were pres- 24; No. 5 frl, 149, $840.36; No. 6 at University hospital in 1948. In
in the Centennialroom of the values of his father’s materialis- servatively estimatedat 2,000, in and activities. The Junior Red
Thanksgiving Day, the great
ent from 20 differenthigh schools frl, 231, $1,302.84;No. 7, 287, $1,- 1949, he served six months as resiWarm Friend Tavern.
Cross
gave
a
humorous
skit,
“Mr.
view
of
the
1,800
cups
of
coffee
tic outlook and his mother’s faith
day everyone counts Us indifrom
throughout
Western
Michident,
surgery,
at
the
hospital,
and
Dash
Goes
to
Town."
Dinner
was
The estbalishment of credit in God.
618.68; No. 9 frl, 544, $3,068.16;
served by members of the Ladies
vidual blessings,will be obstarted in this hemisphere be“The Lemon Jelly Cake" by Aid society.Members of the Aid served by the Legion Auxiliary. gan. Those schools represented in- No. 10 frl, 75, $423;'' No. 11 frl, 68, as resident, neuropathology, from served exactly one week from
July, 1949 untU June 30, 1950. when
Immediately after the annual cluded Holland, Zeeland, Hudson- $383.52; No. 13, 105, $592.20.
tween the fur traders and the In- Madeline B Smith presents food, society served as hostesses and
today, Thursday,Nov. *7.
dians with pots and pans involved fun and human interest in a de- Sunday school personnel and other meeting, the newly elected direct- ville, Coopersville, Grand Haven,
Jamestown township, No. 1 frl he was named resident of neuroThe Sentinel would like to
in the first exchangesof skins. lightful story of a small-town doc- church leaders served as recep- ors met to organize. Van Dome- Allegan, South Haven, -Grand 62, $349.68; No. 2, 159, $896.76; surgery, assigned to neurology at
know how yon are spending
Rapids
South,
Saranac,
Godwin
the
hospital.
He
served
as
junior
These goods were given in ad- tor’s fapiily during the early tionists in the various rooms.
len was re-elected chairman;
No. 3, 91, $513.24; No. 4, 60, $338
the day— whether yon are hav
vance of the hunting and trapping 1900’s.
Mrs. R. B. Champion was gen- Frank Meyer, first vice chairman; Heights, Kelloggsville,Byron 40; No. 5, 68, $383.52; No. 6, 50, clinical instructorin neurosurgery
tog guests or If you are travelCenter,
Ottawa
Hills,
Kalamazoo
at
University
hospital
from
July,
season and accounts later were
Wendell
Miles,
second
vice
chair$282; No. 7 frl, 68, $383.52; No.
“From Under My Hat” by Hedda eral chairman, assisted by many
ing to grandmother'shouse.
State
High,
Kalamazoo
Central,
1951
to
June
3952,
when
he
became
straightenedout. Trading posts Hopper gives her memories of a committees. Bouquets of flowers man; Mrs. Ray Fehring, secre8, 35, $197.40.
Won’t yon write some facta
later played a big I)art in the es- varied career and her many asso- throughoutthe rooms were sent tary; William De Long, treasurer. Comstock Park. Grand Rapids
Olive township,No. 1 frl, 49, senior clinical instructor.
about your Thanksgiving party
Central,
Grandville,
Greenville
and
He
also
served
as
attending
staff
tablishment of credit, and it was ciations of Hollywood life.
by various contractors as well as Three members, Mrs. H. Zierleyn
$276.36; No. 2, 52, $293.28; No.
and either bring It or mall K
Wyoming Park.
neurosurgeon at Ypsilanti state
this system that led to establish3 frl, 74, $417.36; No. 4, 38, $214
“Karen" by Mrs. Marie Killilea’ other churches and interestedper- of Spring Lake, Jack Thoma of
to The Sentinel not later m-m
hospital
from
1950-51.
William
Poppink,
varsity
alumni
ment of credit as the country is a story of human courage, sons. The flowers were in charge Grand Haven and Harold Klaas32; No. 5 frl 80, $451.20; No. 9,
Lemmen also has written sev- Tuesday, Nov. *5?
knows it today through Dun and patience and triumph in the strug- of Mrs. Thaddeus Taft.
en of Holland, were elected to the club president,presided.
80, $451.20.
One of the first pages most
eral articles on neurosurgeryfor
Bradstreet.
There were no “conducted tours" executive committee.
gle of loving parents to give a
Park township, No. 1 frl, 54, medica] journals.
readers turn to la The SenPresident Irma Hoeland pre- good life to their littlegirl afflict- as such, but visitors were free to
Zeeland Literary Club
$304.56; No. 2, 209, $1,178.76;No.
tinel Is the society page and
sided at the business meeting in ed with cerebral palsy.
ramble about the huge plqce as
3, 114, $642.96; No. 4 frl, 342,
Its list of locals. People would
To
Hear
Dr,
Hollenbach
which Miss CeciliaVer Hage, com“Midcentury Journey" by Wil- they pleased. Receptionists at all
$1,928.88;No. 8 frl, 230, $1,297.20. Mothers Tea Features
like to read your name In the
merci&l teacher at Zeeland high liam Shirer reviews events of the points were happy to explain the
Port Sheldon township,No. 1,
paper and we’re sure yon
ZEELAND
(Special)—
Dr.
John
Book
Week
Displays
us»
of
the
rooms.
school,was introduced as a new past 25 years in Europe, an excit29, $163.56; No. 2 frl, 46, $259.44;
would like to read theirs. Let’*
W.
Hollenbach,
dean
of
Hope
colMusic was included in the genmember. Two guests from Zeel- ing time ii which to be alive.
have every family represented.
lege, will be the speaker at a No. 3 frl, 62, $349.68.
Washington school was the
and, Misses Delia De Pree and
Other new books are “The Fra- eral program in a delightfullyinRobinson township,No. 1, 68,
Thank you before a*— « for
Holland
Newcomers
club cele- regular meeting of the Zeeland
scene
of
a
lovely
autumn
tea
givEdna Klunder, also were intro- gile Years," Franken; "Confessors formal way. At times, choir groups
your co-operation.
brated
its
fourth
anniversary Literary club Tuesday afternoon $383.52; No. 2, 44 $248.16; No. 3 pn Tuesday afternoon by the PTA
of the Name," Schmitt; “East of provided music in the choir room. Wednesday afternoon with a lunfrl, 105, $592.20; No. 4, 73, $411
in City Hall.
for about 85 mothers and teachIn the study group afterwards, Eden," Steinbeck; “Quiet Life of At other times, there was organ
72; No. 5, 51, $287.64; No. 6 frl,
cheon at the Tulip room, Warm
Dean
Hollenbach
will
present
ers. The, room was decorated with Peter Kielt, 72, Dick
William P. De Long spoke on the Mrs. General Lane," Case; "Cen- music in the sanctuary. Records
Friend Tavem.
Mark Twain," a program 60, $338.40; No. 7, 22, $124.08.
displays of books for all ages of
Michigan inheritance tax and the ter of the Stage," Sykes; “The provided music in the ladies’ pai^
Zeeland township,No. 2, 118, children, carrying out a Book At Home in Grand Haven
Mrs.
Ward
Wheaton,
president, highly recommended by other
lor
and
fellowship
hall
where
federal estate tax.
Comancheros," Wellman; “Three
$665.52; No. 3, 95, $535.80; No. Week theme.
spoke briefly about the firet New- clubs.
attractivetea tables were set up.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
4 frl, 125, $705; No. 5 frl, 31,
comers
tea
in
Holland
and
reSpecial
vocal
music
will
be
proDevotionswere led by Mrs
The open house was part of a
viewed progress of the club in the vided by Mrs. Dorothy Van Dort. $174.84; No. 7 64, $360.96; No. 8 George Hilson, who read the por- Peter Kieft, 72, of 513 Madison
week-longdedication which startfrl, 74, $417.36.
tion of Matthew 6 which con- St., died at his home Wednesday
ed Sunday with the dedication of last four years. Former club Hostesses will be Mrs. H. Hubbell
members
were
guests,
including
and
Mrs.
C.
Neumann.
The
meettains the Sermon on the Mount. night. He had been ill for the last
the historicchancel furnishings.
A solo was sung by Mrs. Marion two and one-half years and critiFormal dedication services for the Mrs. Hazel Erickson, Mrs. Millie ing begins at 3 p.m.
Jacob Slotman, 81,
' ' W ,mm
de Voider, accompanied by Mrs. cally so the last two weeks.
new building will be held tonight Meeskee and Mrs. Ruth Metzger.
He was bom Nov. 14, 1880, in
Diet
at
Duimingvillc
Prospective
members
introduced
Howard Douwstra.
at 8 p.m. with the Rev. William
Load Harbor Active
Speakers were Mrs. H. C. Alex- Grand Haven where he lived all
Stories of success and failure Fort Huachuca Tuesday. His jvife Van’t Hof o* Detroit,former Third were Mrs. Francis Rowe, Mrs.
Holland harbor was a busv
Jacob F. Slotman, 81, died at 5 ander, grade school librarian, and his life. On June 3, 1903 he mac*
continued to pour back to the home lives at 417 North Seventh St., church pastor, giving the address Faye Bronkema and Mrs. Larry
place
Monday
as
three
boats
a.m.
Wednesday at the home of his
ried the former Katherine Cook.
The minister, the Rev. Christian Peabody. Out-of-town guests came In and one went out. The son, Julius Slotman of Dunning- Mrs. Edward Donivan, Holland
folks today from Holland’s part in Grand Haven.
He
was a member of the Second
high
school
librarian.
Mrs.
Alexwere
Mrs.
J.
D.
Teachey
and
Two Holland hunters in the same H. Walvoord,will preside.
tanker Michigan entered at 4 a.m. ville, route 3, Allegan. Death fol- ander, with the help of 10 child- Christian Reformed church where
the 1952 deer-hunting armada.
Mrs.
Curtis.
party reported hunting success.
for the Texas company, and the lowed a lingeringillness.
The success storieswere many, Herman Pleasant, 879 South Shore
ren, gave a demonstrationof a he served as a deacon. He had
Mrs. Huldah Bequette was prepusher tug St. Clair with Us barge
Surviving are three sons, Julius, library period. She also discussed been employed at the Van Zylen
with local hunters bagging their Dr., shot a spikehorn Monday, and Pptluck Supper Held
sented a gift in appreciation of
entered at 7:20 am for the Aur- Jerald and Justin, all of Dunning- children’sattitudestowards books Lumber Co. for 37 years and wan
bucks right and left. The failure Donald Lievense, 193 West 26th
her interest in establishing the
At Maplewood School
ora company. The Coast Guard ville; a brother, Mannes of Ham- and the effects of reading on forced to retire due to ill health.
stories also were frequent, with
dub
and
helping
it
to
grow.
St., shot an eight-pointbuck1 SatAbout 100 were present at the
cutter Sundew came in at 7:48 ilton; a sister, Mrs. Dena Barkel children and their emotions. Mrs.
Besides the wife he is survived
warm, rainy weather part of the urday shortly after the opening
Decorations for the occasion
annual potluck supper of the
am, picked up buoys from Lake of Overisel; a sister-in-law,Mrs. Donivan,spoke on categories of by one son, Alvin. Grand Haven;
cause for such failures.
followed
an
autumn
motif
with
hour. The two men were hunting
Perhaps the biggest success in Dead Stream swamp near Lake Maplewood Parent-Teachersdub rust and yellow mums predomin- Macatawa, and left again. The act- Jerry Slotman of Grand Rapids; books and their effect on adults. two brothers, Dick of Grand
ivity brought to 74 the number of four grandchildren;two great Biography teaches respect for Haven and Henry of West Spring
Tuesday evening In the school.
story belongs to Sgt. Donald Brink
ating. After the business session,
City, along with Frank Lievense,
entrancesfor the year.
Mrs. Russell Es&enburg and her
grandchildren, and .several nieces work, travel teaches respect for Lake; five sisters, Mrs. Jacob
of route 1, Hamilton,who really
Sr., Frank Lievense, Jr., Clarence committee were in charge of the cards were played with prizes
and nephews.
our country and other lands, fic- Dombos of Spring Lake, Mrs. Mac
has something to tell the boys Jalving and Charles Cooper.
supper. Prayer w« offered by awarded to Mrs. John Houtaling,
tion rekindles love and pity, and garet Darbee, Mrs. John Van Hoef
back at Fort Huachuca, Ariz.
Heads
Young
OOP's
Mrs. Ed Pelletierand Mrs. Eldred
Tom Vande Pels of 300 West
historicalbooks teach respect for and Mrs. Joseph Schultz of Grand
Sgt. Brink bagged a prize 18- Main Ave., Zeeland,shot a 175- Henry Kleinheksel.
BeUand.
Kenneth E. Scripsemaof Holland Begins New Dubes Monday
In charge of the program were
our forefathers,she said.
Haven and Mrs. Albert Hanssen
point buck Saturday while home Pound buck Saturday morning, 10
Hostesses were Mrs. Willlant has been elected chairman of the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
William
De
Haan,
Andy
Naber
Mrs.
Minnie
Bennett
and
Miss of Los Angeles, Calif.,also two
on furlough from Arizona. The minutes after the opening hour.
Ottawa County Yeung Republi- Mrs. Cornelius (Marian) Driscoll,
McVea and Mrs. Jim Knapp.
Leontta Zonnebelt presided, at grandchildren.
huge animal weighed 260 pounds. He was hunting at Wellston near and Lloyd Anderson. It included
cans, succeediing Miss Eleanor formerly of HoUand, and who has
group
singing
led
by
John
Swierthe attractivetea table, decorated
A daughter, Anna, former teachBrink was hunting with Roger Manistee.
Duffy who served In that position lived in Grand Haven 'or the last
a Thanksgivingmotif with a er in the local schools,died la
Tubberganwhen he bagged the Joseph Lepo, 309 Maple Ave.. inga. Swieringa also demonstrat- Firemen Called to Home
the past year. Other officersare month, began employment in the
deer shortly after 6 a.m. three returned Tuesday night from a ed a chord organ and played sev- Little damage resultedfrom a Don Vos of Zeeland, vice chair- Ottawa county register of deeds large horn of plenty spilling many 1935. Mrs. Nate Wiersma of Holland is a niece of the deceased.
miles north of White Cloud. The trip to the Upper Peninsula, where eral selections.A film by the fire at 205 East Sixth St., which man; Mrs. Alvin H, Dyke of Hol- Office, as photostat operator, here kinds of fruit.
Serving on the kitchen commitFord Motor Co. conduded the pro- was reported at 5 p.m. Saturday.
Funeral services will be bei
hunters had to drag the giknt buck
land, treasurer, and Mrs. Junes Monday. Mrs. Driscollreplaced
he shot a 160-pound buck about 13 gram.
tee were Mrs. Melvin Van Taten- Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
The
one-story
dwelling
was
the F. White of Park township, secrethrough IK miles of rugged termiles north of Newberry. Hunting
Mrs. Adrian DeHeer, who resign- hove, Mrs. Dirk Vim Raalte, Mrs. Van Zantwick Fune
Announcements were made by
rain.
wth him was Clarence Pluimers Melvin Scheerhorn,presidentof scene of a fire on an outside par- tary. The group is making plans ed effectivelast Friday. Mrs. De- Lavern Rudolph,Mrs. Lyman Sl- the Rev. E. J. Tanls
tition. Firemen were on the scene for the annual Unnpip Day banThe soldier-hunterreturned to of Holland.
Heer had been with the county eard, Miss Carolyn Hawes and Burial will be in
the dub.
about a half hour.
quet in February,
for the last five yean.
Mis. H. B. Renick.
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ADegan Residents

Allendale Pupils

Im

life

111!

'

May Force Action

Given IB Tests
Tuberculin tests were given
Tuesday to ninth graders in Allendale Christian school in keeping
with a program conducted by the

To Curb Fatalities
Supervisors Again Are

Ottawa County Health

Urged

ment in which ninth and 11 grade
studentsare given TB tests at

to Provide

Ponds

For Highway Patrols

ALLEGAN

(Special)

-

depart-

various times.

.

. Miss Elaine Abbott

of the Michigan Tuberculosis associationtalked to the Allendale group on the
importance of 100 per cent participation in the tuberculosis test

Public

opinion appearedto be settling on
the Allegan county Board of Supervisorsas "the goat" as residents

program.
Although the fact that tuberculosis is caused by a germ was
proved by Robert Koch 70 years

cast about for a way to "do some-

thing" about the county’s tragic
death toll on the highways.

With 25 fatalities on record so
far this year (compared with 28
in 1951) insurance companies were
giving the county an uneasy look
and the local press was asked to
support plans to circulate petitions

asking the supervisors to reconsider their frequent refusalsto
grant funds for a sheriff’s department highway patrol
Sheriff L. A. Johnson has been
'asking for aid in financing such a
patrol for the last five years. The
moat recent refusal came at the
October session when both Johnson and State Rep. Ben E. Lobro an appeared to plead for the

Beechwood Mothers’ club members and their huebands heard Quy Vender Jagt tell of his experiences In Europe last summer at a recent meeting.
His talk was arranged by the Farm-to-Prosper
cemmlttee of the club. Shown In the picturewith
Vender Jagt are (left to right) Mrs. John Gras,
treasurer;Mrs. Robert Eahelman, first vice

patrol
Before last Friday’s triple fatality near Moline, a representative
of the Western Adjustment Bureau which handles settlementsfor
many major auto insurance firms
in the county, visitedAllegan in
an attempt to learn if there was
a solutionto the problem.
He said the county’s death and
accident toll was "definitelynot
in ratio" with those in other counties. It was indicated that higher
insurance rates would result if the
trend is not halted. He recalled
that in one Texas county insurance
companies stopped writing poli- Wedding vows were exchanged
cies entirely when the accident
at 8 p.m. Tuesday by Miss Grace
rate soared.
At the request of toe adjustment Bekins of route 4 and Herman H.
bureau, u local newspaper has Tlmmer, son of Mrs. Herman A.
prepared an analysis of fatal traf- Timmer of 125 West 19th St and
fic accidentsin the county this
file late Mr. Timmer.
year.
The 25 fatalities resulted from The Rev. Arthur Hoogstrate per14 accidents, according to the formed the double ring ceremony

president; Mrs. Gordon Tencklnck, secretary;
Mrs. Wesley Van Til, second vice preildent and
Mrs. Henry Koopi, Jr, presidentof the club. Mrs.
Ranford Wenzel la Farm-to-Prosperchairman,
assistedby Mrs. Robert Horner, Mrs. H. Knutson
and Mrs. Ted Van Oosterhout.At the November board meeting plans will be made to attend
the Round-Up on Dec.
(Penna-Sas photo)

30.

High School Choir Sings

Plans to

Vom Exchanged

newspaper’sanalysis. Five were
killed in one mishap, three in an-

other and two died as a result of
two others. Ten died (two pedestrians) in accidentson US-31 which
crosses the county from south to
north on the west side; four were
killed in accidents on US-131, the
north-south highway on the east
side, and three died on M-40, between Allegan and Holland.
Speeding was Involved in all but

Dies at His

Members of the Woman’s Literary dub were enthusiasticin response to a delightfulmusical
program presentedat their dub
house Tuesday afternoon by the
Holland high school a cappella

Harry O. Bliss
his

choir.

The young singers,directed by

home,

179

Sr., 67, died at

West Ninth

was “0 Jesu So Sweet," which Aalderink of route 1,

Hamilton.
the choir will indude in its ChristThe wedding will be an event of
mas vesper service on Dec. 14. Jan. 8.
Two gay English songs, with live-

ly rhythms were "Early One
Morning1' and "Begone Dull Pioneer Girls
Care."
Patriotic selections, “God Bless
Our Land” and "Our Nation’s
Creed,” concludedthe choir pro-

Award

Ranks at Encampment
Pioneer Girls held an encampat Immanuel church Sunday
afternoon as an introduction to
National Pioneer Girls’ Week.
Parents and friends were guests.
Mrs. Henry Weyenberg, chairman of the committee,presided.
Mrs. William Mosher led devotions after group singing.

gram. The final number was ment

espedally effectiveand was sung
by the group with force and conviction.

life he served on the eoneletory35 years and
spent many yeara at Sunday school teacher,*
having among hla pupils many shoe company
employe*. He was commended for being a fine
Influence on other workers. Standing, left to

_

right «re A. C. Prlgge,secretary-treasurer;
C. C.
Andreasen,preildent; W. C. Reagan, vice-presi-

dent «nd Peter Kromann, controller.

_

Present
24th Annual Messiah ’
to

(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
Mrs. HenriettaHop from Holland and Mrs. Donald Knoll and
children were entertained at the
home of Mrs. Henry Vinkemulder

Messiah,” will be presented by the
Hope collegemusic departmenton
Tuesday evening, Dec. 16, at 8
p.m. in Hope Memorial chapel, it
was announced today by Prof.
Robert W. Cavanaugh, member of
the music faculty who will direct
the production.
This will be the 24th consecutive year this classic has been presented on the campus. It was or-

iginally given by the Holland
Civic chorus in 1929, sponsored by
Hope college and directed by the
late Prof. W. Curtis Snow, then
head of the college music depart-

ment.
Soloists this year will include
Grace Raves! oot, soprano from
New York; Pauline Wright Higgins, contralto -from Windsor,Ontario, Canada; John Toms, tenor
from Evanston, 111., and Russell
Skitch, bass from Detroit.
The Messiah chorus and orchesNotier Funeral home with the the home of Mrs. Jack Nieboer
tra will include more than 200
Rev. George B. Hilson, pastor of Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Sarah Hassevoortwas members, Prof. Cavanaugh said.
Wesleyan Methodist church officiating.Burial will be in Pilgrim honored r Wednesday afternoon The group has been rehearsing
Home cemetery. Friends may call when her children came to help for several weeks.
at the funeral home Thursday her celebrate her birthdayanni- The orchestraincludes several
versary. She was presentedwith members of the Holland high
from 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
gifts and lunch was served.
school orchestra and will be unA group of neighbors gathered der the directionof Morrette Ridat the town hall Tuesday evening er of the college music departfor a farewell party on Miss Ber- ment.
tha Veneberg who is leaving
Accompanistswill include Mrs.
shortly for Vera ' Cruz, Mexico, W. Curtis Snow, organist, and
where she is engaged in mission- Mrs. Harold J. Karsten, pianist.
North Holland Reformed ary work. She is the only Pro- Both are members of the college
church chapel was the scene of a testant missionary in Vera Cruz, music faculty.
wedding Friday night when Miss a dty of 23,000 population.A gift
Marilyn Brower and Vernon was presented to the honor guest
Janet Kay Walker Has
Rouwhorst were united in mar- and lunch was served.

Vom

In

Are Spoken

Church Chapel

Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh presided at the dub meeting. She
announced that the Civic Health
committee will meet at the club
Various groups took part in the
house next Tuesday at 10 a.m.
program.
Ranks and badges were
The regular club meeting will feaAmong the deer hunters who Seventh Birthday Party
riage in a double ring ceremony
presented by the guides.
ture a color film, “To the Arctic
left for the north woods are: Alperformed
by
the
Rev.
Ellsworth
Explorers are under the leaderby
1
bert Meengs, Edward Curths, Janet Kay Walker, daughterof
ship of Mrs. Sid Koster and Miss Ten Clay.
Parents of the bride are Mr. Jack and Clyde Nieboer and Jim Mr. and Mrs. W. Clare Walker of
Betty DeFeyter. Colonist guides
Gobles Couple Plans
are Mrs. A1 Knipe, Mrs. Harvey and Mrs. Albert Brower of route Slagh. According to last reports. 640 West 20th St., celebrated her
Clyde Nieboer Is the only one of seventh birthday at a party SaturHenry Weyenberg was named Anniversary Open House Bock and Miss Arloa Kleis. Pil- 2, Holland, and the groom’s partus.
this group to bag his deer, a four- day afternoon.Main feature of the
ents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Rouwgrim
guides
are
Mrs.
Henry
Bos,
Two pedestrians died because vice president of the Holland
point buck.
horst, route 2.
afternoon was roller skating after
Mrs.
Leo
Inderbitzen,
Mrs.
LawChamber
of
Commerce
at
a
meetthey failed to watch for traffic.
ALLEGAN (Special)- Mr. and
which guests returned to the home
Vow*
were
spoken
by
candlerence
Mokma
and
Mrs.
Gerald
ing
of
the
board
of
directors
MonOne was a seven-yeanoMboy,
Mrs. Charles R. Essex, Route 2,
for games and refreshments.
light before
background of League Announces Cast
day evening, replacing Henry Ter Gobles, former Allegan residents, Glupker.
another *a 76-year-oldman.
Prizes were awarded to Wanita
Pilgrim ranks were awarded to palms, ferns and bouquets.
Arrests resultedin two accidents Haar, who asked to be relieved will observe their 50th wedding
Verberg and Judith Schregardus.
Wedding marches were played For Three- Act
in which there were fatalities,but because of other civic commit- anniversary at open house Sunday, Betty Bos and Cheryl Grotler,
ments.
three-act comedy, "The Favors and table decorations folin three other cases drivers subNov. 23, from 2 to 5 p.m. in the voyager; Lois Bos, settler;Linda by Miss Ruth Slootman. Donald
Inderbitzen,townsman. Badges Van Gelderen, soloist, sang "Be- Grapevine,”will be presentedin lowed the circus theme with a
The board also discussed pos- Allegan Grange hall
ject to arrestswere killed. In two
cases, the driver at fault had no sibility of placing more auto letMr. Essex, who was bom in were given to Donna Van Domtr- cause," and ’The Lord’s Prayer.” the North Holland school Wednes- large decoratedcake topped with
Escorted to the altar by her day, Thursday and Friday eve- a merry-go-roundof plastic anioperator’s license. One had lost ter boxes at several points around Hopkins, is 74. His wife, a native len, Elaine DeRidder, Karen Grotthe city. Two auto mail box6s
ler, Barbara Gemmill,Jean Terp- father, the bride chose a fitted nings, Nov. 26 , 27 and 28, under mals.
his license for physical reasons,
of Cheshire, is 67. They were
Guests included Billie Lee Schrethe other had been revoked for a were furnished by the Chamber married Nov. 26, 1902, by the Rev. sma, June Terpsma,Lois Bos, Bet- floor-length gown of white satin the auspices of the Girls’ League.
three years ago.
The play will have an all-girl gardus, Mary Ellen Topp, Mary
ty Bos, Linda Inderbitzen,Wanda with three quarter-length sleeves
record of traffic violations.
Lindsley,then pastor of Allegan
The Chamber announced its Congregational church.
Van den Berg and Sherrill Arnol- and buttons down the back. Her cast. Charactersare as follows: Jane Meyers, Judith Schregardus,
Fridays, between 6 and 9:30 p.m.
fingertip veil was held in place Minnie played by Reva Slagh; Wanita Verberg, Gene Vandepels
seemed to be the most hazardous support of the West Michigan He recalls learning his trade as dink.
Farm-to-Prospercompetition, and
Colonist badges went to Janice by a headdress trimmed with Mrs. Bums by Mrs. Jack Nieboer; and Butchie Glatz.
time on county highways.
a butcher in the old Maentz Marannounced it will carry the adverVan Klavem, Mary Van Klavem, pearls.She carried a white Bible Faith by Maxine Ebels; Dotty by
Ten of the fatalities occurred on
ket here. His wages as an apprentisementof Holland in the offiNancy Veldheer, Sandra Mosher, with a corsage of white carna- MardellaSchamper; Jane by Bar- BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
Fridays, four on Saturdays and
tice were $4 a week, but he was
cial publicationof the West
Sandra Piersma, Caroline Koster, tions and streamers.
bara Bosman; Mary by Rose Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Tinnine on Sundays. Thursday and
Michigan Tourist and Resort given a 32 raise when he mar- Carol Weyenberg, Esther DeMonday had one each.
Miss
Reva
Slagh, her only at- StaaL Nancy by Esther Veldheer, dall of Gulfport, Miss.,1 announce
ried.
Association.
Weerd, Dorothy Wedeven and tendant, chose a gown of pink Kathleen by Helen Frerlks; Josette the birth of a daughter,Debra
Later he worked for the Brand
Other committee reports :
Rose Ellen Bums.
by Pearl Raak and Mrs. Manners Kay, on Nov. 18. Mrs. Tindall is
satin. She carried a colonial bouChristophs Film Shown
George Copeland of the public market and the Valley market.
by Marlene
'
the former Marjorie French,
quet.
He
retiredto live on a farm near
relationscommittee will study
Directing
the play is Mrs. J. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Attending the groom was DeTo Catholic Womon's Club
Gobles. Vith the exception of Young Father Has Polio

Chamber

Selects

Canoe.”

VkePresiileiit

a

Comedy

A

Tubergan.

An

excellentfilm entitled‘Television Is What You Make It,”
was featured at a meeting of the
Catholic Women’s club -of St.
Francis De Sales church Monday
evening in the school auditorium.
About 75 members saw the film,
a Christopher movie producedby
Father Keller. It was announced
that any group or organization
dealring use of this film may contact Mrs. Bernard P. Donnelly,
Jr., to make arrangements.
Another feature of the evening
was a canned foods shower for
the sisters. Mis. William Fisher,
newly-elected chairman,presided
at the business session. She presented a gift to Mrs. Robert Wyngarden, past chainnan, in appreciationof her effortsin behalf of
toe dub.
Mrs. John Bagla dl, Jr., gave a
brief report on Friday's session

present Holland brochuresWith
an eye to recommendations at
the December meeting; Henry
Ter Haar of the community service committee reportedarranging with Hope college for the
safety patrol of the Grand Rapids
Orthopedic school to attend Saturday’s Hope football game; and
James Townsend of the legislative and national affaire commit-

losing an eye in a farm mishap,
both Mr. Essex and his wife are
in good health.
They have four children,two of
their own and two adopted: Mrs.
William Schmidt, Boyne City;
Mrs. Edna O’Connor, Gobles; Mrs.

—

GRAND HAVEN

(Special)
Milton Fahling, 25, Conklin, father of two children ages 3 and 2, is
in St. Mary’s hospital, Grand Rapids, as Ottawa county's 46th polio
victim. He was stricken on Nov.
13 and admitted to the hospital
Alice Cronberg, Pullman, and on Nov. 17. Although there is no
Elwin Essex, Gobles, and there report as to the involvement, his
are nine grandchildren.
condition Is reported as fair.

tee reported that all is ready for

the annual Cracker Barrel

ses-

sion to be held soon with Rep.
Gerald R.
a

Ford.

linen

%

k

Shower Honors

singing led by

A

#

.'i

Games

were played and

-

I
J

Rouwhorst and Carlton Brower.
A reception for 80 guests was
held in the basement of the
church. Mrs. John Diekema served
at the punch bowl and Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Vander Zwaag were In
charge of the gift room. Mr. and
Mrs. Jay Rouwhoist were master
and mistress of ceremonies.
Waitresses were the Misses
Maxine Ebels, Shirley Nlenhuis,
Darlene Schamper, Helen Jongekryg, Ella Walters and Mrs. Doreen Greening. Catering were Mrs.
Tony Slagh and 'Mrs. George

Rouwhorst.

i

French, 122 East 24th

St.

Strong resolutions asking

for

closing liquor outlets on Sunday
and restrictingthe sale of spirits
by the glass were adopted by the

Women's Christian Temperance
Union at its annual convention in
Battle Creek recently.

The

five-pointresolution called

for: (1) closing liquor outlets on
Sunday; (2) shortening the hours
for sale and distribution;(3) preventing the entrance into taverns
by all minors, whether accompanied by an adult or not; (4) restricting the sale of spirits by the
glass, (5) informing the public as
to the connection between alcohol
accidents, crime and poverty.
Resolutions also called attention
to "newspaper reports, magazine
articlesand radio broadcasts revealing a rising flood of alcoholic
beverages threatening to engulf

the nation, lowering economic
levels,

moral standards and

spir-

itual values.

Attending from Holland were

Mrs. John Van Oss, Mrs.

Carl
Dressel, Miss Gertrude Slaghuis,
Mrs. Cornelius Van Duren, Mrs.
William Vander Schel and Mrs.
Edith Walvoord.

Junior Welfare League
Plans Holiday Projects
Christmas projects were planned at a business meeting of Junior Welfare league Tuesday evening at the Woman's Literary club
house. Miss Althea Raffenaud,
president,conducted the meeting.
Final reports on the league’s
pre-holiday style show, "Christmas Gifts Walking,” which was
presented last week, were made
by Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., general
chairman, and Mrs. Don Williams,
ticket chairman.
Mrs. Gerard Cook, chairman of
the Christmas bazaar, announced
further arrangementsfor that
project. Samples of items to be
sold at the bazaar were on display.

Arrangements also were made
for the annual plum pudding project and the Christmas candy sale.
Girl Improving
Six-year-oldJanet Oudemolen
who was seriously injured when
she ran into a car Nov. 13, is
showing continued improvement
at Holland hospital.It was not
known immediately when she
would be able to leave the hospital. She is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Oudemolen,181 West
Ninth St.
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The program consisted of group

Mrs. Walter Seidelman, Jr., entertained at a linen shower last
Wednesday evening in honor of
Miss Patricia Seidelman,brideelect of Carl RUselada. The party
was held at the Walter Seidelof the Diocesan Congress. Our
man, Sr, home at 207 East 27th
Lady of Good Counsel and St. St.
Christopher Study groups were in
Gifts for the honored guest
charge of the progam and refreshwere
attached to streamersfrom
ments.

Rsta Saturday

Knoll. Ushers were Claude

Aims

Veldheer.

Miss Patricia Seidelman

a decorated sprinklingcan.

ward

Resolution

Cites Strong

Handel’sfamous oratorio, "The

Olive Center

(Penna-Saa photo)

WCTD

St.,

Friday.
former Effie Myers, celebrated Oliver Banks has retuumed to
their 47th wedding anniversary his home after visiting friendsand
relativesin Muncie, Ind.
May 12.
Joyce Vanden Bosch was honSurviving are the wife; one son,
Harry O. Bliss, Jr., two daughters, ored at a bridal shower at the
Mrs. Anthony Weller and Mrs. home of her mother Friday eveFred Slag, Jr., of Holland; 12 ning Guests were cousins of the
grandchildren; four sisters,Mrs. bride-elect.' Miss Vanden Bosch
Mabel De Fouw, Mrs. Harry Hook- will become the bride of Jack
hymn to the war dead set to muMiss DoloresMarie Austhof
er, Mrs. Edith Bredeweg and Mrs. Lamer, who is serving in the armsic from the Russian choral Mr. and Mrs. William Austhof Howard Van Order, of Holland and ed forces in a training camp in
school. The well - trained choir of route 1, Zeeland, announce the one step-brother,Claude Bliss of Kentucky.
sang the hymn with reverence and engagement of their daughter, Muir.
Mrs. Harold Jurries,Beth and
deep feeling.
Dolores Marie, to Lavem AalderFuneral services will be held Phillip and Dorothy Knoll of
Another outstanding number ink, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gary Friday at 2 p.m, at the Nibbelink- Montello Park were visitorsat

a

attacks just before the accidents. lors followed the ceremony. AssistIn the two accidents blamed on ing were the Misses Theresa Busheart attacks, four Were killed.
scher, FrederickaDe Jong, GerDrunkennesswas a contributingaldine Vogelzang, Helene Wieghfactor in accidents in which 12 mlnk, Henrietta Heerspink and
died. In these mishaps, speed and Edna Hossink.
drinking combined to cause a— *h
The bride and groom left on a
on the highway.
wedding trip to Florida. They plan
Sleeping drivers — in two cases to make their home in Holland
drowsy because of overindulgence upon their return.
—were blamed for nine fatalities.
Four died in accidents caused by
open, unmarked intersectionsor
poor vision on township roads
Two serious accidents resulted
from failureto cut brush along
highways.
One death resulted from mechanical failure of steering appara-

Simon Van Dyke (seated) retired last
after 50 years and 10 months of employment at Hotland-RaclneShoes, Inc., It was the
occasion for a trip to the president'soffice and
the presentationof a specialgift Van Dyke started work at the ehoe company when he was 17
years old way back when the factory was built In
January,1902, and through the years has witnessed every phase of development In hie church

Hope College

Home

Tuesday evening following an extended illness. Bom in Coopersville, he was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bliss and
came to this community as a
young boy.
He was a charter member of the
Holland Local Bricklayer, Masons
and Plasterers InternationalUnion
of America. He and his wife, the

Willard S. Fast, displayed versatility and finesse in presenting a
wide variety of choral styles, representative of the work they do
throughout the year.
Their enthusiastic show-opener
was Irving Berlin’s "God Bless
America," followed by the Swiss
folk tune, “Hi Ho Sing Gaily,"
In Sixteenth Street Christian Re- and the beautiful musical poem,
formed church before an altar "0 Lovely Heart” by Robertson.
decoratedwith palms, ferns and
Espedally impressive was "In
baskets of yellow and white chry- Solemn Silence,"
memorial

santhemums. Miss Kay Cnossen
was organist for the rites.
The bride was attended by Miss
Sena Stegink and the groom, by
his brother, Prof. Albert Timmer.
The bride was attiredin a navy
blue traveling suit with white
accessories and had a corsage of
two of toe accidents in which there gardenias. Her attendant wore a
were fatalities.The exceptions blue tweed suit and a corsage of
Were blamed on drivers who were yellow roses.
believed to have suffered heart
A reception in the church par-

Whsn

week

Harry

Wed

At Woman's Club Meet
Timmer-Bekins

ago, tuberculosis still takes more
lives than all other communicable
diseases combined. These tests are
conducted periodically to detect
cases early when they are less
costly to treat and before the disease can be spread to others.
In the school testing programs,
the state health department provides the tuberculin and the
county departmentadministers
the test free of charge. The
Christmas seal agency provides
educational programs and materials and the schools arrange for
both educational and testing
places. .
The ninth and 11th grade students in Holland public schools already have been tested for TB.

prizes awarded
and a two-course lunch was serv-

ed by the hostess.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Funeral services for John W.
The guest list included the MesBosch, 5L 315 TWitl St., Fenya- dames Fannie Japinga, Henry Japburg, who died in Municipal hos- Inga, Gerrit Wiegerink, John Weltpital Tuesday morning following ers, Henry Van Ry, P. H. Seidela six weeks’ illness, will be held man, Paul Seidelman, Stanley
Saturday at 3 pjn. from Ringold Seidelman, Walter Seidelman, Sr.,
funeral home with toe Rev. Clar- Elton Cobb, A. H. Muyskens,
De Haan of Spring Lake Frank De Jong and Charles Ris’ Refotmed church of fid- selada and the Misses Jennie Beuwill be hi Spring kema, Ruth Lawrence, Pat Van
Gloria Koenes.

r

k'vy1.-

Don Van

Gelder-

en; duets by the Misses Pauline
and Thelma Rouwhorst; readings
by Mrs. Henry Elzinga;,solo by
Don Van Gelderen; singing by
little Sheryll Elzinga, Ruth Vanden Brink, Sharon and Barbara
Diekema; remarks by Rev. Hyboer and closing song, “Blest Be
the Tie that Binds.”
The couple left on a wedding
trip to Niagara. Falls. For traveling the bride chose a blue striped suit-dresswith blue accessories
and a corsage of white carnations.
Among the pre-nuptial showers

Halfback Paul Mack (left) and eantar Blaine Tlmmar ware named
co-captalneof the Holland high echool football taam for next eeaeon.
The two Junior grlddere were ehgaan by their next year’s teammatee at a matting Tudaday. Mack hat been
hard-running
halfback,playing tha latter part of tha aeaaon on both offtnaa and
defenaa. Tlmmar haa baen consldared tha No. 1 cantor all aeaaon,
but hae been bothered by Injuries along tho line which Included a
broken nose and Injured knee. This year’s co-captalnswere guard
Jerry Victor and fallback Carl Vlsecher.

a

given for Miss Brower was one
by Mrs. John Rouwhorst at her
home on route 2 and by Mis. Ray
Rouwhorst at her home, 688
Gordon St, given by Mis. John
Rouwhorst and daughters.

A billion pound* of detergents
are made from petroleum every)
yaar.

•tava Nlabat of Fremont,who was tha apaakar
at Tuaada/a Hopa College Vanity Alumni Club
banquat for th# 1952 Hop* footballteam, congratulates tha three Hep* playare who war*
alngled out for apaclal honor* by thalr teammates^ John Newton (loft| was plcksd ss ths

tssm’a moat valuabt* player,while Don Pierema
and Jim Van Hoavan were aelectedaa co-captain*
for next yaar’a taam. Nlabat,who emphasizedtha
plae* of athletics and tha small college in life, la
a member of th* state board of aducatlon and a.
truate* of Alma colltga. .
, (Sentinelphoto).
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Couple Honeymooning

Dutch Are Second
Place

in

in

South

Final

«TY

nmow,

novimdm ia

Mss Patricia Ann Brieve
Wed to Peter Henry Yff

Fines

Hope

day evening by the groom’s father,

Miss Patricia Ann Brieve, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Brieve
of 13 East 19th St., became the
bride of Peter Henry Yff. Mr. Yff
To
is the son of the Rev. and Mrs. T.
Yff of Grand Rapids.
Ninth * Street Christian Reformed church was the scene of In
the double ring rites, read by

tan* at Riverview park.

The victory gave Coach A1 Van
a record of four

derbush’g crew

win* and one lorn in MIAA com
and handed Hope second
place behind champion Albion
The Briton* made sure of their
arown Saturday with a 59-7- lacing
of Kalamazoo, giving them a 5-0

Hope scored one touchdown in
the second quarter, and Adrian
came back for its only tally in the
touch

down* in the fourth period,cinchad the victory for the home club.
fumble recovery by Capt.
Lloyd Beekman gave Hope the
ball on the Adrian 18 and resultec
m the first Dutch marker after
two minutes were played in ti\e
second period. Scoring play was
a six-yard pass from Dave Kempker to Ken Bauman in tlje end
zone, and Bob Prins kicked the
point The scoring pass came on
fourth down with six to go after
a penalty and incompletedpass
had made the Dutch worry for

A

while.

The

Lead

Hawks

persons were overcome by
fumes aboard a 65-foot sailboat
Saturday whk* was tied up at
Barrett Boat Works k Spring
Lake tor the winter.

Al-Van Race

race.

marie.

more

GRAND HAVEN (Speck* —
Two

Rev. Yff before a settingof palms,
FENNVILLE (Special) — Four Mr*. Anna EHzabeth Wright,
ferns and candelabra,accented senior Jettermenwill be on hand
27/ of Greenville,and Robert Edwith large bouquets of snapdra- this winter to help the Fennville
gons and mums. White bows high school basketball team at- ward Kerttner,42, of Grand Ramarked the pews. Organist was tempt to better its 1951-52 record pids, were victims. They were
John F. Bosch of Grand Haven, of finishingsecond in the Al-Van *ket\ t<> Municipalhospital in
who accompaniedEarl Marlink as league cage
'
Grand Haven after being found
he sang “God Sent You to Me"
Coach Sam Morehead aligns his unconscious aboard thecmft.Mrs.
and “The Lord Bless You and team s prospects as “average—we Wright regained consciousness
Keep You.”
could develop into a good team shortly before being admittedand
In the wAiding party were Mrs. with breaks and hard earnest Kettner shortly afterward. Both
William Selles, the bride’scousin, work."
were released Sunday.
as matron of honor, Miss Myra
Mr. and Mrs. Wright came to
Last year, Fennville won eight
Brieve, cousin of the bride, and
games and lost four in Al-Van Spring Lake earlier SaturdayeveMiss Ruth Yff, sister of the league play to finish runner-up ning and along with Kettner,
groom, as bridesmaids;Charles behind. Gobles. In addition,the were aboard the boat. Mrs. KettYff, who assisted his brother as
Blackhawksdropped five non- ner was to join the group Sunday.
best man, and Adam Yff, cousin
league games for an 8-9 season The two families are long-time
of the groom, and Kenneth Kleis. record.
friends.
ushers. Phillip and Jack Brieve,
Wright had gone to town for
Center Norm Sanford, at 6-3 the
nephews of the bride, were ring tallest man on the squad, heads some refreshmentsand when he
bearers and William Yff, the
the list of returning lettermen. returnedabout a half-hour later
groom’s brother, lit the candles along with guard Skip Bale at 5-9 found his wife and Kettner on the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Heerspink,as
and Lorry Morse at 5-7, and for- cabin floor, both unconscious. He
master and mistress of ceremon
ward Rod Galbreath at 5-9. All summoned Robert White, Spring
ies, completedthe wedding party.
Lake police officer, and with the
are seniors.
The bride’s white satin gown
Up
from last year's reserve help of Grand Haven police they
was styled with a Peter Pan colsquad are center Greg Crippin, got the two victims out on the
lar, lace-filled yoke edged with a
guards Clark Hutchinson and Art deck. They were immediatelytakwide satin band giving a capelet
Coxford, forwards Jim Bruce, en to Municipal hospital.
effect, and long tapered sleeves of
It has not been determined
Roger Cosgrove, Ray Fleming,
Chantillylace. The full skirt endand
Lester Rawson and Bob what caused the fumes. Wright
ed in a formal train. Her; nylon
told officers that he feH nauseatThompson.
illusion veil was held by a heled whep he left the boat and said
The Hawks face
15-game
met-type hat edged with tiny
“tiie fresh ah- sure feh good” alschedule,in additionto the Al-Van
pearls.She carried a gold leather
though he was not ^ware of anyleague tourney slated for Feb. 3-7
Bible with a white carnation corthing wrong.
a* Gobles.
sage and gold streamers. .
It is believed fumes may have
The
Fennville schedule: Dec. 2
Bridal attendants wore identiescaped
from the sewer undercal faille gowns, the matron of Middleville,home; Dec. 5, Law- neath the boat, from a galley
rence,
home;
Dec.
9,
Lawton,
honor in teal blue, and the bridesrange in which coal and wood
maids in thistle and American away; Dec. 12, Covert, away; Dec. were burning, or from a gasoline
16, Gobles, away; Dec. 19 SaugaBeauty rose, respectively. The
generator, which was running at
gowns, styled with full skirts and tuck. home; Jan. 6, Hopkins, the time.
strapless bodices, were topped away; Jan. 16, Bloomingdale,
It was reported that the portwith short-sleeved jackets trim- home; Jan. 20. Gobles, home; hole* on the boat usually are
med with tiny covered buttons. Jan. 23, Lawrence,away; Jan. 30 open, but were closed Saturday.
They wore matching mitts and Lawton, home; Feb. 3*7, league Kettner is employed by Murray
carried colonial bouquets of yel- tourney at Gobles; Feb. 13, Cov- Engineering Co. of Grand Rapids.
ert, home; Feb. 17, Saugatuck,
low and rust .mums.

petition,

period. Two

AtSpnigLako

Four Lettennen

college'* footbaM team

wound up it* season Saturday afternoon with a 20-6 victory over
Adrian before only a handful of

•ame

Overcom

Two Aboard Boat

In ceremonies performedThurs-

M1AA Standings

m

Adrian touchdown came

late in the same period, and was
set up when back Clarence Hawkins for the Bulldogs intercepted
backfield lateral from John
(Prince photo)
Crutches proved to be no handicapfor Hunter Cornelius Zstdyk
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Henry Yff
Adams to Dave Kempker and carwho bagged • 150-pound buck early Saturday morning while hunt*
After
their marriage Thursday Nov. 24 at 137 i East 17th St.
ried the ball to midfield.Running
Ing alone near Hamilton. Still recoveringfrom a hunting mlohap laet
from the split-T, the Bulldogs evening, Nov. 13, in Ninth Street Mrs. Yff, the former PatriciaAnn
year, the 7S-year-old Central Park resident managed to drag his
moved down to the Hope 27, Christian Reformed thurch, Mr. Brieve, is the daughter of Mr.
prise through a quarter-mileof woods before utilising hit car to
where they were stalled for no and Mrs. Peter Henry Yff now and Mrs. Peter Brieve of 13 East
tow the animal to the highway. Zstdyk hat besn hunting for more
gain in two downs. Then Adrian
19th St. The groom is the .son
than 50
(Sentinelphoto)
are honeymooning in the South.
called on the spread formation,
of the Rev. and Mrs. T, Yff of
They
plan
to
be
at home after Grand Rapids.
and quarterback Jim Niebauer
faded to the right and whipped a
long aerial to end Bob Ohrman
who stepped into the end zone for
the score. Jim Van Hoeven broke
through to block the Adrian kick
Mrs. Ruby Nibbelihk will be
for the point and Hope led 7-6 at
home for Thanksgiving. She motthe half.
ored to Florida several weeks ago
short Adrian punt that
White lauded the ambulance Probably the proudest deer
with
Mrs. Jane Lievense who is
traveled only 15 yards from scrim24- Hopkins, home;
For her daughter’sweeding,
With two runners finishing in a spendingthe season there.
drivers for their quick work in hunter in all of Holland is 78mage helped to score the second
Mrs. Brieve chose a purple dress *eb. 27, Bloomingdale, away.
getting to the scene and hurrying
Hope touchdown after Adrian fail- dead heat for first place, Adrian The Waukazoo P.T. club meetwith matching accessories and
college
squeaked
out
a
narrow
26the victims to the hospital for year-old Cornelius fceedyk of Cenad to click on spread passes late
Mrs.
Yff
wore
a
burgundy
taffeta
ing
was
held
Thursday
night
Nov.
tral Park, who surprisedeven him29 victory over Hope college in a
treatment.
A4rs. De Roos Reviews
in the third stanza.
dress with beige accessories.Each
cross-country
meet
held
Saturday.
6,
with
the
president
Mr.
Ramsey
self
when he bagged a, 150-pound
Hope took over on its own 45 at
Meeting
Hewitt and Rathborn finished presiding. Devotions were given had a corsage of yellow and rust Book at
the end of the quarter, and Frank
buck
while on crutches .
pompons.
Talarico and Kempker carried first in 22 minutes, 22 seconds. by Mrs. Meurer. Special music
The
veteran hunter is still
During the reception for 120
The Woman’s Christian Tempdown to the Adrian 31. Then Adrian followed with runners in was furnished by Barry McFall.
handicapped
from a hunting misguests
in
the
church
basement,
a
erance
union
met
Friday
afterKempker threw
pass to sixth, eighth and ninth to take After the business meeting Mrs.
hap last fall when he tripped on
end Paul Bos who was spill- meet honors by a narrow margin. Van Haitsma introduced Guy short program was given and re- noon in the parish house of Trinfreshments were served by the ity Reformed church. Mrs. E. WalSurprise of the meet for Hope
ed on the five for a 26-yard
a root while fox hunting. Despite
In
Vander Yacht who talked about
president, conducted the
pin. Adams swept wide around was Bob Hamilton, who finished his experiences abroad as a Com- School circle of the church. Mr. voord,
his crutches, he was determined
meeting.
and Mrs. Harold Vander Ploeg
Fans watching the Holland high*
Jeft end for the final five yards third behind the Adrian duo in munity Ambassador.The meeting
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
to go north with the "boys" for
served
at
the
punch
bowl
and
Feature
of
the
program
was
an
and the score, and Prins’ boot was 22:45. It was Hamilton’sfastest was dismissed with lunch served
Grand
Haven game Friday night
Miss Eleanor Hoogland and Bur- interestingbook review by Mrs. C. Mrs. Cornelius Bos Ver Duln, 78, his annual deer hunting expedi
time of the year. Glen Straatsma
wide to make the score 13-6.
saw what was probably the finest
by
Mrs.
Clare
Dailey, Mrs. Don ton Borr were in charge of the De Roos of “My Brother Stuart widow of the late Capt. William
tlon. But the doc said no.
The marker that really cinched and Jessie King finished in a tie Ver Hey, and Mrs. Howard Holdgift room. The guest book was in Hamblen,’’ written by Oberia Ham- Ver Duin, died early Sunday
the victory came late in the for fourth with 23:03. also the er.
However, where there’s a will halftime band show ever presented
morning in her home at 928 Washcharge of Mrs. Marie De Vries. blen.
fastest
time
of
the
year
for
either
there’s
a way, so Zeedyk accom- at Riverview P"*. Two bands, the
fourth period. Defensive halfback
The Harvey Bluekamp home 43- Out:of-town guests came from
Mrs. C. Kuyers conducted devo- ington St. after an illness of sev- panied by his wife, took off Friday tanlor and Junior high bands,
Joe Ypma intercepted a Niebauer Dutch runner.
Carl Schroederwas seventh. 160th Ave. was the scene of a Chicago, Lansing, Kalamazoo. tions. reading from the book "Bi- eral years. Her husband, former to look for a good hunting spot. | combined to give a salute to the
pass on the Hope 45 and raced
ble Grounds for Opposing Liquor,” commercial fisherman, former
Roger
Knopf 10th, Sam Hoffman birthday party Friday afternoon Grand Rapids and Grand Haven.
55 yards down the sidelinesto
The two of them fixed up a she!
Nov. 7. The party was in honor of
After
a
southern
wedding
trip,
by Sam Morris. During the busi- mayor and a member of the Ot- ter in the woods to prepare for Armed Forces with moving tanks,
•core. The point after touchdown 11th. John Schrier 12th and HarRex
Bluekamp
who
celebrated his the newlyweds will be at home af- ness session, plans were made for tawa County Road commission
was added by Beekman on con- old Van Zoeren 13th for Hope.
the opening of the season. The re- anchor, plane, crosses in dedicafourth birthday. Gifts were pre- ter Nov. 24 at 1374 East 17th St the December meeting to be held died May 13, 1950..
version and Hope led 20-6.
sult on Saturdaywas that Zeedyk, tion to the fallen heroes, and
sented and lunch was served.
Mrs. Ver Duin was born
For going away, Mrs. Yff wore a at Children’sRecreation center at
block U.S. for
grand finale.
Two more pass interceptions
Those present were Mike Zee- red knit dress, a brown and beige Graqd Rapids.
Grand Haven Oct. 7, 1874, and all by himself,had bagged a good Observersgave the young bandsheld the Bulldogs at bay the rest
sized buck by 8:30 a.m.
dyk, Danny, Floyd and Beth Van checked coat with matching acTea was served from an at- was married May 27, 1896. She
of the way. The Adrian attach
After dressing the animal, he men a fine ovation at the compleWieren. Ronnie and Sandy Styg- cessories.
tractivetable by Mrs. H. Kramer was an active member of Second
was contained most of the way by
dragged him about a quarter of a tion of the performance.
stra, Vicki and Claudia Boss, t Both the bride and groom are and Mrs. W. Van Saun.
Christian Reformed church, the
A great amount of work is cona defensive platoon that worked
mile, then backed his little model
Kathy Prins. Duane Van Slooten, graduates of Holland Christian
Indies Aid societies of the church
well for the Dutchmen. Adrian
A
into the woods and towed the nected with these band shows, and
Paula and Gevan Stahel, Vicki high school. Mrs. Yff is employed
and the school,and the WCTU.
never threatenedseriously outbuck to the main highway. Luck- the students spend many hours
and Rex Bluekamp. Mothers pres- at the office of Chris-Craft Corp. Judge to Render Decision
Surviving are two sons, Dr
side of its touchdown surge.
ily, two friends,Dan and Les getting ready for their 10 or 15
ent Mesdames Conrad Zeedyk, and Mr. Yff is employed as a meat Later in Bos Estate Case
John W. Ver DOln of Grand Hav
(Special)
One Bulldog attempt in the GRAND
Wiersma,
happened by at that minutes on the field. Art Hills,
cutter.
Marvin Van Wieren, Claude Stygen and and Cornelius of Detroit
first part of the third quarter was Thirty-three young men left
time and helped the plucky hunts- director of the senior band, and
stra, Henry Boss, George Prins,
four daughters, Mrs. Jesene KooiGRAND HAVEN (Special)
halted just inches short of a first Grand Haven Armory Monday
Granville Cutler, junior high dirman load his deer on the car.
Circuit Judge Raymond L. Smith man of Grand Haven, Mrs. Evan
down on the Hope 28-yard line. afternoon as Ottawa county’s Cecil Van Slooten. Martin Stahel Municipal Court Fines
After Zeedyk broke his leg while ector, team up to plan the intriand Harvey Bluekamp.
will render a decision later in the Van Lopik, Mrs. Elmer Roossien,
Score at this point was only 7-6
fox hunting last year, he crawled 5ate mjme1uve.r8-A 8cr‘Pt i* writPaying fines Saturday and today
complement in the November Potluck supper will be served
case of. the estate of Hyo F. Bos, Grand Rapids and Mrs. Percy
for Hope, and if the Bulldogs had
ten and the halftime music tells
draft. The group was inducted in- at the Community club tonight in MunicipalCourt were John R. former Holland resident who died Ziegler of Muskegon Heights; four nearly half a mile to his car with
carried it may have been a difa story for the fans. Buses transthe
aid
of
his
faithful
hound
Pat.
NuLsmer,
18.
of
249
East
15th
St.,
to the armed forces in Detroit. Nov. 14 at 6:30.
Jan. 24, 1951, at White I>ake near sisters,Mrs. William Pool and
ferent story.
With difficulty, he got into the port the marchers to the park
Of the group, 10 were from HolAnnette De Weerd who is in speeding, 517; Jay H. Volkers, 28, Muskegon.A hearing on the ap- Mrs. Sherman Clark of Grand
Hope, on the other hand, had at
during the week for rehearsals
land, four from Zeeland, seven nurses training at Pine Rest San- of 77 West 21st St., speeding, 520; peal from a decision rendered by Haven, Mrs. Sidney Bos and Mrs driver’s seat and drove three miles
least seven different touchdown
and special evening practices are
home.
Henry
Van
Houten,
21.
route
1,
from Grand Haven, two from itarium spent the week-end at the
the court Aug. 6 as to jurisdiction Dick London of Grand Rapids; 14
intentions thwarted for various
Many
other hunters in the area held when the band plans blackSpring Lake, two from Hudson- home of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. speeding, $10; Ralph Meeuwson, was held Thursday.
grandchildren and one great
out routines. x
reasons in Adrian territory. Three
have reported success so far:
31. of 458 West 19th St., speeding
ville, three from Coopersville,one Ray De Weerd.
The appeal was baaed on an ob- grandchild.
times the Dutch were stopped on
Even the other departmentsof
Stanley
Van
Lopik,
279
Central
each from Marne, Jenison, MusMr. and Mrs. Robert Boes spent S10; Troy Wilson, 31, Hol- jection by the widow of the deinterceptions, twice on fumbles,
Ave., got a 165-pound buck at the school figure in the band
kegon, Byron Center and Grand- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. War- land, failure to yield right of ceased, Mary Lubbers Bos, asking
once on a good Adrian stand and ville.
7:30 a.m. Saturday. And just one show. Last Friday’sgame feaway. $7; Elaine Vannette Meyers, that inasmuch as Bos was a resi- Mrs. Brown Is Speaker
ren Cook of Zeeland.
again by the 'dock at halftime.
hour later, at 8:30 a.m., he shot a tured new hat-lights made by
24, New Era, stop street. 55; John
Brief religious services were in
dent of Allegan county, the es- At Philathea Meeting
Mrs. Jack Witteven visitedher
The game^ime was the last for
coyote. He was hunting for a machine shop students under the
charge of the Grand Haven Gid- sister Mrs. H. Poskey of Jenison Tubergan, route 2, parking, 51.
tate should be administered there.
five Hope seniors— four of whom
week near Kalkaska with Armand supervision0f Tom Drake and
eons. Duane Hudson of Coopers- on Tuesday.
The Philatheaclass of First Caswell of Allegan and Hilton pfirlSchuk,shop teachers.Direc•aw action.Capt. Lloyd Beekman,
ville served as group leader.
A group of friends gathered in
Methodist church met Friday eveDon Howard, Ken Bauman and
tor Hills showed them a model of
Foster of Rockford.
Inducted from Holland were the recreation room at Keewano
ning in the social rooms of the
John Newtcp graduate as well as
Walter Welch, route 2, Zeeland,8,1 ^Proved light, and the project
Andrew Kragt, 74 East 13th St.;,, Stables Saturdayevening and saw
church. Mrs. Edwin Sharland and
Don Prentice, who has been side- Vaughn Jensen, 134 West 14th
and his father. Wallace Welch
1Un.der way* Alm08t 100 tiny
beautiful colored slides of Alaska
her committee served a chop suey
lined because of injuriesmuch of
Grandville, returned home
were made to fit Into
St.; Kenneth Vork, route 2; Shersupper.
shown
Airman
First
Class
the season.
with two deer, one a six-pointer } Hjf croJvn <* (he bandsmen’shats,
win Hop, route 2; Sidney Lank- George Wennersteen' who is home
Miss Claribel Wright was in
Hope used 35 players all who
and the other a seven-pointer. T'lese lights add to the effectiveheet, route 4; Donald Arends, 400 on furlough. “Butch” has traveled
charge of devotions and Miss Norwere in uniforcn m the final conThey were hunting near Peacock nes8 formations when the bright
West 21st St.; Kenneth Lemmen, extensivelyin Alaska and says the
Houtman accompaniedby
test of the year.
lights are dimmed,
route 2; Alvin Heerepink, 424 Pine fishing and hunting are unequalMrs. Peter Houtman, played a opening day when they killed
Statistics of the game.
deer. Each weighed 150 pounds. L “le band has followed the local
Ave.; Donald Baker, 1819 South ed. Pictures showed salmon weighA
violin
solo,
“Adoration,"
by
BoA
John Kilian, 425 College Ave., J00^3/1. team as have local sports
Shore drive; Nelson Sneller, route ing 55 pounds, also views of Mt.
rowski.
First downs
year- The band travelled
McKinley National park, AnchorHighlight of the program was a got his deer in Allegan forest
Total yardage
about
1 p.m. Saturday while hunt- Muske8on Heights, Grand RapFrom
Zeeland
were
James age and surroundings and the dog
talk by Mrs. Donald Brown. Her
Yards rushing
Kroll, 25 State St.; Harold Tim800100 Harbor. Expenses
races there. He expects to return
topic was "Touring Europe in a ing with his son, John. Jr., and
Yards passing
mer, route 2; Carl Rietman, route
son-in-law, Paul DeKok.
, tnps are met by a small
Dec.
1.
Station
Wagon."
She
told
of
Passes attempted
2; Erwin Poest, 131 Centennial.
amusing incidents and accidents three-pointer weighed about 200 returo 'rom gate receipts at ball
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Geers have
Passes completed
8ames, concert funds, donations
Grand Haven inductees were a baby boy bom Friday, Nov. 7.
that occur when taking a family
Intercepted
Robert Lyttle, Herman Rycehga,
Henry
Dozeman.
383 West 19th and payment on the part of the
of
five
children
on
a
trip
through
Fumbles lost
Marilyn Witteveenw'ho is trainStuart Vollmer, Robert Urbanik,
got a 160-pound,four-point individualstudents.
foreign lands. Dr. and Mrs. Brown
Penalties
ing at Presbyterianhospitalin
George
Olthof, Eugene Yedinak
and family toured Europe last buck near Tippy Dam at 8 a.m. Now that footballis history the
Punts
Chicago,spent the week-end at
band can return to concert work.
and Chester Stolarz.
Saturday.
summer.
the home of her parents, Mr. and
Average distance
Others were Harold Van Raalte
Thurman Holcomb, 372 Elm Several concerts are being planMrs. Jack Witteveen.
and Hubert Rosema of Spring
Ave.. killed a 107-pound buck Sun- ned tor public presentation- this
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reimink and
Abraham Nederveld, 80,
Lake; Nelson Schut and John
Judge Fines Motorist
day morning at 7:30 while
Jn(1 big effort is now at
Stevie visitedMr. and Mrs. Fred
Ossewaarde of Hudsonville, Rob50 miles north of Grand Rapids. fha,Jd for. the stat® musical conWitteveen
in
Grand
Rapids
last
Dies
in
Grand
Haven
$64 or 45 Days in Jail
ert Short, Warner Cheyne and
Way Henson, 551 East 16th St tests early next year.
week.
Duane
Hudson
of
Cooperaville,
was
in the hunting party.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Eugens Sprick, 24, of 308 West
On Friday night there was a
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Adrian Runners

Nip Hope

A
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years.

Hunter on Crutches Gets

Him Out
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FootbaO Over,

WCTU

Bands Now Torn
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hunting

Ronald Eden of Marne, Donald
potluck supper in the Community
Wierenga of Jenison, Dan Ludlow
Hall. George Kolean, Jr., is the
of Muskegon, James Meekhof of
new manager and Albert Van Der
Byron Center and Gerald Gnos- Veen is the janitor.
sen of GrandvtBe.
A number of parents attended
open house in Christian grade and
high schools this week.
The charges were .speeding, John Anthony Booro
reckless driving, running a stop
Succumbs at Homo
sign, failure to obey an officer’s
Home on Furlough
directionand leaving the scene of
John Anthony Boere, 61, died
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
an accident The accident involv- at 11:30 p.m. Sunday at his home,
Dr. William Creason, who was reed a collision with a police cruiser
235 East 10th St. He had been ill
which resulted in a dent in the about two months with a heart called to active duty with the,
Navy Sept. 5, is home on leave.
police car. Sprick was ordered to
condition.
pay fine* totaling, $64.70 or spend Bom Dec. 24, 1890, in the Neth- Dr. Creason; local dentist, has
45 days in jail. Sprick indicated erlands to the late Mr. and Mrs. been stationed. at Fort Sam
Houston, Texas, and will report
he would pay the fine.
John Boere, he had lived in HolOthers paying fines were Paul land 41 years. He had been em- to a New Jersey base Nov. 27,
Mulder, 17, of 71 West 20th St. ployed at Baker Furniture Co. for en route to Germany. Dr. Creeson
was the first local medical man
imprudent speed, $7; Genevieve 18 years.
to be called. Dr. Robert Hoek of
Dirkse, 645 MichiganAve., no opSurviving the the wife, Iva; five
erator’slicense, $3; Harold Holder, children,Mrs. Clifford Koster and Spring Lake, who has- his dental
office In Grand Haven has since
route 5, parking, $1.
Mrs. Henry Van Kampen of Hol- been recalled into service.
land and Lucille, Jean and John,
Oat codfish can prodaec
Jrn at home; a brother, Anthony
The United States has about 40
atany as 10 million mbs at c
of Holland, and several brothers per cent at the world’s coal re17th St., pleaded guilty before
MunicipalCourt Judge Cornelius
vander Meulen Thursday to a series of traffic violations,all of
which occurred within a few minutes of each other. *

-
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Abraham Nederveld,80, of 315
Columbus St., died sit 2 p.m: Class Member Honored
Thursday in Munictpel hospital.
He had been iH for six months and
or Perfect Attendance
seriously so for the past three
Members of the Women’s Adult
weeks when ho was admitted to

_

He

—

k

the Netherlands.

serves.

Luscious apples truly fit for a queen-loat the spotlightat Frlda/a apple fete In Fennville to lovely Beverly ttthle, who was

th*

«MVhiedHApP,e ?Ueen 01
Queen B^#r^ *" 18-yearold blond, was chosen for the regal honors from six contestant*.
She II represent Fennvillein the etate queen contest on Dec. 3 durIng the state Horticulturalconvention In Grand Rapide.
(PeanfrOa* photo)

was

bom

lH^!XT^Nr(SPedal)~ Mu°^
K pa11,dge Ervin Andrews Mon-

in

Grand Haven

Bible class of Trinity church
a social meeting, featuring a pot-

dvST*

S"™

*** boom” on a 17resident who ig-

r
„ ^

Ztll™

Chicago
in 1910, returned to Grand Haven
about eight years ago. He was
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Evert (Ed) Nederveld.He was
formerly employed at the Passow
Furniture Manufacturersin Chi-

luck .upper, Friday evwtag at the |
church.
After supper, devotions were
f^nd^’s ™d
when
led by Mrs. R. Janssen and Mn. ?7f,2re10^clc?edWiUiam Doest,

cago for several years.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Margaret Boyink of Muskegon; two sisters, Mrs. Etta Pallman of Grand Rapids and Mr*.
John DeKiep, Grand Haven, also
one brother, David. o< Grand
Haven and three grandchildren.

Huyser in recognition
of her perfect attendancerecord
for 11 consecutiveyears. Mrs.

30, 1872

and

Down en

Boy Who Ignored Tickets

had

the hospital.

Aug.

Judge Cracks

left for

I

K. Essenburg. Two readings were
given by Mrs. Peter Huyrer.

I

driid^nn^T*

^

Stl/°r reckle5s

^

Mrs. C. Dressel presented a
gift to Mrs.

Dressel said Mrs. Hpyser ban

ETSSUlSSr"
^

been a member of the class since
aidh?/
its organization in 1911. Her husband, the late Peter Huyser, was
the dan teacher for 30 years.
Several selectionswere sung by
Farmers in the United States th Calvary Four, accompaniedby
get 45 per cent more output from Mrs. Witiiam Oonk. Mrs. J. Van fenced to 10 days in
driver’s license was
their land and do 17 per cent lets Oss gave the closing prayer. Mm.
two month*. He will
work thaa they did in the early George Setawaan,
193vs.
- •
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Jesus’ Thanksgiving and Ouss—
Matthew 11:2-6,25-80
By Heary Geerilngs
This lesson

is

1879.

__

low him.
John the Baptist

was not

the kingdom program and

GRAND HAVEN

the
Messiah had to be revised after

(Special)

—

Rudolph Kelley, 26, Grand Rapids,
pleaded gulRy in the Ottawa Circuit Court Thursday afternoon to
a charge of unlawfully driving
away an automobile, without mtent to steal He win return Nov,
24 for sentence.
Kelsey,

Holland Reserve

Team

Township

the

W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager only person whose opinion about
Telephone— Nevfs Items 3198
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191

h Great Covt

designed to be in

keeping with the season of the
year, our annual Thanksgiving
Day. It is but right and proper
that we should both privately and
publicly, think of our blessings
and acknowledgeour indebtedness
Tbo Home of the
Holland City K«w» to God and give Him thanks for
PublishedEvery Thursthe same. The thanks which
lay by the Sentinel
Printing Co. Otflre 94-56 Christ expressed in our Scripture
West Eighth Street, Hol- lesson was not for national or
land, Michigan.
temporal blessings. It was for
Entered as second class matter at God’s perfect ways in revealing
the post office at Holland. Mich., Himself to such as trust and folunder the Act of Congress,March 3,

Picks Honor Captains

Deny

who

is

now on

parole

from Jackson prison having been
released about two months previous to the above offense, allegOfficials
edly took a car on Nov.

3,

1952 at

Pofkton township belonging tp
Robert Bliss. The car later Was
Irregularitieswrecked and Kealey was picked
up by Muskegon county officers

Zeeland toumship officials.quick- and turned over to State Police at

Fullback James Boeve and
The publishershall not be liable Jesus’ ministry opened. There guard Carl Ver Beek were chosen
for any error or errors In printing were potential disciples of Jesus, by their teammates as captains of
any advertisingunless a proof of like the rich young ruler, who
auch advertisementshall have been failed to find in Him the things the 1952 Holland high school reserve team at a meeting of team
obtained by advertiser and returned
by hm in time for corrections with which they had been taught were members Monday afternoon.
such errors or corrections noted essential in the life of a believThe junior Dutchmen, coached
plainly thereon; and In such case If
er. We may be sure there were a by Carroll Norlin and Robert Conany error so noted Is not corrected,
publishersliabilityshall not exceed great many people who had eag- nell. ended a dismal year last
such a proportion of the entire space erly awaited the Messiah’s adoccupied by the error bears to the vent but who did not see the pic- week by dropping their sixth game
of the season without a victory.
whole space occupiedby such adverture materialized in the life of
tisement
Members of the team, shown

Grand Haven.

A large number attended the ly leaped to the defense of the John Puff, 23, Grand Haven,
Children’s Bible Hour program in procedure of elections in their pleaded guilty to a charge of nonthe Vriesland Reformed church on township Friday, after a United support of his wife, Shirley, and
Sunday, Nov. 9.
three minor children, one of whom
A box will be packed for mis- Press story from Lansing Thurs- was bom since his arrest.The alday
charged
irregularities.
sions. If you have any good used
leged offense is charged as of Oct
clothing or shoes, please bring to
The Lansing story concerned 23, and three months prior therethe church basement by tonight. state police findings after Gov. to. He was released on his own
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss, Mr. Williams ordered a report on how recognizance and given permission
t Models Appeoring rn 'ChristmosGifts Wolking'
and Mrs. Gerrit Boss attended the
local officials are guarding ballot to go to Reed City, at the home
(Sentinel photo)
"Crusade for Christ” meeting at
Jesus.
of
his
parents,
if
necessary,
to
boxes. The charge was there were
above:
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
the
Stadium
in
Grand
Rapids
on
First row, left to right: Managno seals at all on boxes in Zee- find employment.He is to return
One year 33.00; Six months 92.00; At least one of the gospel acon Dec. 8 for sentence.
three months 31.00; Single copy 10c. counts gives the impression that er Bob Goding, Paul Northuis. Thursday evening. Dr. Ockenga land township.
Subscriptions payable In advance and disciples left in droves when they
was the speaker.
Phillip Scanlan, 46, of 1761 East
Tom
Sanger,
Bill
Kolean.
David
Clerk
Carl
Schermer
explained
will be promptly discontinued if not
Parent-teachers’meeting will be
saw
that
the
spectacular
leader
18th
St., Holland, pleaded guilty
Colts,
James
Boeve,
George
Beckthat
state
police
called
on
him
renewed.
Subscribers jvlll confer a favor by whom they hoped would deliver er. Francis Francomb. Terry Van- held on Tuesday, Nov. 18 at 8 Monday night to go to the town- Thursday afternoon to a charge of
p.m.
reportingpromptly any Irregularity them from the Roman yoke had
de Water, Dean Sullivan,Manager
ship hall to inspect the voting ma- non-support of his wife, Ruth
In delivery. Write or Phone 319L
The Holland Home in Grand chines,not ballot boxes. Schermer and 14-month old daughter, subrefused to be an earthly | king. Dale Brower.
Presentation of a cneck for 1550 Before Christmas"and "New
This record further implieiXthat
Second row: Carl Ver Beek. Rapids wishes to thank all who do- said that police pulled on one seal, sequent to Aug. 27 and prior to to Fred Burd, director of Holland Year’s Eve Frivolity."
nated
fruit
and
vegetables.
1
WHO HEADS
even the loyal inner circle, who Harry Zimmerman. Vance Dykand it came loose, which it should Oct. 20, 1952. He was released on hospital, climaxed the evening
In the picture are models atTHE DEMOCRATIC PARTY?
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jousma
his own recognizance and will rebelieved in Him because He spoke huis, Phil Boersma, Henry Visschnot have and then wouldn’t seal up
showing of Junior Welfare lea- tired in gowns from the latter
President Truman has thrown the words of eternal life, were
and
family of Plymouth were Satturn
for
disposition
of
his
case
er. Gerald Brouwer. Jack Baldagain. The seal was defective,
gue's "Christmas Gifts Walking" group, which included gay and soout a hint to Adiai Stevenson that nonetheless mystified at the win, Joe Oksei, Bob Mulder, Terry urday guests of Mrs. K. Jousma, Schermer explained, and was de- Dec. 18.
Thursday evening at the Woman’s Fashions were described by the
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Boersma.
Prosecuting
Attorney
Wendell
things
which
He
said
and
did.
he should in future be regarded as
Zylman, Ted Dumez.
livered to the officials as such.
Literary club house. Miss Althea two narrators, Mrs. Jack ReichMrs.
Kenneth
Vander
Kolk
of
A. Miles was given an order to
head of the Democratic party. One of the first conclusions Third row: Coach Norlin, Jack Ann Arbor was a week-end guest But at any rate. Schermer and have a bench warrant issued, by Raffenaud, presidentof the league, ardt and Miss June O'Neill, both
that a New Testament reader Carr. Lynn Kadwell, Dave BoerSupervisorMaynard Mohr point
presented the check, which will be of Grand Haven.
Stevenson,while not declining, reaches is that in both the inteligter. Chuck Goulooze. Gerald of Mr. and Mrs. Will Vander out, both machines were locked Judge Raymond L. Smith, Thurs- used for purchase of an ether- After each performance, guests
has not definitely accepted the lectual and religiousfield Jesus Boeve. Ken Fehring. Elwood Bos. Kolk. Mr. Kenneth Vander Kolk and sealed according to law. State day afternoon, to seize and bring
suction machine for the hospital. were invited to remain (or rerole. So far he has made no “def- was so far ahead of His time as Ken Russell, Paul Beyer, Coach was a Sunday guest at the Vander police had to get the keys from before the Court Raymond Rich- All proceeds of the afternoon and
freshments, served in the tea
Kolk
home.
They
left
for
Ann
Armond, 34, of East Eighth St., and
to arouse resentment. If he had Connell.
the county clerk before they could
inite decision."
bor Sunday evening.
Martha Zuverink, 36, of 178 East evening performancesof the pre- room. The two large punch tables
been
like
some
leaders,
He
would
The issue will probably be reopen the machines to inspect the
holiday style show went toward featured attractiveflower arMrs. Simon Broersma was guest
Seventh St., both of Holland, who
have tempered His message. But
seals. And the seals were intact,
solved before January 20, the date
the $550 goal.
rangements and large, Impressive
of honor at a surprise birthday
failed to appear in Circuit Coyrt
even if one was defective.
when the Democrats leave the in curing the ills of life, Jesus
Tuesday. Calls were made Large audiences, totalingabout white Christmas angels. Mrs.
party on Friday evening at the
took
the position that a modern
Schermer pointed out that the
controls, and until that time Truthroughout'the day and, upon 800, saw the two fashion showings, George Smith, Jr., in charge of
home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Jousman cap be regarded as head of physician takes in curing the ills
tabulationon the questionedmastaged at 3 p.m. and 8 p.m. An refreshments, was assisted by Mrs.
The funeral of Mrs. H. J. Van- ma of Holland. The guests were chine at present "is the very same their failure to respond late in the impressive holiday setting featur- Don Winter, Mrs. Raymond Heldthe party. But who will take over of the body; that the remedy, to
afternoon,
the
order
for
a
bench
her
sisters
&nd
brothers
who
prebe effective, must be based upon der Kolk was held on Monday,
as on election night when it was
as a permanent head?
a giant candle in a huge er, Mrs. Gerard Cook. Mrs. Kenwarrant was issued. Both pleaded
an honest appraisal of the dis- Nov. 3 with services in the home sented her with a gift.
read and sent to the county clerk.
If Stevenson should step into the
guilty Oct. 23, 1952 to a charge of Christmas wreath accented with neth Zuverink, Mrs. Julius LubThe church membership papers
ease. He found people who be- and ’'church. The Rev. Henry MolElection worker John De Weerd
backgroundout of which he came
gay, colorful swagl. Models step- bers and Mrs. Fred Coleman.
cohabitation.
of Mr. and Mrs. John R. Van
put on the seals, and the vote was
to make the battle for the presi- lieved themselvesto be examples lema of Holland officiated. Mr.
ped through the large wreath to a
Mrs. L. W. Lamb, Jr., general
Haitsma
and
two
baptized
chilof
spiritual
well
being,
but
who
and Mrs. Henry Roelofs sang
reported about 31 p.m., Schermer
dency', the post will go to the
decorated ramp extending down chairman of the show, welcomed
in realityharbored shocking mor- “What
Friend
Have in dren. Gerrit John and Janice Rena said. He said the vote was heavy
president almost by default. But
the center aisle. A similar setting the audiencesin the club House
al malignancies In their hearts. In Jesus,’’ and "Safe In The Arms have been received from the
for Zeeland township, with about
such • development would be hard
was used in the downstairstea auditorium and Mrs. Cook preDrenthe
Christian
Reformed
95 per cent voting.
on the party. Truman is after all this class were the scribes and of Jesus.” Burial took place in the
room, used to accommodatethe sided in the downstairs tea room.
church.
pharisees, who took violent ex- Vriesland cemetery.
The state police probe of ballol
a badly discredited statesman. The
large crowd.
Mrs. Cook also was in charge of
The
committees
for
the
Christception to the Great Physician's
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Vander
box securityalso reached into
defeat of Stevenson was far less a
An array of breath-taking fash- an attractive display of sample
diagnosis of their needs.
Kolk of Ann Arbol spent the week- mas program in the local church Allegan county. In Wayland townat
repudiation of the Illinois governions for the holiday season includ- articlesto be sold by the league
John had indeed a clear under- end at the Will Vander Kolk home. have been appointed.
ship, they found that the boxes
or than it was a slap at the presied styles for "Holidays on the Go," at a Christmas bazqar in DecemMr.
and
Mrs.
Elmer
Boss
and
were locked up in the cemetery Mrs. Nella Diekema, 79. died “Holidaysat Home," "The Night ber.
dent Truman’s prestige within his standing of the person of our Lord Mr. and Mrs. Vander Kolk attendand of His manifold ministry. He ed the funeral of their grand- family of Galewood were Sunday vault for extra security.
own party is at an all-time low.
Friday
Holland hospital
From the point of view of the proclaimed Him. not only the mother, Mrs. H. J. Vander Kolk supper guests o£ Mr. and Mrs.
after
an
extended
illness. She
Henry Boss.
country rather than from that of Messiah king but the Lamb of God on Monday afternoon. Mr. Vander'
had been a patient at the hospital
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Van
Zoerwhich
takes away the sin of the Kolk returned to Grand Rapids
the party, it would be disastrous
about a year.
world. But so far Christ had not where he is training at a hospital en of Zeeland were Sunday guests
to continue the leadership of the
Born in Holland to the late Mr.
yet
revealed that He would die for a week and Mrs. Vander Kolk of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. J. Van
man who has lost the allegiance
and Mrs. Peter Pfanstiehl, Mrs.
on the cross. Nor was the kingdom to her work as nurse in Ann Arbor Zoeren.
of much of the rank and file of
Diekema was married to Albert
In mystery form revealed yet. on Monday evening.
The adult Bible class semi-anhis own party. A vigorous, bellig
Diekema, who died several years
at
John,
like all the other believnual
party
was
held
on
Friday,
Washington senool PTA wHl
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boss attenderent Democratic party is good for
ago. He was a brother of the late
ers
at
that
time, believed that ed the funeral of Mrs. Keizer in Nov. 7 in the church basement.
America. That party is now in the
sponsor a Mothers tea at toe
G.
J.
Diekema,
l#ading
Holland
with the coming of Christ the Forest Grove on Tuesday after- The followingprogram was given:
An enthusiastic group of parminority, but it would be bad for
1930 while school Monday at 3 pm. Speakkingdom would immediatelyap- noon.
Mr. G. Van Noord, president,was ents attendedthe second meeting citizen who died
the country if the minority party
in charge of devotions, Mr. and of the series by Mrs. Mary Wea- serving as U. S. Minister to the ers will be Mrs. Henry C. Alexpear.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Sewshould be characterized by a lack
He had been in prison now for ing Guild was held on Thursday, Mrs. Henry Roelofs sang two num- ver of Michigan department of Netherlands.
ander, who will discuss "ChilMore than 80 persons who went
of wholesome vigor.
Mrs. Diekema was a member of
The head of the Democratic some time and so far nothing Nov, 6 at 2 o’clock.The following bers, Mrs. Henry Wfbeke gave a Mental Health. TSJji^ for discus- Hope Reformed church, the Ladies dren's Attitudes Toward Books," on a tour to Alaska sponsored this
about the appearance of the king- program was given: the singing of reading, the Rev. Jay Weener of sion was. "Relax. Irs Normal."
summer by The Church Herald,
party will be a symbol of the char
dom had been related to him. He "To God Be the Glory," Mrs. Beaverdam gave an address on The meeting was held in Lincoln Aid and the Ladies Missionary and Mrs. Edward Donivan, who had a, reunion Friday evening at
acter of that party. It would seem
society.
She
had
been
a
member
will
speak
on
"Adults
Attitudes
was a man of like passions as we Henry W a b e k e, vice president, "Excuses," and the singing of school Tuesday evening.
Third Reformed church of Holthat Adiai Stevenson'is in a much
Parents were divided into of the Woman's Literary club for Toward Books.”
are. He was like his great proto- read scripture;Mrs. Jacob T. De hymns, and closing prayer conland. Most of the group came
better position to represent the
groups to discuss problems in the 50 years.
Annual meeting of the Organ- from western Michigan, but
rank and file of his party than a type Elijah, who had stood alone Witt offered prayer. Mrs. Jacob cluded the program. A social hour
Surviving
are
a
sister,
Mrs.
Jovarious age groupings. Problems
ization of Social Agencies of Hol- others came from Illinois, Iowa
worse than lame-duck ex-presi- before all Israel, and then had fled Morren a reading, two duets, Mrs. was enjoyed, refreshmentswere
and sat under a tree, requesting J. T. De Witt and Mrs. H. Kruid- served by the Mesdames Merton relative to beharior of children sephine Ashford of Grand Rapids, land will be held at 7:30 p.m. and New Jersey.
dent. Even his political enemies
from- two to five years, were dis- and 55 nieces and nephews. Mrs. Monday at City Hall. Four memFeatured during the gathering
agreed during the campaign that that he should die. For a time he hof, Mrs. Edgar Smith (Nellie Wabeke, Wilmer Timmer. Dick
was
overcome
with
doubt and dis- Breen) gave the main address, a Kroodsma, and John Beyer. The cussed by the parents. Mrs. Wea- Ashford is the last survivor of the bers to the Council of Social were movies of the trip taken
Stevenson was personally highver spoke on the problems of Pfanstiehl family.
couragement,and wavered.
Agencies will be elected at that by various members of the group.
missionary offeringwas taken, the following officers were elected:
grade; they felt that he was operJesus
sensed
the
situation and singing of "Praise Him. Praise president. Harold Ter Haar; sec- eating, thumb sucking, sassiness,
time. Mrs. Mary Weaver from Jhe
The three- week tour, with a
ating on a higher level than the
tantrums, acquiring responsibility,
State Health department will be group of 93, began on Sept. 6 at
man who happened to be in the understood John’s quandary. For Him," with Mrs. H. Wyngarden as retary. Mrs. Donald T. WyngarHolland Reiident Dies
co-operation,
shyness
and
unpresent to show a film on social Chicago. The itinerary included a
White House and who had fixed one thing He understood what ef- pianist, and closing . prayer by den, and treasurer, Mrs. Jacob
necessary crying. During the dis- In Convalescent
fect the idleness and tedium of Mrs. Smith concluded the pro- Morren.
stop at Minneapolis, where they
protlems.
himself on the Stevenson back.
cussion, causes that stimulate
Parents will meet with mem- attended First Covenant church.
The irrepressible Truman could prison life would have to the mind gram. A social hour followed with
such behavior were related. Mrs. Mary Funcke, 71, died at bers of Boy Scout troop 12 for a The trip through the Canadian
of a restlessprophet. Free from refreshmentsserved by the Mes»ot be shaken off during the camMethods to changing such be- the Phillip's Convalescent home in Court of Honor and investiture ser- Rockies includedstopbvers at
the vigorous activity of his dames H. H. Kruidhof, J. 'Morren, Local Lodge Conducted
paign, but after January 20 he
haviors to more acceptable ones Spring Lake Thursday noon. after
preaching
duties, the forerunner
By
Past
Noble
Grands
vice in the Scout room at Trinity Banff Hotol and Chateau Lake
can be eased into private life and
J. Brinks, and J. Ver Hage. The
were expressed.
a three year illness.Her home church Monday at 7 pm. Im- Louise before reaching Vancouver.
was
of
a
spiritual
focus.
His
guests were women of Forest
into innocuous desuetude, to use a
A regular meeting of the Erutha
Through the clever use of address was 287 West 22nd St.
At Vancouver they boarded the
phrase coined by Grover Cleve- mind undoubtedlydrifted from es- Grove, Zeeland, and Drenlhe.
mediately after the Court of HonRebekah lodge was held Friday stories and experiences,Mrs.
Mrs. Funcke was born in the or, the Mothers club u’ill hold Chilcotin.passenger liner of the
sentialsto nonessentials,from the
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Streur of evening • with the Past Noble
land, a real Democrat and a great
Weaver illustratedboth the right
Union steamshipcompany of Canman. It will have to be done if service which the Messiah was go- Holland were Thursday evening Grands conducting the opening and wrong ways of dealing with Netherlandsto the late Mr. *and a meeting.
Mrs. Phillip Pikaart and came to
ing
to
perform
to
the
way
in
A meeting will be held in Trin- ada, with accommodationsfor 106
the party is to take its proper
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. and closing part of the session.
children of this age.
this community with her parents
passengers, to spend 10 days
place as a vigorous opposition which He was to perform it.
Wyngarden.
Noble grand, Mrs. Virginia Orr,
The topic for the Nov. 18 meet- as a girl. She was a member of ity Reformed church lounge on cruisingthe Inside Passage to
The
answer,
therefore, that
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Spaman of presidedat the business session ing is "When They Get You
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. for the purforce to the Republicans. And for
the Berean church.
the sake of the Republicans them- Jesus sent back to John was cal- Vriesland, Mrs. Herbert Schout after which the memorial staff
pose of organizinga Resthaven Alaska. The Chilcotin stopped at
Down."
Questions
pertaining
to
all
Surviving
are
the
husband.
Tenculated to restore certaintyin his
selves it should become such a
and Jane Ell<?n of Zeeland were conducted services for Mrs. age groups which have been reAuxiliary. AH women of Holland, several ports, including Ocean
nis, one brother,James Pikaart of
mind and to make the bleak pris- Wednesday guests in Martin.
force. America needs two political
Zeeland, Hamilton and the sur- Falls, Butedale and Prince Rupert
Georgia Yore, who died Nov. 6, quested by the pa/rents will be
Grand Rapids; one sister, Mrs. rounefing areas are invited to at- in British Columbia, and Juneau,
parties that are somewhat in on environmentglow with the radMr. and Mrs. Harold Ter Haar 1952.
answered if time allows. Mrs. Cora Albright of Grandville.
iance of heaven. Jesus did not anbalance. That calls for vigorous
and family attended the 25th wedtend. It is hoped to have a repre- Skagway, Sitka and Ketchikan in
Plans were made for a rum- Weaver will discuss individual
swer
any
moot
questions.Indeed.
leadership in both parties.
ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. mage sale. Mrs. Dorothy De Boer problems with parents at the
sentation of women from every Alaska. All of these towns are
He did not answer John directly. Lawrence Mulder of Zeeland on and Mrs. JosephineBender gave
perched on a narrow ledge of land
church.
Condition Improved
close of the meeting.
He merely told the messengersto Wednesday evening.
between towering mountains and
Austin
Buchanan,
assistant
prinreports on the three-day assembly
The condition of Janet OudeOn Nov. 25 a short play, "Scatcall to John’s attention the things
Mr. and Mrs. Martin P. Wyngar- of the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs. tered Showers, "will be given by molen, 6, who was injured in a cipal of Holland high school, will the ocean. Worship services,
he already knew, that the minis- den and family were recent guests
special programs and recreational
regular
held in Bay City Oct. 19. Both Hope college students. This deals street-crossing mishap Thursday be the speaker at
try of Jesus was true to the spirit
activitywere featured during eve*
(From Tuesday’s Sentinel)
at the Jacob T. De Witt home.
Parent-Teachers
meeting
of
Wavrepresented the local group.
entirely with discipline,showing noon, was described as "fair with
nings aboard ship. Special bus or
Mr. and Mrs. William Ten Have of human service and to the pasMr. John Pelon, a student at
A chest meeting will be held in the effects of good and bad disci- slight improvement" Friday at erly school Wednesday at 8 p.m.
railroad sidetrips were made to
'celebrated their 45th wedding an- sion for saving the lost that ran Western Seminary in Holland was Fennville Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. Those pline within the home.
Holland
hospital.
Janet,
the Special music is being arranged. Mendenhall Glacier near Juneau,
niversary at their home with a like a golden cord through the guest preacher on Sunday. Nov. 9. wishing to attend are asked to call
The
Metropolitan
club
meeting,
At the Dec. 2 meeting a panel daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
family party Friday night, Nov. entire Old Testament.
A special collection was taken Mrs. Jeanette Cranmer or Virginia discussionwill deal with the Oudemolen, 181 Weat Ninth St., scheduledfor Monday night, has up the White Pass and Yukon
railroadon the Trail of '98 to
34. Mr. and Mrs. Van Den Bosch
in the local church for church ex- Orr for transportation.
"Teachingof Spiritual and Moral was injured when she ran into the been cancelled.
Lake Bennett, and special all-day
and children.Mr. and Mrs. Char- Birthday Party Given
tension work.
The Combat' Infantrymanbadge
A . potluck lunch honoring the Values.” Membership of toe panel side of a car while crossing the
cruises in Glacier Bay and Gardles Ten Have and daughter, Mr.
Mission boxes will be passed in Past Noble Grands was held. Each is chosen from the home, the street near her home. Hospital for excellent performanceof duty
ner Canal.
and Mrs. Zuverinkand baby, and For Virginia Gross
the Sunday school next Sunday, was presented
under
enemy
fire
in
Korea
has
red carnation. school and the church. Meetings authorities said that apparently
The return was by way of VanMilton Ten Have at home, were
Nov. 16.
been awarded to • Pfc. Russell couver and Seattle,with bus tours
About 25 members attended.
begin at 7 :30 p jn.
there are no fractured bones.
Virginia
Gross,
daughter
of
present for the celebration.
Cook, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
through those cities and a visit
Mr. and Mrs. Ten Have have Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceL. Grots
Cook, route 1, Hudsonville,accordto Bremerton Naval yards, and
of
534
Pine
Ave.,
celebrated
her
Kved here for over 20 years and
ing to the Army Home Town News
from there, a scenic trip through
sixth birthday anniversary Saturare in fair health.
center. Pfc. Cook is a member of
Yellowstonepark. The group arAlvin Bauhahn is seriously i*l day at a party in her home.
the 2nd Infantry division. He rived back in Chicago on Sept. 27.
Favors for the children and
He is being cared for by his
entered the Army in November,
Official escorts for the tour
daughters, Mia. Allan Valleau and table decorations followed a Hal1951, ,and has been in Korea since
were Dr. Louis H. Benes, editor of
E. Irene Bauhahn at the home of lowe'en motif. A large decorated
June.
The Church Herald, which is the
Mrs. Idabelle Engel. Mr. Bauhahn cake was topped with a merry-goofficial publication of the Reformcelebrated his 83rd birthday last round of plastic animals. Games
ed church, and Marc Hamden of
Lynn
Louisa
Lugers
February.
were plajed and prizes awarded
the Northern Pacific railroad.
The McClair P.T.A. had a meet- to Karen De K raker, Ellen WitrHonored on Birthday
ing last Friday night. Miss Esther sma, Carol Wanrooy, Linda HowEverse of Holland, with singers ard and Paul Ehrich. Mrs. Groas
Mrs. Peter Lugers entertained
to accompany her, presented was assisted by Mrs. Wilfred
at her home, 498 GraafschapRd.
chalk drawings. About 80 people Wanrooy.
Thursday afternoon in honor of
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
were present. Officers elected for
Guests included Nora Bouman,
her daughter,Lynn Loulae, who
The "Learn and Do" club meets
the new year are president, Jimmy Stroop. Paul Ehrich.
celebrated her sixth birthday an- In the home of Mrs. Arie Cook,
George Bouwman; vice president, Christine Wrigley, Steven De
niversary.
Thursday evening for a lesson on
Stanley Brower; secretary-treasLoof, Linda Howard, EHen WierGames, featuring soap-bubble Christmas parties and presents.
urer, Mrs. Louis Van Dine.
sma, Karen De Kraker, Sally
blowing, were played and prises
Miss Irma Smith is again able
Mrs. Stanley Brower will enterVander Velden, Lvvm Marie Breswere awarded. Each guest re- to teach in Pioneer school after
tain all women interested in a nahan and Carol Jean and R<*ert
ceived a favor. The room waa gaily an iUneas of eight weeks.
Home Extension group at her Wanrooy.
decoratedin pink and blue with t Mrs. Marion K. Belden of
home Thursday, Nov. 20, at 1:30
crepe paper streamers and bal- Rochester, Mich., spent the weekpm- Mrs. Betty Baker' and Mr*.
loons. RefreshmenUfeatured a end here calling on relativesand
Stanley Brower will present the Tag, Barge Enter
decoratedbirthday cake.
her father Alvin Bauhahn.
lesson on “Christmas Gifts and
The tugboat St. Clair with tbs
The day also marked the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Bauhahn
Wrapping*
oH barge Petco No. 9 snlored
enth birthday anniversary of of Grand Rapids spent Monday
Holland harbor Friday carLynn's cousin,Shirley Schippa.
with Ws father.
aid Dakar, Kannath Vork, tharwln Hop, Kanneth Lemmon, Vaughn
The rhinocerosdoes not have rying 19,000 barrels of gaaoiine This group of Ottawa county young mon loft Grand Havan Monday
- Attending were Eva Nichols,
Janaan, Andrew Krsgt, Sidney Lankheat, Nelson Sntller; top row,
afternoon for InductionInto the armed foreea in Detroit. In the front
true horns, but masses of congeal- for tfce Aurora Go. ‘Die tug and
Marilyn Nichols,Jilane Swieringa,
Robert Lyttle, Harold Van Raalte, Chester Stolen, Eugene Yedinak,
The dollar
fixed as the
row, left to right, are: Donald Wierenga.Jemee Meekhof,DonaM
ba«g», martring the Tint haator
Stuart Vollmer, Hubert Roeema, John Oeeewaarde, Robert Urbanlk,
Karen Lou Kolean, Jacqueline Ko- unit of currency of the United
Arende,
Neiaon
tchutv
Ronald
Edtn,
Carl
Rietman,
Herman
Rycanga,
entrance of the year for HbHand,
Robert Short, Harold Timmer, James Kroll, Gerald Cnoeeen, Erwin
lean. Sheryl Schippa, Susan SeWp- States by an act of Congress on
Grant* Otthof, #*4n Maeraptorifaraand raw, Wranor Input, »*"Poast, Duane Hudean and Gideon tom ftaite* (eanttaelphoto)
April 6, 1792.
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Tht meeting closed with Um air*,
ing of the “Farewell Soiw” and
a treat.

250-Pound

Upper Peninsula

Pt. Lot S Blk. 8 Leggat’a Add.;
City of Grand Haven.
Stanley Cheff et al to Five Star
Lumber Company. Lots 29, 30
Lake View Add. City of HoUand.
Peter J. Van Dyke and wife to
Edward F. Dinkei and wife. Lot

The

Sunshine Blue Birds of
Beechwood school visited the
Waverly freight yards with their
leaders, Mrs. William Wicksall and
Mrs. Gordon Tenckinck. They visited the round house and watched

Despite the lack at ideal hunting
conditionsfour more Holland hunters have reported kills during the

w
Camp
Police

Checking

Fire

Board Meets

At A.E. Hildebrand Home
Holland Camp Fire executive
board met Monday afternoon for
its monthly board meeting at the
home of Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand.
Co-hostesses for dessertwere Mrs.
Ward Hansen and Mrs. Peter Kromann.
Mrs. Kromann presided at the

Co-Op Robberies

anthem ‘The King of Love My
59 Chester Shores Sub. Twp.
Shepherd I»,” Shelly.
Allegan (Special)—County and
Chester.
past week-end ranging up to an
A knock-down-and-rip-out
bee
Ivan Wickham and wife to Tho- state detectives are checking on
eight-pointbuck weighing an estiwill be held thii evening at 6:90 in
mated 250 pounds.
mas RoWbotham and Wife. Pt. the most recent in a long series of
The Sunihine Blue Bird* of the dispatcher operate the switch^
the church annex of the Second
Bob Wolbrink, 291 West 12th St.,
NEi NEi 4-7-16 Twp. , Grand robberies at the farmers’ coLongfellow school have had seven board, reports scribe, Sally
Reformed church. Able-bodied men
operatives at Dorr and Bumips.
Haven.
got the eight-point buck during the
meetings to date. They have in- Plakke.
of the church are asked to bring
The Bumips co-op lost between businessmeeting. Reports of stand*
week-end near Marinesco in the
cluded hikes; a trip to the Kor- The Ketchawapikya Camp Fire
Ben Schrotenboerand wife tc
hammer,
crowbars,shqvels, etc.,
$1,500
and $2,000 in a robbery Ing committees were given. Mrs.
Upper Peninsula. With Wolbrink
tering Farm; a Hallowe’en dinner group of Pine Creek school met at
Wilfred Heyboer and wife. Lot 34,
and wear old clothes while they
early
Monday
morning while ap- Hansen, chairman of the nominat*
are' Jack Smith and Bill Lamb.
party at the home of theib leader, the Camp Fire office with their
95 Riemersma’a Sub. No. 2 Twp.
assist to dear the. rooms of rubproximately
$25
was stolen from Ing committee, presented the slate
The trio expects to return to HolMrs. Don Vink, and the creating guardian, Mrs. Walter Kimball.
HoUand.
bish, etc. A group of women will
the
cash
register
at the Dorr Co- of officersand new members for
land later in the week.
of their own Blue Bird pins under Each girl chose an individual
Martin L. Boldt and wile to
serve coffee. '
op during the same period. Both 1953.
Jack Essenburg,202 East 26th
the guidance of Mrs. Theodore Indian name and made a memory
Leon Koon* and wife. Pt. SEi
Mrs. James K. Ward announced
The witness of the first Chrisfeed mills are operated by the
St., killed a 150-pound buck early
Van Zanten. Their next two meet- book, reports scribe,Linda Olpen.
31-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
that plans for the annual council
tian martyr, will be studied from
same
organization
Saturday morning near PrudenThe Okiciyapi group of Lakeings wiU be held at the home of
Peter H. Van Ark to Lawrence
Acts 6 and 7 at the midweeks serAt Bumips, thieves entered dinner on Jan. 26 are being arville while hunting with his son
Mrs. E. L. Prins. Learning to knit view met with their guardian, Mrs.
E.
Vredevoe and wife. Lot 46
vice to be held at the Second Rethrough
s large door which was ranged. Miss Martha Allen, na*
Roger, Neal Northuis, Art Geerds
a scarf will be their project.
Fred Davis. A nature hike was
Chippewa Resort Twp. Park.
formed church on Wednesday eveopened
by
bending the bottom tlonal executive directorof Camp
and Albert Gebben. Roger and Art
The Sunny Blue Birds of Long- enjoyed by the girls. Sara Jane
Dale Dunnewin and wife to Wilning under directionof the pastor,
braces. They rifled the safe, but Fire, will be the speaker.
Geerds have returnedwhile the
fellow enjoyed a visit through Bonnette treated. At their last
liam L. Hirdes and wife. Pt. Lot
MtUr Vot
Mrs. Hildebrand reported that
the Rev. Harold N. Englund.
bookkeepers were still checking
other men still are hunting.
Superior Ice Co. Mrs. Rene Willis meeting they met with their guar7 Village of Cedar Swamp Twp.
Dr. J. R. Mulder of Western
late Monday td determine how 28 Blue Bird and Camp Fire sponClarence Becker, 121 East 30th
and Mrs. Robert Kouw accompan- dians, Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Joe
HoUand.
sors had taken the training
seminary addressedthe We-Two
much was mining.
St. shot a six-point buck that
ied the group, reports scribe, Jonker. They finished plans for a
Sarah A. Northouae to Gerrit
dub at a regular meeting Mon- Beverly
At Dorr a basement window course. Mrs. Gerald Bolhuis gavg
Poll.
weighed 119 pounds dressed-out,
potluck to be held Dec. 2. A treat Service
Van Hill and wife. Lots 19, 20 was broken to gain entrance.
a report on Torchbearers rank.
day evening. His topic was “Mareast of Kalkaska during the weekThe. Blue Sky Blue Birds of was served by Janet Timmer, reNorth ouse Sub. No. 1 Twp.
Mrs. Albert Timmer, local exriage and Divorce.” Special music
Officials of the firm said It was
end. Becker and Frank Harbin are
Maplewood met with theif leaders, ports scribe, Sharon Van Noord.
Georgetown.
ecutive director, gave her monthly
was prbvided by a saxophonetrio.
the
eighth
time
in
recent
years
back in Holland while other memMrs. A. Koeman and Mrs. E.
The .Wetomachickgroup under
to Staff
Jacob Cook and wife to Adrian that the two co-operatives have report and said that 58 ninth
At 7:45 this evening the Men’s
bers of the hunting party, Judge
Belland. A sh^rt business meeting the leadershipof Mrs. James
A. DeVos and wife. Lot 26 MapleBrotherhoodof the First Reformbeen victimized. They said most of grade girls are members of the
Ray Smith, George Moeke, John
was held and dues were collected. Hardie finished their first rank
Decker Chevrolet, Inc., at River wood Add. City of Grand Haven. the loss was covered by Insur- Horizonettes.
ed church will meet and the pastMoeke, Martin Ellenbaas and
A discussion was held concerning requirement. A party was held at
Oscar F. Beyer Jr. and wife to ance.
or will lead a discussion on the
Ave. and Ninth St., U happy to
John Nyland stayed at the camp.
their trip to the police and fire the home of Garnet Harrington.
Alfred L. Van Bemmelen and wife.
Approximately 50 per cent o!
Doctrine of Regeneration. This is
County Deputy Robert WhitDon Sundin, 435 West 21st St.
stations, and games were played. The girls made the decorations, announcethat Pieter Vos has been Lot 20 Peter's Plat City of Grand
the British regular army is now
the first in a series of five on imcomb
and
State
Detective
WilUam
9 s|’_ot a spikehorn deer weighing
The Pleasant Blue Birds of prepared the refreshments and added to the staff as service man- Haven.
portant Doctrines.
Menzies, of the Paw Paw post, are serving overseas.
12.) pounds Saturday morning near
Washington
school elected the fol- planned the entertainment, reports ager.
Jacob Van Grondelleand wife checkingon the robberies.
The
Light Bearer’s Sunday
Moddersville, east of Cadillac. In
lowing officers: Judy Phillips, scribe. Sharon Boersema.
Mr. Vos comes from Oakland. to Gerrit J. Van Grondelleand
school class of the First Reformed
the party were Russell Looman
chairman: and Cheryl Sawle, The Winata Camp Fire Group of Calif., where he has had an out- wife. Pt. S* SWi SWi 15-5-15
church will have a potluck supper
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Looman!
scribe. Then they visited the Van Raalte school me^with their standingrecord as service man- Twp. Holland.
Doris Van Dahm Engaged
the Rev. and Mrs. George Huff, and semi-annual busings meeting Camp Fire office.They stopped guardians, Mrs. Don Kraai and ager with one of the largest HudWilliam Vander Linde and wife To Arthur R. Worthy
on
Tuesday
evening, Nov. 18, at
and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Wyma!
at the home of Mary Groenewoud Mrs. Don Rypma. The girls dis- son dealers on the west coast. He to Peter Prins and wife. Lot 4
Wyma was also reported to have 6:30 p.m. There will be election for refreshments. Mrs. Jack Leen- cussed the Trail Seeker’s rank spent four years during World Van s Sub. Twp. Holland.
of officers. Members are to bring
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Van
shot a deer. Mrs. Huff returned to
houts and Mrs. Gordon Groene- and made future plans. Cynthia War II with the Navy and attainMartin L. Boldt and wife to Dahm of 364 Pine Ave., announce
their own table service.
Holland with the deer. The others
woud are the leaders of this Borr served a treat, reports ed the rank of Chief Motor Mach- Sam Knoor and wife. Ei N| SEi
The annual Sunday school teach- group.
the engagement of their daughter.
are expected home by the end of
scribe, Carole Risselada.
All Makes
inist. Before entering the service, 15-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
er’s
business
and
inspirational
Miss Doris Van Dahm. to Arthur
the week.
The
Odako
Camp
Fire
group
of
The Cheerful Blue Birds of Van
Vos
received
technical
training
at
meeting will be held in the parGerrit Van Hill and wife to R. Worthy, son of Mrs. A. R.
Del Pemberton.65 East 31st St.
Raalte met at the home of their Maplewood entertained their the General Motors Institute in
Authorised
lors of the First Reformed church
Henry Leeuw and wife. Pt. Wi Worthy of Chicago.
killed an eight-point buck weighleader, Mrs. Ivan Wheaton. They friends with a hayride. Refresh- Flint. The type of training and
Chryslsr-Plymouth Dealer
on Friday evening, Dec. 5. A fine
NWi
SWi
14-5-15
Twp.
Holland.
ing 175 pounds at 7:10 a.m. Satdiscussedand started their new ments were served afterwards at experienceattained by Mr. Vos
program and dinner is planned.
The Pacific ocean covers an
Jacob Van Grondelle and wife
urday morning near Houghton. "One of the Nine” is the Bibli- project of sealing candy and gum. the home of their guardian. Mrs. places him in an excellent posiHaan Motor Saloa
area of 68,634.000 square miles and
to
Gerrit
J.
Van
Grondelle
and
Fred
Van
Naarden.
On
Nov.
7
Mary Ellen Reus, scribe of fhe
Pemberton’s hunting companion, a cal play to be presentedat the
tion to care for your automotive
88 W. tth Street Phone 7848
is the largestsingle body of water
wife. Pt. Si SWi SWi 15-5-15
Grand Rapids resident,also shot First Reformed church on Wed- Serenading Blue Birds of Mon- they met at the home of their maintenanceand repair needs.
on earth.
a five-pointbuck later Saturday nesday and Thursday evenings, teilo Park, reports that they met guardian. Plans were made to
At the present time "Pete” is Twp. Holland.
Aubrey Ernst and wife to Burl
morning. The two had gone into Nov. 26 and 27, by the Senior with their leader, Mrs. William make favors for the PTA potluck living with his wife and two chilthe woods before daybreak Sat- Christian Endeavor society. An of- Topp. Blue Bird dolls of yarn on Nov. 18, reports scribe, Darlene dren at the home of his parents, Ernst and wife. pt. NEi 34-8-16
Chrispell.
urday. got their deer, and were fering will be received to be used were made.
the Rev. and Mrs. Gerrit Vos in Twp. Grand Haven.
The Songtetaha group of Maple- Hudsonville.
The Perky Singing Blue Birds of
Jacob* an VGrondelle and wife
back in camp by 10 a.m. eating for missions.
breakfast.
Lakeview met at the home of their wood met at the home' of their
to Gerrit J. Van Grondelle and
Ill WEST lltfc ST.
PHONE 48192
leader, Mrs. R. A. De Witt. They guardian, Mrs. Russel Bird. Favwife. Pt. Lot 13 Blk. 5 South
Courf of Honor Program are making scrap books for the ors for the Maplewood PTA were
Prospect Park Add. City of Holchildren at the hospital. Gail made. Helen Marlink furnished a
land.
KAWNEER STORE FRONTS AND ENTRANCES
Held by Trinity Scouts
Kowalky treated the group, re- treat. After the meeting games
Reinier Vaupel and wife to
FOLDING DOORS
were played.
A court of honor and investi- ports scribe,Nancy De Waard.
Henry P. Kleis and wife. Pt. Lots
On Hallowe’en night the Helpful The Suawa group of Lakewood
Walter Van Asselt was in ture service was held in the Boy
13, 14 Blk. 5 South Prospect Park
ALUMINUM STORM WINDOWS
Add. City of Holland.
charge of the Intermediate Chris- Scout room of Troop 12 of Trinity Blue Birds of Longfellow met at school met with their guardians,
ALUMINUM COMBINATION DOORS
tian Endeavor meeting at the Sec- Reformed church Monday even- the home of their assistantleader Mrs. William Bowerman and Mrs.
Jacob Van Grondelle and wife
' SHOWER DOORS
ond Reformed church on Sunday ing under the direction of Earl Mrs. George Speet, for a party! A1 Hoving. A business meeting was
James M. Scheele and wife to to Gerrit J. Van Grondelleand
evening.
Vanden Bosch.
Games were played and refresh- held and favors for Thanksgiving Charles L. York and wife. Lot 38 wife. Pt. Lot 13 Blk. 5 South ProsFULL LINE OF O'BRIEN FAINTS
Glenn De Pree was leader at
In an impressive candlelight ments were served. On Nov. 3, Day were made. The girls also West Park Addition City of Zee- pect Park Add. Twp. Holland.
the Senior CE meeting. The topic ceremony the following received they met at the home of their made fudge and sang songs, land.
Reiner Vaupell and wife to
was “Religious Liberty in Amer- Tenderfootbadges: Robert Mor- leader, Mrs. Don Thomas. Drift- reports scribe, Wilma Morgan.
Louis H. Peck to John Schip- Henry P. Kleis and wife. Pt. Lota
The Okizu group of Harrington
ica.’’ At the Junior CE , meeting rison. William Meyer, Herbert wood previously collectedwas
pers and wife. SEi NEi 2-7-14 13, 14 Blk. 5 South Prospect
held on Sunday afternoon the film Harrington,John Fisher, Roger painted. Kathleen Eggers served met at the home of their guar- Twp. Polkton.
Park Add. City of HoUand.
1.
COST 4
“Who Is My Neighbor?” was Essenberg, Ronald Yonker, Robert a treat, reports scribe, Karen dian, Mrs. William Allen. They Henry P. Kleis and wife to Bessel Vande Bunte and wife to
sang songs and played outdoors.
presented.
2.
Rose, John Alexander, Donald Barber.
John H. Smidderks and wife. Pt. Henry P. Kleis and wife. Lot 192
The Otawataca group of BeechJudy Van Liere. scribe of the
Willard Fast, director of vocal Smith, Rodger Kobes, Ronald
Lots 4, 5 Blk. 63 City of Holland. Steketee Bros. Add. City of Hol3.
music at Holland high school sang Dorgelo, Carl Dams. Richard Flying Blue Birds, reports that wood went camping with their
John Russell Bouws et al to land.
guardians,
Mrs.
E.
R.
Eshelmann
“My Task," Ashford, at the even- Housanga,David Masselink, Bruce they enjoyed a trip through Swift’s
4.
John Franzburg to Henry P.
Henry Beelen and wife. Pt. Lot
ing service at the First Reformed Vanden Bosch and Steve Wisaink. Ice Cream Co. After the tour each and Mr^. Dick Vander Yacht at
Kleia and wife. Lot 17 Kymer El25 Bouws Sub. Twp. Holland.
girl was given a treat. Their lead- Kamp Kiwanis. The girl* made
church. At the morning service Gerrit Wiegerink was in charge.
John H. Koenes and wife to hart Sub. Twp. Park.
Carolyn Bolman was soloist in the
The following Scouts received ers, Mrs. Harold Klaasen and Mrs. their own bed rolls, prepared their Ethel Huber. NEi NEi 18-6-14 Mike Zemietes to John Zemaifirst class badges: Diok Breed- George Stephens, accompanied own meals and gathered plants Twp. Blendon.
Co#s.
tis. Pt. SWi NWi 33-7-13 Twp.
them.
from the woods to make dish garveld, Kirt Speet. Wayne Dirkse.
Talknadge.
AM*
Firs
Ufa
Ida
Swanson
to
Robert
Gordon
Good Selection — Used
Tom Klaasen, Calvin Rose, Bob The Dancing Daisy Blue Bird dens. On Nov. 4, they visited the Todd and wife. Pt. SWi NEi
John C. Hekners and wife to
BEN VAN LENTI
Holmen, George Boerigter,James group of Longfellow school enjoyed polls with their leaders, reports 11-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Lewis Helmers and wife. Pt. NEi
177
College
Avenue
scribe,
Nancy
Monetza.
Phone 7133
a hike. On the way to the Ed
Boyd and Keith Bosch.
Henry Weyenberg and wife to NWi SWi 28-8-16 City of Grand
The Aowakiya group met with
Merit badges were earned by Klaasen Farm, the girls stopped
end
Haven.
Julius A. Lubbers and wife. Lot
Tom Klaasen,George Boerigter where the new highway construc- their guardians, Mrs. Wynand 10 Lawndale Court City, of Hol- Ra.wnond M. Heidenga and wife
Vanden
Berg
and
Miss
Carolyn
tion
is
underway.
The
engineer
and Boh Holmen for Firemanto Christian Sonneveldt Jr. Pt.
Miedema. They opened the meet- land.
ship; Jim Boyd, Garry Vanden- explained and showed the girls
Ni
NW frli 32-8-16 Twp. Grand
Steam Cleaning
Mary
A.
Herman
et
al
to
Doning
with
the
Camp
Fire
law.
berg and Kirt Speet for swim- What was being done. When they
Haven.
Motors and Tractors
arrived at the farm, they had a Memory books and a baked goods ald Weick and wife. Lt. 11 Sub.
ming; Stuart Volker passed hLs
Lot 8 Lakeside Plat Twp. Spring
life saving requirements.The marshmallow roast, reportsscribe sale were discussed.They also Lake.
AYE.,
Meat contains all the minerals
Betty Lou Essenburg. Mrs. CJessoii played games, reports scribe,
badges were awarded by George
Henry Walcott to Lloyd S. Bey- necessary to sustain life.
Butler is their leader.
Deanna Phillips.
Yonker, committeeman.
The Odakonya group of Federal er et al. SWi SWi Sec. 34 and
The Happy Blue Birds of Pine
Scoutmaster Robert Rose and
831
Phone 8210 Assistant ScoutmastersLaw- Creek school held a Mothers' Tea school met in their club room Si NWi SWi 34-5-14 Twp. ZeeTuesday evening at the school. Nov. 10. After the business meet- land.
rence Zuidema and Ernest F.
Nichola* DeVrie* to Vernon
Also attending were the Ketchawa- ing the group welcomed Sharon
Penna were introduced.They outpikiya Camp Fire group and their Silliven into the group, a transfer Loker.sand wife. Lot 27 Southeast
lined briefly the organization of
mothers and their guardian, Mrs. from Van Raalte school.The girls Heights Add. City of Zeeland.
an Explorerprogram within the
or
George Hoving and wife to
Walter Kimball. The Blue Birds played games with symbolgrams
troop.
presented the first part of the and popped corn. Their previous George Hoving Jr. and wife. Pt.
program which included a play meeting was a nature hike. Mrs. NEI NWi SEi 22-5-16 Twp.
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
The Great Lakes contain approx- and then several numbers were Adrian Van Putten is the guardian Park.
imately one-halfof the fresh water
The Lennox Furnace Comgiven by the Camp Fire Girls. The of this group.
Louis O. Myrmel and wife to
Hava The Answer
on earth.
pany, worlds largest manuThe Wakahanepew group met at Anthony Pontarelli and wfe. Lot
Blue Bird mothers were in charge
facturing engineers of warm
of refreshments. Mrs. Gilbert El- the home of their guardian, Mrs. 2 Blk. B Edward C. Smith Add.
a i
heating equipment
hart served coffee and the Camp Andrew Dalman. The girls worked City of Grand Haven.
makes a heating system to
I Fire girls served the mothers
IRON and METAL CO.
on Christmas presents and rank
Henry A. Koaiman and wife to
fit your individual requireDecorations
were
made
by
the requirements,reports scribe, John Tragna and wife. Lot 28
ments for gas, oil, or coal.
120 Rivsr A vs.
3B4 CENTRAL
PHONE 2677
j Blue Birds. Mrs. Albert Timmer Marilyn Brower.
Kooiman's Add. City of Grand
Lennox dealers are factoryHaven.
The Wahanka Camp Fire group
local executiye. also was a guest.
trained heating experts.
At their meeting on Nov. 10, the met at the home of their guarMarie Dykstra Eusden et al to
At Your Service
• RESIDENTIAL
Happy Blue Birds elected the fol- dian, Mrs. William Van Howe. William C. DeRoo and wife. Pt.
Day or Night
lowing officers: Dawn Joy Vander After the business meeting,Mrs. Lot 10 Homestead Add. Holland.
• COMMERCIAL
•
Heuvel, president; Karen Simon- Van Howe talked about a project Jacob Postma and wife to
• INDUSTRIAL
:
sen
secretary-treasurer;Brenda for the group. They will help Miss George Zuverink and wife. Lot 56
Call Us
:
Michielson,scribe. Mrs. Fred Martha Bird with decorations for Chamber of Commerce Sub. City
(SERVED FAMILY STYLE
HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS
Vander Heuvel will serve a« their some of the holidays.Plans for a of Holland.
ALL YOU CAN EAT)
:
—NOT A SIDELINE
new sponsor. Mrs. Charles Hai^ Christmas party were then dis- Louis Bonema and wife to ElmELECTRIC CO.
cussed,
reports
scribe,
Mary
nngton
and
Mrs.
James
Michiel-t
Food
—
Most Reasonable
er E. Mielke and wife. Pt. SWi
120 River
Ph. 6-6828
50 Weat 8th
Phone 4811 j son are the leaders of this group.
' SEi SWi 21-8-16 City of Grand
Prhreto Dining Room for Portion
'•••••••••••••••••••••••#•••••••*##*»
Haven.
Pftty Rehbein, reports
that the Bonnie Blue Birds of
Marvin Visser and wife to AlRoad Job Completed
Washington met at the home of
fred VeJdkamp. Pt. WJ E* SWi
LANSING — Johnson-Greene Co.,
Now Oporatod By
their leader. Mrs. Frank Working.
23-66-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Barbara Conrad was elected the Ann Arbor, has completed worif on
Max Rosenberg and wife to PAUL ond EDNA VAN RAALTE
includes City of Grand Haven. Pt. Lot 207
J^ew scribe.The leaders displayed fol?5,789,13road j°b
Aaosi from Post Offioo
Christmas gift suggestions. Beth 4.276 miles of bituminous aggre- City of Grand Haven.
Zootond,Michigan
INDUSTRIAL
Wieners, junior assistant,super- gate surface on M-40 from the
Closed Sundays
Maggie
Koopman
to Albert
COMMERCIAL
Allegan- Van Buren county line
vised the girls in decorating boxes.
Meekhof and wife. Pt. SWi 21north; 8.027 miles on M-49 from
RESIDENTIAL
Complete Service Department
6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Wo Abo Oporato Ike
F/ wV£,e east to W-40: 1036 miles
Jacob R. Bultman and wife to
CONSTRUCTION
?f^‘89 from Plainwell east and Pearl V. Van Dyken. Lot 7 Blk.
1.708 miles on US-131 from PlainOn M40 ond 89. Uiogon, Mish.
81 Cast
Phene
Holland, Mich
well north to the Gun river bridge. 1 Assessor’s Plat No. 2 City of
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ONLY QUALITY CARS
AT RIGHT PRICES

DISPLAYED

ROOfINd CO.

I.

1

A.

8-14

W«*

DAGEN,

7tfc

Kelder. Alneondltionsd

with only nationallyadvsrtlssf hove rages. Open for
your convsnlencs from noon
until midnight

Let

n

do ell year prinHej! Quality

•met pnapt

deHreiy .

.

.

prune*, dependable

ntMactm

|uerantaed!

r

ON INSIDE
Is.,

PHitiag

Arrange that spools I busk
ntss appointment at Ths

’& DODGES

MOOI
RUBEROID PRODUCTS

Bt

Bong sheets PREE with eath
erder of Wedding Stationery.

DEPENDABLE
USED CARS

new

SUKIt SERVICE
Don Hartgerink
IB W. Mi

AnoneMMiti

Locallyownod Trade-In*

shape — to make It purr — For
lubrication and car ^waahing too
• • . aea us.

I

WedAsg

rocovot oM rooh

perm ttw

goo dgasollnt,th* proper

M

Jr

21-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Loui* Ellingson Jr. and wife to
John C. Lungerhausen and wife.

natal furnished piwnu*it

oil to keap a motor running in top

at

2264

NWi

ones reasonably Esti-

RIVW

8t

Homestead Add. City of Holland.
George Van Rhee and wife to
Benjamin Kouw. Pt. Lot 1 Blk.
1 Keppel's Add. City of Zeeland.
Adm. Est. John Baker, Dec. to
Nellie Strabbing. Pt. Bi SEi SEi

Of Leaky Roafal

Decker Chtvroltl,

m

Holland.

WAM FMCM
Inc.

Pft 448P8

TAVERN

STEKETEE

-

VAN HUIS

COMfUTf MINTING SMVICE

Rozeboom-BontekoeVows Spoken

VOLLEYS

AMBUSH
Hew you heard the prize huntfcy story that’s making the rounds
these day*?
It concerns Ben Zuverink who as
an employe at the local rendering
works is occasionally called to
shoot an aged or infirm horse or
cow.
Such a call came in a few weeks
ago and Ben arranged with the
farmer to destroy a certain horse.
The next day. he went hunting with
some of his cronies and somehow
meandered the party to the designated farm.
When he spotted the old horse
he »aid casually, “I wonder if I
can hit that horse,” and blasted

These two scenes were enapped Friday night as
Grand Haven defeated Holland 26-14 to end high
school football activity for the year. At left, Holland's Terry Burns is brought down after a 10yard gain by Grand Haven’s Clare Ver Berkmoes.
Burns’ gain was the result of quick thinking, when

away.
His shocked companions, suddenly afraid Ben had gone ber-

serk, ran for cover.
They all enjoyed a good laugh
afterwards.
contained music (no copyright
date), stories,poetry, book reThe Rev. John den Ouden’s views, plus hints on gardenting,
sermons in Zeeland seem to be health and recipes.
something for the birds these
day*.
Laff for the day:

Last Sunday, a sparrow made
There’s the story of the couple
an unexpected appearance at the who furnished a 12-room house
evening service. It really flittered
with premiums redeemed for soap
around during the song service, coupons. They showed a friend
but when the dominie got up to
around, proudly commenting on
talk, the sparrow settleddown to
how many coupons each chair,
table or carpet "cost.” At the end
of the tour the visitor said, "But
The election is over, and except you’ve shown me only five of the
for possibilitiesof a recount, a
rooms— what about the other
great and wonderful calm has set- seven?
tled on most of the state. Even
"Oh, those,” shrugged the
TV Sentinel force has recovered householder. “That’s where we
from a rough all-day, all-night, keep the soap.”
al-day siege which in addition to

he dropped the ball on a handoff then picked It up
to streak for the 10-yard gain. At right, Holland’s
Carl Vlsscher loses the ball just after catching a

«

Mack in the third period. But
Vlsscher scrambled around to recover the
pass from Paul

fumble.

(Sentinelphoto)

Mrs. Inavale and family in Nebraska.
Mrs. Herbert Hough is spending
the week with her daughter and
family in Detroit.

Louis
Is

Zeeland
Lt. Paul

Van Eenenaam

and

E

Hieft

je

Found Dead

Louis Edward Hieft je, 53, was
found dead in his car on South
Shore Dr.. Saturday at 10 p.m. It
is believed death was caused by a
heart attack, according to Coroner Gilbert Vande Water.
He was born Oct. 11, 1899 in
Holland, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward

family, who have been at Fort
Sam Houston, Texas, since Sept,
when Dr. Van Eenenaam was called to duty, arrived home for a
Mr. ond Mrs. Jomes Roasboom
brief stay. Dr. Van Eenenaam,
(Von Iwoordan photo)
Hieftje.ITie Hieftjes live at Fife
who has operated a dental office
The Eten House was the scene satin pillow.
Lake, Battle Creek.
in Zeeland for some time, was to
Attending the groom were Ivan
He was formerlyemployed by of a wedding Thursday, Nov, 6,
report at Camp Gordon, Ga., this
De Jonge, his brother-in-law.Althe
Holland
Furnace
Co., as a when Miss Mary Lynn Bontekoe
week and his family will join him
heating engineer.For the last and James Rozeboom were united fred Driesenga, brother-in-law of
in the near future.
the bride was usher. Candles were
compiling a complicated election
Larry Dickman, who will be three months he has been living in marriage in a double ring cere- lit by Mr. Driesenga and Lars
at
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern
and
chart for Ottawa county also ingraduatedfrom Central Michigan
was a heating equipment sales- mony performed by the Rev. Wil- Granberg.
volved the first election extra in
College of Education at Mt. PleasA reception for 60 guests was
man. His last address was 305 liam Haverkamp.
•everal years.
(From Friday’s Sentinel)..
ant in June begins this week pracThe bride is the daughter of Mr. held following the ceremony. ProIf it hadn’t been for those The monthly Pack meeting of tice teaching in Zeeland high North Walnut St., Bay City.
He is survived by the widow, and Mrs. Oscar Bontekoe, 318 fessor and Mrs. Lars Granberg
voting machines and
prompt
the Cub Scouts of Ganges met in school. He will observe and teach Marian, and
daughters, Central Ave., and the groom's were master and mistress of cereaccounting of totals, we’d never
shop under the supervisionof Robhave been able to get a complete the social rooms of the Methodist ert Courier. He is the son of Prin- Shirley a teacher in Richmond parents are Mr. and Mrs. Mar- monies. Gifts were arranged by
Miss Gertrude Rozeboom, sister
and Marian Jane, a student at inus Rozeboom, route 6.
•lectiontable into that early edi- church Tuesday evening, Nov. 4
cipal and Mrs. Hilmer Dickman.
Wedding vows were spoken by of the groom.
Pennsylvania
State college; the
tion.
Several Cubs received badges for
In election of officers of the
parents; five/^sters, Mrs. John candlelight before a background A brief program Included a
As it was— and we’re still taking completing their year’s work.
Zeeland Softball association held
Kammeraadf Ann Arbor, Mrs. of palms, ferns and large baskets reading entitled ‘The Bride and
bows for it— the figures The SenBillie Nye and Barry Gooding at the City Hall, Ray Schaap was
John Boeve, Zeeland, Mrs. Ray of white and pink pompons and the Butcher" by Miss Arloa
tinel carried for governor in that received their Wolf badge, Richrenamed president. The associaFris' Muskegon, Mrs. Herbert Wy- snapdragons.
Boere, solo by Mr. Sharp and reearly edition were the same totals ard Crew and Ronnie Chase retion was organized 17 years ago
benga, Holland and Mrs. Carl
Wedding marches were played marks by Rev. Haverkamp. In
that the county board of canvas- ceived their Bear badge. Terry
and he has served as president
Winstrom, Zeeland;five brothers,
Miss Suzanne Haverkamp. closing the group sang “Abide
sers arrived at after days of Gooding his Lion badge also his
each year with the exception of
work after the election. Two years gold and silver stars and was 1947 when Otto Bosma was presi- Henry of Torrington, Conn., Ed- Bernard Sharp, soloistsang “Be- With Me.”
ward, Jr. of Battle Creek, John of cause" during the ceremony and
The bride’s mother wore a gold
ago, the Sentinel also hit it square- transferedinto the Boy Scout
dent. Other officers chosen were Ann Arbor, Walter of Holland
"I Love You Truly,” at the recep- suit and a corsage of taliaman
ly on the nose in the tlose Wil- troop.
Dick Blauwkamp, vice president;
hamt-Kelly vote. We can’t hope
roses. The groom’s mother wore
Forest Ens field and three Wendy Bonnema, secretary replac- and Wallace of Torrington, Conn. tion.
was a member of Unity
Escorted to the altar by her fa- a black dress trimmed with silver
to stretch that luck forever.
daughters of Chicago spent the ing Carl Rogers; Gerard Bowma,
Lodge, No. 191, F and A M.
ther, the bride chose a floor- and a corsage of yellow roses.
week-end ki the Ens field home.
treasurer replacing the late Nelson
length gown of white velva-ray
Lota of people liked the special
The couple left on a wedding
Mrs. Corrine Barnes left Sat- Diepenhorst; Leon Dykstra assistembossed
organdy,
styled with a trip to Florida and after their
•itttion with its big headline, urday for a two week’s visrt with
ant secretary treasurer. The fol- Family Party Marks
"EisenhowerWins.” The boys in friends in TembervrUe,Ohio
sheer nylon yoke, basque fitted return Nov. 24, will make their
lowing committees were appointthe composing room dusted off the
bodice and cape sleeves. The full home at 3181 Central Ave. For
Mr. and Mrs. John McVea have ed: Program, Dick Blauwkamp Birthday, Anniversary
biggest type The Sentinel had.
gone to- Monrovia, Calif, to spend chairman, John Hoogland,Sidney
bouffant scalloped skirt was ac- traveling the bride wore a navyA
family party was held Satur- cented with a wide organdy ruffle. blue suit and navy velvet accesRev. John Beebe, route 5, called the winter in the home of his
Schaap, Calvin Faber and Alvin
day evening at the home of Mrs. Her fingertip veil of imported sories. and a navy and white
particularlyto say he appreciated brother, Sam McVea and family.
Geerlings; menu, Bert Blauwkamp
the extra. Thanx.
G. W. Kooyers to celebrate her bridal illusion was held in place checked coat, with a ^orsage of
Mrs. Gertrude Walker was the
chairman,Alvin Stephenson,
guest speakers at the Bird club in Glenn Nykapm, Leon Dykstra, birthday aninversary and the 25th with a lacy sweetheart shaped white pompons and pink rose
Dan Vander Werf, who wi South Haven Wednesday evening Jason Komejan. Committee chair- wedding anniversaryof Mr. and bonnet trimmed with orange blos- buds.
pressed into service on the elec- Nov. 5.
soms. She carried a cascade bouThe bride is a graduate of Holmen for next year are: John Ste- Mrs. Alton V. Kooyers.
tion board at the sixth ward after
The newly elected officers, phenson, grounds and maintenance Attending were Mrs. G. W. quet of white pompons and snap- land Christian high school. The
long lines indicated there would chosen at the P.T.A. meeting at replacing G. H. Heuvelhorst who Kooyers, Mr. and Mrs. Alton V. dragons, with white satin stream- groom was graduated from Holhe little respitefor workers, had the Union school last Friday eveKooyere and children, Mary Lou- ers to which flowers and trailing land high school and is employed
served eight years; Audry Vansome novel experiences while do- ning are Earl Sorensonpresident, den Bosch, umpires, rules, etc. re- ise of Midland, Alton Dale and ivy, were attached.
at Hanson Machine shop.
ing that work.
Herman Stremler, vice president elected; James Hardenberg, re- Lorraine;Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
As matron of honor. Mrs. AlHe arrived at H a.m. and re- and Mrs. George Harringtonsec- elected, leagues; John Hoogland Kalmink, Paul Jay and Barbara fred Driesenga. sister of the bride,
lieved one worker who was going retary-treasurer.The next meetLou of Muskegon: Mr. and Mrs. wore a gown of pink chiffon, with Begin Card Party Series
relected, program and advertising:
out to lunch. When she returned, ing will be Dec. 5, with open
Peter Staal, Jr., membership. It Paul H. Lipke, Mary Ellen and sweetheartneckline and trimmed At St. Francis Church
he moved up the line for the next house and dedication of the new was decided to hold the annual Elizabeth Ann. and Misses Esther with little velvet bows. She carworker to go out to lunch. On and school building.
The first of a aeries of monthbanquet for the membership and H. Kooyers, Lucile Kooyers and ried a colonial bouquet of white
on it went until he reached the Mr and Mrs. Harry Stillson and wives of members Dec. 10. This Joanne Geerds.
pompons and pink rosL*s and wore ly card parties sponsored by the
and of the line at 3:30 p.m. Then Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kieman left will be held at Zeeland City Hall.
Pvt. Lloyd Kooyers,son of Mr. a cluster of flowers in her hair. combined study group of St. Franit was time to start all over again the first of the week' for St.
Next Wednesday, Nov. 19, a con- and Mrs. Alton Kooyers. is serving Miss Dorothy Rozeboom, sister of cis De Sales church was held
Petersburg Fla. for the winter
for the second meal.
cert will be presented at Zeeland with the Army Medical corps in the groom, as bridesmaid, was at- Wednesday afternoon in the
months.
tired in a gown of blue taffeta church auditorium.
high school gymnasium by the Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. A. N. Larsen had
The Holland Elks pulled a new
with a sheer nylon yoke and
Hostesses were members of Our
Zeeland Christian school band and
as
guests
for
the
week-end
her
tount at their Hallowe'en party a
fitted bodice. Her bouquet con- Lady of Sorrows Study group. Desthe boy’s choir of the Christian
Two Men Assessed Fines
couple of weeks ago. There was no niece and nephew, Mr. and Mrs.
sisted of white pompons and Hib- sert was served and prizes were
school. Miss Ruth Brondyk is diradmission to the masquerade Marvin Neff of Chicago.
bard roses. Matching flowers were presented for high score to Mrs.
ector of the performance.
In
Grand
Haven
Court
Mrs. Rena Rhodes went to Niles
party^fbut^Myonenot in costume
worn in her hair.
Joseph Platte for canasta, to Mrs.
Miss
Anne
Whitnell, dean of
Sunday to spend the winter with
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
girls at Zeeland high school, atLittle Larry Kleinhekselwas John Zych for pinochle, to Mrs.
her sister Mrs. Cleo Richards.
Stuart McMillan, 30, Spring Lake, ringbearer. He wore a white suit Robert Parr for bridge and to
Jimmie Nye attendeda birth- tended the Principal. Freshmen,
Wotais we hear about a girl from
Junior College conference at West- charged by state police with reek- and carried the rings on a white Mrs. O. Schaeffer for “500”.
the BPW office getting into an day party in Saugatuck Saturday ern Michigan college last Thurs- lea driving Nov, 13, on US-31
embarrassingsituation about her in honor of his cousin Robert day.
in Spring Lake township, paid
operator’s license.When said ap- Breckinridge.
$25 fine and $4.50 costs. McMilMr.
and
Mrs.
John
Westveldt
plicant went to police headquarlan was charged following an acters for her operator’slicense, she visited in the homes of Mr. and $10,000 Sait Commenced
cident north of the swing bridge
Mrs.
Roger,.
Prince
in
Zeeland
and
boohed her bumper around a tree,
HAVEN (Special)
at 6 a.m., involving cars driven by
and had to have the police get her Mr. and Mtfc George Glupker in Suit has been commenced in OtNek R. Christopher, 33, route 2,
Holland several days last week.
out of that jam.
tawa Circuit Court by Jerome S. Spring Lake, and Charles O. BenMr.
and
Mr*.
Verne
Kenter
Said the BPW Pow Wow a week
Lipsner and Harry H. Krell, of son 60. Muskegon Heights.
or so later: Attention to all alert have gone to Florida for the winGrand Rapids, seeking $10,000 James MacKay, 22, route 1,
ter
stay.
drivers: Keep off the main streets
from the Hudsonville Truck and Spring Lake, charged by state
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Flora
of
of Holland this afternoon. Mamie
Trailer company. Five thousand police with an assault upon his
Kalamazoo
spent
Sunday
wkh
her
is taking her driver’slicense test
<
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye. dollars of this amount represents wife, Shirley, at their home in
Rasty Warner is in “poor” con- alleged faulty installationof tan- Spring Lake township Friday
Tulip Tims is just six months
dem springs on a truck and the night, paid $25 fine and $5.45
dition at his home in Ganges.
sway.
other $5,000 due on account.
costs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Ensfield
Some people never forget that.
Both appeared before Justice
and
sons
are
on
a
two
week’s
visit
Perhaps the most conscientiousis
Portugal is the world’s princi- George V. Hoffer Saturday
Harold J. Karsten who bosses the in Rockport, Mo., visiting her
morning.
pal cork producer.
big band reviews. He already has father Roy Kish, also their sister

listen. J

Ganges

a

two

by

He

—
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GRAND

t
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received applicationsfor the event
from two bands in the state.

MMWM
M

The Chamber of Commerce
needs some help. Maybe you
know the answers. It concerns .
letter from Minneapolis, Minn,
which reads:
“Some years ago in Chicago .
heard a girl about 16 years of age
who had always lived in your city
and who was visiting friends ask:
"Is beefsteak as good as muskrat?”, as she evidently had not
tasted beefsteak at home and
these friends were having it for

%

vS,:

1

by Dick MillinuHi
"We didn’t do too badly this year.
Football, as played at River- It could have been worse, and k
view park Friday night between could have been beiter."
Holland and Grand Haven, was
The win Friday for Grand
a game of inches instead of yards, Haven gives the Bucs the edge in
according to Dutch Coach Dale the 55 game series dating back
Shearer.
to 1903. So far, Grand Haven has
Coach Shearer pointed out that won 25 while Holland has won
the turning point against the only 24. Six games have ended as
Dutch was on the first piay of ti j.
the fourth quarter. Holland was
ahead at the time 14-12, and the
Dutch had fourth down and three
to go on the Grand Haven 13. Oldest Fennville
Paul Mack hit the line, but was
stopped just three inches short
of a first down, and Grand Haven
took over. From there the Bucs
marched 91 yards to score, and
followed this with another 62-yard
FENNVILLE (Special) — George
march into paydirt.
Mechem, 92, Fennville'soldest
But Coach Shearer figures that
resident and one of its best known
IF HoUand had made that first
down, the next logical step would ci^cens, died Sunday morning in
hom< He was born May 11,
have been a touchdown. At any his home.
rate, Grand Haven aeemed to take 1860, in Battle Creek to Mr. and
renewed strengthfrom the fact Mrs. Stanley Mechem. He received
they had stopped the Dutch drive.
"We just didn’t have the punch his early education in Battle Creek
Friday night," Shearer comment- and came here in July, 1885. For
ed, pointing to three separate Hol- many years he was a fruit farmland drives that were thwarted.
er and was married to Linda
Grand .Haven, on the other Wade who died in 1928.
hand, seemed to be playing inFor many years he was engaged
spired ball. The Bucs hit especial- in selling nursery stock and
ly hard m the first half and in spray equipmentand later operatthe final period, and there was ed a hardware and harness store.
little doubt as to the better team In 1930 he married Mrs. Lessa
on the field Friday night.
Tucker, a sister of his first wife.
He was a life member of DamCarl Visscher was involved in a ascus lodge, F and A. M.. No. 415.
couple of freak pass plays in the
Surviving are the wife; three
third period. One was a 45-yard children, Mrs. Harry Becker of
completed pass from Mack to Battle Creek, Carne Tucker of
Visscher, but one of the Holland Fennville and Mrs. Sarah Bauer of
ends must get an assist.
Washington,D. C.
Mack threw from his own 25
and the ball bounced out of the
Holland end’s hands on the Grand Marne Man Wounded As
Haven 45. But Visscher was there
Gun Accidentally Goes
to grab the pigskin before it hit
the ground and he legged to the
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
30.
Henry Goodin, 59, route 1, Marne,
In the same drive, Terry Bums is in Municipal hospital, where
hit Visscher with a seven-yard he submitted to surgery on the
pass on the Grand Haven 13. But back of his left knee Saturday
a determinedBuc tackier smeared
evening, as the result of a huntVisscher and he dropped the ball.
ing accident at Port Sheldon
Instead of grabbing for the loose
township at 4:30 Saturday afterball, the tackier held on to Visnoon. Goodin received a gunshot
sher, who had to squirm over him
wound from a .22 calibrerifle beto pick up the ball and recover his

Resident Dies

OH

—

longing to his brother. William.

fumble.

The Goodin brothers were

out
their high school careers for Hol-

standing by a car unloading their

guns when William’sgun accidentallydischarged. Henry was
land high Friday night.
taken immediatelyto the hospitLed by Oo-Capt.Carl Visscher
al where he will be confined foland Jerry Victor— who played

m

stellar ball all evening, especially lowing surgery.
on defense— the list of seniors includes Terry Bums, Jack Kemp- Donald Vuurens Feted
ker, Ron Boeve, Dave Bos, Ken
Lubbers, Ed Raak, Tom De Free, At Farewell Supper
Roger Kolean, Roger Israels, WarA farewell supper was held
ren Kievit and Len Rowell. In addition, Paul Dozecnan will be in- Wednesday evening in honor of
eligible next year because of age. A/3c Donald James Vuurens at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred £.
Homecoming Queen Jo Fisher Van Dyke, 181 East 38th St.
Vuurens was home on a short
and her court
Mary Sanger,
Nonna Harbin, Geri Skorske and furlough and is reportingback
Phyllis Brink— were driven onto to Lackland Air Force bam to
the field in a shiny red oonverti complete a six-weekcourse.
Guests attending were Mr. and
ble to take seats of honof ait tha
Mrs. Arie Vuurens,Mr. and Mrs.
gam*.
The Holland high band received Fred E. Van Dyke and Carl, Mr.
a good hand for its halftime sa and Mrs. Eugene Van Dyke and

m

ji

“The lake on which I have
cottage has a large number „
muskrats in K and I was wondering if you could pass this letter
on to some church group or lady

—

who could furnish me with one or
more recipes for preparing these
aaknalf."

Anybody who knows how to prepare muskrats should contact the
Chamber of Commerce or drop the
Ambusher a line.

to ahetches of hand-

Grandstanding...

Fourteen players closed

dinner.

William Vander Heide. route 4,
has found an old booklet dating
back several decades (we can’t
find a date on it) but it has a lot
of sketches of outlandish styles
and an outfit for a little boy with
kirts. That must date at least
‘ to the time of "Ute With

iMMMeoeMeieMeo——o——oMooo«Mwooooe—w—
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Five-month-old Larry Dale Le Polrereonof Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
LePoire of 341 Weet 20th 8L, figures in two seta of four generations, both on his mother’s aide of his family.Top photo ahowa the
baby with hla mother (standing) and his grandmother, Mrs. George
Beckevoort, route 1 (right) and great grandmother,Mrs. Herman
Jacobs of 127 West 17th 8t. Bottom photo shows Larry Dale and hla
mother with grandfather George Beckevoort of route 1 (left) and
great grandfather Henry Beckevoort of route 6,'

Tha

old historic tower atop the fire stationacross from tha Santlhal
office
la a thing of the past Kmployea of the street deparment wars busy Friday and Saturday tearingdown the old struc-

now

This view of the new religious education building

•f Third Reformed church was taken from the
oorner of Pine Ave. and 11th tt looking northweet Thl. building
b. dedicated tonight

wW

at • p.m. Other oerviees In the dedication oeriae
ware held Sunday at 7:30 p.m. whan tha hit-

day at 1:30 p.m. whan tha Man’a club held a
dlnnar, and Wednaaday from 7 to 10:30 p.m. for
open house. Third ehuroh was organized In 1867
and tha praaant structurewas complatad In 1|74.
Tha church hat undergone aaveral alterations
•Ims' that tima. In I960 tha stucco finish was removed frotn the enteriorand the originalappear-

ture whose functional value was removed about sight years ago
whan new slanting racks for' drying hosaa wars Installedon the
main floor. Otherwise, for yeare,,wethoses were pulled to the top of
the tower to dry before they could bs stored. Racks now In use
have steam hast underneath to hasten the drying, particularlyduring tha winter. Fire station No. 1 on Kaat Eighth St otlll uses tha
tower method of drying hoeee. Me tower, however, la brisk and.net
Ss gitoiitofipatob
ffimnnoi jduitto

-\

'

i

lute to member* of the armed daughter Virginia Rae, Donald
foms.
Vuurens and Miss Florence Van
Tha estimated 6,000 fans pre- Dyke.
sent represented the largest home
crowd of the season for HoUand.

The game completed the first
season at Holland lor Coach
Shearer wMi live w4m, three tosses and one tie. Grand Haven ended with six wins, three tomes.

^lYKSTM “
AMBULANCE SERVICE
GilbertVander Water, Mgr.
I East tth

8L

Phone SH8

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Starting

Crew Selected

For Christian’s Openei

Stage

Fann-to-Prosper

Ninth Graders

Trustees Chart

‘Turn Back the Clock9

to

The Ninth grade dus

Engagement Told

WANT-ADS
GETTING A LOAN

land Junior high school has chos-

Rond-Up Plans

I

HOW TO GO ABOUT
of Hol-

Here’s all there Is to

it:

>

'

en u its annual play the comedy,
(1) Figure bow much cash you
need.
‘Turn Back the Clock." The play
(2) Stop In or phone us your
Plans for the 1952 West Michiwill' be given Dec. 4 and 5 in
upplication.
gan Farm-to-ProsperContest
the Holland high auditorium.
(3) Call at our office and sign
Round-Up Dec. 30 were made at
the papers and get your
Rehearsalshave been in progcash.
a meeting of the five-county
ress for several weeks under the
board of trustees in Muskegon
directionof George Bond.
Our repayment plans are convenAppearing in the cast will be
Monday night. The Round-Up
ient, too. Inquire today without
Joan Carlson as Evie Palmer;
obligation.
again will be held at Muskegon
Barbara Emmie k as Mrs. Anna
Senior High School auditorium.
Palmer; Linda Streur as Sally
Coach Art Tub of the Holland
Holland Loan Association
Governor Williams will present
Palmer'; Marcia Bouws as Irene
Christian basketball squad named
Offices
the awards to winning organizaIsherwood Ruth Van Dyke as
10 W. 8thr. Holland
a startinglineup today and order*
(Across from Centre Theatre)
Maybell Harrison;Dawn Poppen
ed only light workouts this after*
tions. In keeping with a practice
228 Washington — Grand Haven
noon in preparation for the seaas Hilda Myra Van Dyke as
institutedlast year, every partid
Adv.
son opener Thursday night at
Phyllis McSorley; Joan Roos as
pa ting organization will receive a
Muskegon Christian. The contest
Barbara Bannister; Charles Lem
'
REPRESENTATIVEWANTED
Certificateof Partidpation in ad
scheduledto get underway at 8
men as Charles Hill; Joan KleinWrite, Childcraft 400 Buhl Bldg.
Miss Joyce Eloine Fleming
p.m., will be played in the large
dition to the framed certificates
heksel as Johnnie Stone! Bennett
Detroit,
Adv.
Mr. and Mrs. TheodoreL. Flemi
Central Campus gymnasium, the
Yqung as Mr. Arthur Palmer; ing of Grand Rapids have made]
going to the first five winners in
home of the Muskegon Big Reds.
Calvin Prince as Larry Palmer;
each county.
known the engagement of their
Following a lengthy workout at
John Bob as Ollle Bannister, and daughter, Joyce Elaine, to Nor- Missionary Play Given
The usual cash prizes of $50,
the Armory Tuesday, Tuls named
Thomas Portsman as Slim Baa- man L. Johnson. He is the son of At Meet of CPH Circle
$30, $20, $15, and $10 will be
Rev. William P. Brink
a starting five, consistingof three
combe.
awarded in each county, with an
Mrs. Dena Johnson of 274 East A missionary play, "Soup, Sand
seniors and two juniors. The three
additionalSweepstakes prize of
Ninth St., HoUand.
and Sagebrush," was presented
seniors, all regulars from last
Hospital Notes
$100 to the top winning organiza- Grand Rapids Minister
Monday evening at a regular
year’s club, are Merle Van Dyke,
(From Monday’* Sentinel)
tion of the area.
monthly meeting of the Christian
Accepts Bethany Call
Dave Schreur and Earl Schipper.
Admitted to Holland hospital
The event will open at 1
PsychopathicHospital circle No.
The two juniors are Ken Scholten
p.m. with an orchestraconcert,
call extended by Bethany Friday were Mrs. KatherineHa10 In the basement of Ninth Street
and Ron Nykamp. Scholten saw
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
and close about 3:30 with a lunch- Christian Reformed church has bers, 25 East 12th St.; Elmer HerChristian Reformed church.
considerable action with the varWord has been received In Hoi
weyer, 491 West 32nd St.; Miss
eon in the high school cafeteria.
Taking part In the play were
sity last season, while Nykamp is
been accepted by the Rev. William Shirley Mulder, 4691 Butternut land of the birth of a son, Gerrit
Rural
life leaders of Michigan
members of Calvary' Reformed
up from the second team.
P.
Brink,
presently
pastor
of
John,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
L.
Dr.; John Fredenburg,195 South
have written of their plans to atchurch including the Mesdames
By position, the lineup will have
tend. Latest to be received were Creston ChristianReformed Division; Miss Antonia Soltysiak, Carpenter, II, of Delray Beach, Lester Van Ry, William Oonk,
Scholten at center, Schipper and
191 132nd Ave.; Beverly Ross, 200 Fla., Monday In Good Samaritan
letters from Verne A. Stockman, church of Grand Rapids.
Marvin De Ridder, Preston Van
Nykamp at the forwards and Van
West Eighth St.; Ernest Havinga, hospital,Palm Beach, Fla. Mrs Zoeren, George Ter Haar, Jack
newly elected master of Michigan
Dyke and Schreur at the guards.
Rev. Brink, his wife and four 325 Maple Ave.
Carpenter is the former Doris Boerigter,Hollis Nienhuis, Ray
State Grange, and Charles Figy,
This lineup will give Tuls a five
children,plan to come to Holland
Discharged Friday were Mrs. Diekema, daughter of Mr. anc Boeskool and Dale Kruithof. Mrs.
state director of agriculture.
averaging 6'2” or more in the
Donald Leeuw and baby, 134 East Mrs. W. A. Diekema, East 12th St
Mr. Stockman wrote, ‘1 am the early part of January.
NienhuisIntroduced the cast
height department.Van Dyke is
16th St.; Mrs. Allen De Vries and
Robert Scholten, 10-year-ok
putting Dec. 30 down on my calRev.
Brink
succeeds
the
Rev.
Two sacred numbers were sung
the only starter who does not hit
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harris Scholendar as ‘Farm-to-Prosper’.”
Oliver Breen, who was pastor of baby, route 2; Mrs. Arie Vander
by a trio from Bethany Christian
the 6’ mark. Tuls commented that
Mr. Figy wrote, "I have marked Bethany church for 5% years and Wilk, 409 Columbia Ave.; Mrs. ten, has returned from Butter- Reformed church including the
reserves Rich Sharda, a forward,
my
calendar and will make every now is serving Second Christian Glenn Ringewold and baby, 74 worth hospital, Grand Rapids, Mesdames Fred Kolenbrander,
and Paul Vander Leek, a guard,
effort to be with you Tuesday, Reformed church of Englewood, West 16th St.; Mrs. Gordon Geers where he was confined for
should see plenty of action.
and baby, route 4; Miss Wanita days, tnd Is convalescing at his Adrian Woldringand Peter BeckDec. 30."
Chicago.
Hop* end Ken Baumm graepa the pigskin after catching a pass from
man, accompanied by Mr*. CheaThe Maroon mentor wasn’t makVer Burg, 629 West 21st St.; Mrs. home, 501 Plasm an Ave. Robert
Previously writing of their plans
Dave Kempker In the end zone to score Hope's first touchdown
The new pastor previously servter Koning. The program was aning any predictionsconcerning the
William
Brewer,
392
West
19th
received
severe
injuries
to
his
el
to attend have been C. L. Brody, ed churches in Goshen, Ind., and
Saturday afternoon. The Dutch whipped Adrian 20-6. No. 60 for
nounced by Mrs. Ray Nykamp.
merits of this year’s outfit, but
St.;
Mrs.
Arthur
Vanette
and
bow, shattering the bones, when
executive vice-presidentof Michi- Archer Ave., Chicago.
Adrian l« center Ron
(Sentinelphoto)
About 17i> members and visitors
only said he was anxious for the
baby, 363 Lakewood Blvd; Mrs. he fell from the top bleachers at
gan Farm Bureau; Jack F. YaegBethany church, located on the
attended the meeting. Roll call of
first contest.He feels that one of
Chris
Postma,
342
Felch;
Mrs.
Riverview park during the Hoi about 30 churches from the Reer, executive secretary, Michigan comer of 32nd St. and Central
the things that may hamper this
Farm Bureau; Durwood B. Var- Aye., was organized Sept. 26, 1946, Vernon Wolfe, route 5; Miss An- land-Petoakeyfootball game!
formed, Protestant Reformed and
early in the year is ^ lack of
Red Croas Gray Ladles who Christian Reformed denominations
ner, new director of Michigan Ex- with 48 families and has grown tonia Soltysiak, 191 132nd Ave
practice on a good sized court. He
John
Fredenburg,
195
South
Diviserved at Veterans Admlnistra of Holland and surrounding area
tension Service; A. G. Kettunen,, to 176 families.The congregation
has switchedthe attack somedirector of state 4-H club work. recently completed the church sion; Ernest Havinga, 325 Maple tion hospital at Fort Ouster Sat- was read by Mrs. a Vander Ark,
what this season and feels that
urday were the Mesdames E.
Reports of competing organiza- building and plans are now under Ave.
secretary of the local circle. Mrs.
the boys may have to have some »*****•**•****•<
tions are due in at county agri- considerationto build a parsonage Admitted Saturday were Patri Smith, Gerrit Moving, George Ralph Bouwman, president was in
time to find themselves in the new
By Dick MUllmaa
da
A.
Thompson,
24
West
21st Moeke. A. H. De Groot, Neal
cultural agents’ office by Dec. 1. next to the church.
setup.
charge of the business meeting
St.; Sandra Thompson, 24 W. 21st Tiesenga and Leona Kellogg
Hope college has wound up
A total of 105 rural community
and conducted devotions.
He said the club certainly isn't
St.; Bonita Stassen, 254 East 18th
Those
who
served
at
the
hospital
organizationsare enrolled this
Reports of the various delegatee
smooth as yet, but expects that a what Coach A1 Vanderbush calls
St.; Helen Joldersma,154 West Monday* were the Mesdames C.L.
year, a record enrollment.These
who attended social meetings of
couple of games should find his "an interesting"'season.
20th
St.; Anne Boners, 85 East
Kirkpatrick, John Van Putten, several other CPH circles were
divide, Mason County, 14; Muske- Lightning Strikes
boys holding their own. Although
‘This isn’t one of those years
16th St.; Kenneth A. Leeuw, 294
gon
County;
41;
Newaygo
CounWalter Van Bemmelen, A.
given and Mrs. John Harthorn
there is plenty of height on the
West 22nd St.
where you heave a sigh of relief
ty, nine; Oceana County, 19; OtWolters and A. W. Tahaney.
gave the closing prayer following
squad, Tuls mentioned that the that it’s over," Vanderbush said. Killed as
Discharged
Saturday
were
Miss
tawa County, 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Vandep the business meeting.
boys aren’t utilizing it to the ful- "It has been an interestingyear.”
Beverly Ross, 200 West Eighth
Carl
Enrolled are:
Boon of Grand Rapids announce Refreshments were served by
lest extent as yet. One of the bigSt.; Mrs. Herbert Wheeler, 179
Who could have predicted,
Mason County— Riverton, Sumthe birth of a son on Monday, Mra. a Kaimlnk, Mrs. Simon
gest problems appears to be the
East 18th St.; Mrs. Gerald Millard
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Vanderbush asks, that the start- Hits Pole,
mit-Pere Marquette, Sauble RivMrs. Vanden Boon is the former Holkeboer, Mrs. J. Grevengoed.
defenseT He says the club needs
and
baby,
196
Elmlane;
Mrs.
ing Hope backfield Saturday
er, Amber, Lincoln River Farm Lightning struck the Carl T.
Laurens Quist of Holland.
Fred Bouwman, MtsLe!
a lot of work in this department
home on Spring lake at Abraham De Leeuw and baby, 79
would have what it was after last
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis Giwnleer and Mrs. A, Vanden
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Bureaus; Amber, Fountain,Ma- Bowen
before he’ll be satisfied.
West
32nd
St.; Mrs. Mae Wold
a.m.
Monday
causing
approxiyear’s final game? Then* Hope
Muskegon Christian is an unClarenceE. Cotton, 41, route 2, son, Pere Marquette Granges; mately $3,000 damage to the living ring, 580 East Eighth St.; Mrs. have returned to Holland after a
had three out of four backs reScottville, Riverton No. 2, South
known quantity this season, but if
Bernard Laarman and baby, 409 trip to Los Angeles and San Fran
room and its furnishings.
turning; Saturday, none of those Grand Haven, was killed instantly Hamlin, Custer, Amber PTA’s.
past games are any indication,
Fourth Ave.; Mrs. William A1 dsco, Calif. They drove to the
at 1:25 a.m. Wednesday when the
three played much.
Muskegon County — Ravenna, Mrs. Bowen investigated after rich, 566 Howard Ave.; Miss Bon- west coast with their son, Robert Dr, and Mrs. D. Brown
Thursday’stilt should be a close
Hope should have four backs truck he was driving left the road, Silica, Muskegon, Trent, Clover- a particularlyloud crash and left
affair. Coached by Elmer Walcott,
ita Stassen, 254 East 18th St.; who is an aeronautical engineer Speak at PTA Meeting
returning next year; but who can knocked down 15 guard rails, hit ville, Lake Harbor, Fruitland the bedroom to find flames in the
a Holland Christian graduate* the
Patricia
and Sandra Thompson, with Douglas AircraftCorp.
Granges;Casnovia, White River- living room. No light was avail- 24 West 21st St.
Santa Monica, Calif.
Vikings always give the Dutch tell, Vanderbush asks.
a light pole and finallywrapped
Rtgular meeting of the LongfelMontague, Cedar Creek, Holton, able since all fuses had blown. She
A 2/c G.’ Alan Hem wall who low
trouble. Last year the two clubs
Admitted
Sunday
were
Marcia
PTA was held Tuesday evenitself around a tree in Grand Ravenna, Southeast Ravenna called her nephew, Roger Bowen,
The
Hope
coach
was
well
imsplit in two closelyplayed affairs.
Goodyke, 269 West 21et St.; Ger for the last year has been station ing in the school auditorium. Don15,
who
has
been
staying
in
the
Haven township.
Farm Bureaus; Holton, Ravenna,
Walcott ha^ several boys returning pressed with the Adrian team.
rit J. Boeve, route 5; Jerome Es- ed in French Morocco, North ald Thomas, president, presided.
So tightly was the body wedged Henry Street-Glendale, McMillan, Bowen home while his mother is sink, route 5.
‘They are a well-coached outfit
Africa, telephoned his parents,
from that squad to form the nuin Florida.
and they didn’t fold as some teams in the cab of the 1948 dump truck Gustafson, Sullivan, Montague,
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hemwall Devotionswere led by the Rev.
cleus for the 1952 edition.
Discharged
Sunday
were
KenThe two persons attempted to
James Baar, pastor of MapleTaking care of a bit of business do,’’ Vanderbush said. "They kept that a wrecker was needed to ex- Wolf Lake, Evans, Beach, Gordon, carry a burning sofa from the neth A. Leeuw, 294 West 22nd St. of 7 West 15th St., after midnight wood Reformed church.
Maple
Grove,
Twin
Lake,
Reethstricate
it.
Death
was
due
to
a
Monday. He was calling from
before the season gets underway, trying all the way."
living room but were unable to Mrs. George Ver Hoef and baby,
Mrs. Robert Wilson gave a brief
Vanderbush also pointed out skull fracture and a broken neck, Puffer, Orchard View, Lincoln,
the local squad named Earl Schip465 West 20th St.; ShirleyMulder, Westover, Mass., where he flew as
get
it through the door and left it
report on the health examinaaccording to Justice George Hof- Bates, Little Black Lake, Carr,
a
medical
aide
with
a
naval
pathat
Hope
seemed
to
lack
scoring
4691 ButternutDr.
per and Dave Schreur as co-capin a hallway. Carpeting there was
tion conducted for kindergarten,
fer who acted as coroner in the Dangle, Jibson, Whitehall, Collins,
Hospitalbirths indude a son, tient from Casablanca.Hemwall
tains for the coming season. Both punch when they were in scoring
ignited. One wall of the 17 by 26second and fifth graders. William
absence
of
Coroner
Joseph
E. Churchill,Phillips, Jolman PTA’s;
will
return
to
Africa
this
week
position.
James Craig, bom Friday to Mr.
boys have played varsity ball for
Kammeraad.
White Lake Community Club, foot living ropm was badly burned and Mrs. Gerald Millard, 196 Elm- to complete his overseas assign Nyhoff new Scout leader, pretwo seasons.
along with the carpet.
ment during the next five months sented the Scout program.
The Holland Christiari reserve Capt. Lloyd Beekman was un- State police said the truck ap- Lakewood Civic Builders.
The sofa was later removed lane; a son, David Alan, bom Fri- His address is A 2/c G. Alan Hem
Music for the evening was proNewaygo
County—
Aetna,
Garparently
failed
to
make
a
curve
squad, under the directionof John doubtedly the happiest man on the
from the house by the Spring day to Mr. and Mrs. Richard El- wall. 27026840, 80th Medical vided by a group of Mrs. James
gersma, 74 West 35th St.; a son,
Ham, will also make its debut field Saturday when his kick for on Mercury Dr., and hit several field, Beaver-Denver, Brookside, Lake fire department.
guard posts first on one side and Dayton Farm Bureaus; Big
Group, APO, c/o Postmaster, New Bennetts'pupils.They presented
against the. Muskegon reserves in point after touchdown was good.
Carl Bowen, county engineer, is Scott Gallen, bom Saturday to York, N.Y.
the "Sleeping Beauty" suite. The
Mr. and Mrs. John Harthom, VirBeckman’s boot was a little weak then on the other before crashing Prairie,Ashland, Fremont, . Ens- Up north on a deer hunting trip.
a preliminary contest.
reader was Mary Bosch. Children
ley
Center
Granges.
into
the
light
pole
and
tree.
It
Roger
Essenburg,
a
freshman
at
ginia
Park;
a
son,
Ronald
John,
and off to one side, but still it
Oceana County— Blooming Valthe piano were Suzanne De
bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Ferris institute, Big Rapids, has
sailed through to give a lineman took the city light department
Guy Vander Jagt Speaks
ley, Ferry, Hart, Sylvan, Oceana Mayor Wants Paving
been accepted into Kappa Psi, na- Free, Carol Weyenberg, Jean
Cornelius Caauwe, route 4.
the thrill of scoring a point. And about five hours to restore elecCenter, North Weare, Elbridge,
tric service in the vicinity.
A daughter,Mary Lynn, born tional pharmacy fraternity.He is Schaafsma, Bette Miller, Kathy
the Dutch captain gave way to a
At Exchange Club Meet
The truck was owned by the United Granges; Crystal Lake, Petitions In Early
Saturdayto Mr. and Mrs. Willard the son of Mr. and Mrs., Jack Reed and Lynn Winter.
couple of jumps for joy right
Essenburg, 202 East 26th St.
Speakers for the evening were
Spinner Septic Tank service of Claybanks,Shelby, West Grant,
Guy Vander Jagt, Holland’s about then.
Mayor Harry Harringtonurged Dykstra, 531 East 24th St.; a
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Brown who
12811 Lincoln Rd. Cotton also was Benona, Newfield, Elbridge,
Community Ambassador to Europe
local councilmen at Wednesday’s daughterbom Sunday to Mr. and
gave an interesting account of
last summer, recounted some
In Russ McGinnis and Ron part-time driver for Peel Brothers. Weare, Ransacker,New Era, meeting to consult their constit- Mrs. James Townsend, 106 East Brothers Plead Guilty
He came here from Chicago and Farm Bureaus; Otto Community uents and have all their paving re- 30th St.; a daughter, Kathy Sue,
their trip through Spain. Their
of his experiences for members of Tuck, Adrian has two of the best
To Disorderly Charges
talks were followed by movies and
Holland Exchange club at their linemen seen around here this lived in a trailer yard owned by Club.
quests in by the first meeting in bom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Harcolored slides.
Ottawa County
Lakeview,
mepting Monday at the Warm year. McGinnis is art all-state Spinner.
December. That meeting is Dec. old Schwander, 103 Spruce Ave.;
George H. Koon, 32, of 11563 Hosts for the evening were Mr.
State police speculated over pos- Spring Lake, Marne, Lakewood, 3.
a daughter, Diane Lynn, bom to
Friend Tavern. He summed up freshman from Benton Harbor,
Adams St. and Howard Koon, 41, and Mrs. WInthrop Roser, Mr.
Waukazoo, Ferrysburg, Montello
lessons he had learned in the "ex- and Tuck is a junior from Detroit. sible police records in Chicago,
The mayor pointed out that the defy t<z Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Kim- same address, pleaded guilty bePark
PTA’s;
Patchin,
White
after
they
found
among
his
paand Mrs. Robert Cooper, Mr. and
ber,
118
West
15th
St.
periment in international living." Both played well against the
city saved considerablemoney this
fore MunicipalCourt Judge Cor- Mrs. John Tjalma, Mr. and Mrs.
pers clippingsreferring to an School Mothers Clubs; Conklin, year by having an early start on
Zeeland
Among his “lessons," he em- Dutch.
armed robbery a year ago in Coopersville,Georgetown, Tal- the paving program. Work was
Births in Huizenga Memorial nelius vander Meulen Tuesday on Gerald Tillema and Dr. and Mrs,
phasized a deeper appreciation of
charges of being drunk and dis- Richard Schaftenaar.
madge
Granges;
Taylor,
Town
Chicago
and
two
passes
for
America, deeper feeling of the
completed earlier than usual in hospital include a son, Kim Au- orderly. Each was fined $24.70.
The field at Riverview park
tragedy of war, realization that the Saturday was in the worst con- appearance in a police line-up in Wright, Curry, Patchin, Tuttle, the program that ran up toward brey, born Tuesday to Mr. and
Sharlene D’Amour, 248 West Montello Park PTA
idealism of youth must be temper- dition in our memory of the last Chicago. One pass was issued to North Chester, North Holland the $200,000 mark. The $114,000 Mrs. Lloyd Bakker, route 2, HolNinth St. was found guilty of coner spmewhat by the cold facts of three years. The general dry con- Cotton June 27, 1952, for armed Farm Bureaus; Pine Creek Com- mentioned in the bond program land; a son, Dale Edward, bom
tempt of court and fined costa of las Potluck Supper
munity club.
reality, and that the brotherhood dition, plus the fact that games robbery the previous day and anwhich council adopted Wednesday Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Gar-' $3.80. The contempt citationwas
ence Michmerhuizen,route 2, Zeeof man can be achieved, but only were played there Friday after- other issued to Mrs. Marie Cotton
night includes nine of the 10 payMembers of the Montello PaA
filed after Mrs. D’Amour failed to
after "the mud of prejudice and noon and evening, made the grid- Oct. 29, 1951, for robbery the same Zeeland Man Selected
ments for persons paying on a land; a daughter, Diane Joy, bom appear as a witness in a recent school Parent Teachers associaday.
Cotton
formerly
lived
at
the
Friday
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry
national differenceshas been iron a miniature dust bowl. It
time basis, and does not include
tion had a potluck supper at the
case after being served with
Talsma, route 1, Zeeland.
Region President
scraped away and one can find was bad enough at the high school Crest hotel, 1519 Adams St. West,
those assessments.'or which peocourt subpoena.
school Tuesday evening. About 60
Chicago.
the real soul of man at the cengame Friday, but worse yet Sat- Officers were unable to deter- GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UP)- ple paid cash and did not include
Paying fines Monday were Isla attended the event
ter."
the intersections which the city Seek Relatives
urday afternoon.
Charles Verburg, president,conMulder, 17, of 476 Columbia Ave.
mine whether Cotton has any rela- John Dyksterhouseof Zeeland has pays from the gas and weight tax
Preceding the program, Dick
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
And
Adrian’s white uniforms tives.
been
elected
president
of
region
failure
to
observe
assured
clear
ducted
a brief business session.
Schutt and Art Sas explained
returns.
State police are still trying to distance, $12; John Teusink,19,
certainly didn't stay white long.
nine of the Michigan Education
Program features were readings
their Airplane club exhibit and
The mayor also told the aider- contact relatives of 41-year-old route 1, speeding, $10; Harold Gro- by Mrs. Herman Bakker, piano
In the second half, it was almost
Association.
commented on the value of hobby
men all were invited to a party Clarence E. Cotton who was killed tenhuis,route 4, parking, $1; Mar- duets by Misses Eva and Marie
impossible to read the numbers
Representatives
of
the
newly
clubs to the boys and girls of this
given by the Michigan Colprovia early Wednesday morning when
of two-way players.
established regipn, formerly part
vin Dyke, route 4, parking, $1; Meinsma and a quiz program conCarrier
area. President Bill Aldrich was
of region four, went on record Co. Saturday,Dec. 6, at the Mo- thb truck he was driving struck a Jay Murray, 333 WashingtonAve., ducted by Maynard Bakker, proin charge of the meeting
Adrian presented a better team
Tuesday night as favoring a mer- cha room in Pantlind hotel in tree. The body remains at the Van parking, $3; John H. Teusink, gram chairman.
Grand- Rapids.
Zantwick funeral home.
than last year, and loaded with
ger with region 13 of the Muskegon
route 1, parking, $L
After
Ferrysburg Man Diet
area for regional purposes only.
youngsters may cause trouble in
Christmas Decorations
Other officers elected at the
the coming year. Of 35 men listed
At Grand Haven Hospital
Saugatuck
Man
Dies
WEST OLIVE (Special) - Ru)bject of Fund Drivt
GRAND HAVEN (Special) in the roster, 24 are freshmen and ral Carrier Frank Van Slooten organizationalmeeting include
Herbert Peck, Howard City, vice
At Jacksonville,Fla.
John W. Bosch, 51, of 315 Third five more sophomores.
ALLEGAN (Special)- Sparked
The spread formationthat was amazed Wednesday when he president;Harvey Olson, East
Martin Interbltzen,77, resident
St., Ferrysburg, died in Municipal
/ the Junior Chamber of Comdaused
Hope
such
worry
in pre- saw that the West Olive poet- Grand Rapids, second vice presiof Saugatuck, died Monday afterhospital Tuesday after a sixmerce, a committee of Allegan
master had her family wash dent; Lynn H. Clark, Kent County
noon at Jacksonville,Fla., where
week illness. He became seriously game practices was not too ef- strung across the poet office. Clomerchants went to work today to
superintendent of schools, legislafective
for
the
Bulldogs.
But
it
he had been for th^ last month.
ill Oct. 31 when he was taken to
raise
money for an ambitious
ser
examination
proved
it
wasn’t
tive
chairman;
Dorothy
Lawyer,
was more effective than the alMr. Interbltzen,who had lived in
the hospita.
Christmas decoration project
a laundry at all, but a profusion Grand Rapids, secretary and Mrs.
ternate
split-T
offenstve.
Hope’s
Saugatuck
for
some
time,
retired
Bom in Fruitport Feb. 14, 1901,
The committee hopes to obtain
of signs honoring himself as he Mildred Coover, Ionia, treasurer.
about two years ago after workhe moved to Ferrysburgwith his spread defense was to rush the came to pick up his mail for the
: least $1,000 for the project’
ing for many years at Steketeeparents at the. age of four. For passer as much as possible, and as last time. >
which would give the business disVan Huis Printing company.
the last few years he was employ- a result most of the Adrian
Demands Examination
Van
Slooten
retired from poet
trict its first well-planned ChristHe was a member of All Saints
ed at the Construction Aggregates passes were wobbly and weak. office service Wednesday after
mas decorations in many years.
On
Larceny
Charge
Episcopal
church
of
Saugatuck.
Corp. and before that, at Johnston
serving on route 1 for 29 years. His
Plans drawn up by Russell
He belonged to the Masonic lodge Warner, local display artist, were
Boiler works in Ferrysburg.
Warren J. Prim Home
fellow workers used, the sign Howard Veneklasen, route 3,
of
Saugatuck,
of
which
he
was
a
Surviving are three sisters, Mrs.
method to tell him "Good Luck on charged with larceny by convershown to committee members at
past master, and to the Holland
Nellie Middlebelt and Mrs. Peter After Service in Korea
Your Retirement,"'"We’ll Miss sion, ’ demanded an examination
a meeting Monday night At the
chapter of Royal Arch Masons of
Streeting of Ferrysburg and Mrs.
Warren J. Prins, son of Mr. and You," "Happy Loafing’’and other after being arraigned before Munisame time, the business district
which
he
was
a
past
high
priest'
John Smant of Grand Rapids; also Mrs. Corey Prins of 19 West 28th farewell greetings.
was • divided into territories for
cipal Court Judge Cornelius vanSurviving are ithe wife, Grace;
several nieces and nephews.
St., has arrived home after receivAfter finishing his route Wednes- der Meulen Tuesday. Veneklasen
solicitation.The city of Allegan
three sons, Milton of Muskegon,
ing his Army discharge at Fort day Van Slooten busied himself was released and ordered to
budgeted $300 for the project, the
Norman of Grand Rapids and remainder to be raised by merCuster on Nov. 6.
with preparations for a deer hunt- appear on Dec. 1 for examination.
Trio Apprehended
Dale of Saugatuck; eight grandPrins returned to Holland In
chants. James Robson is chairGRAND HAVEN (Special) July after serving almost a year ing trip. He planned to leave for William Ross, 23, of 269 West
children, and a brother, Dan of
man of the group.
Three Muskegon juvenilesaged in Korea with the 3rd Infantry the north woods Thursday morn- 11th St. pleaded guilty to a reckHolland.
ing.
less
driving
charge
and
was
14, 11 and 7 were picked up by
Rites will be held Friday at 2
division.After a 30-day furlough
An ardent hunters and fisher- ordered to pay fine and costs of
state police Wednesday night at home, he reported at Fort Cusp.m. at All Saints church with Marriage Licenses
man, the mail carrier plans to de- $64.70.Others paying fines Tueewttile sleeping in a bam on the
James Curtis officiating. Burial
Ottawa County
ter to serve the remaining months.
vote much of his retirementto day were, Margaret A. .Edwards,
John Ellman farm on route L
will be at Riverside cemetery,
Earl Hamlnger, Jr., 22,
graduate of Holland'high those sports as well as to travel- 22, Fennville, pulling away from
West Olive. The three boys are school, Prins entered the Army
Saugatuck, with the Masons In Hudsonville, and Delores
wanted in Muskegon in connection Feb. 6, 1951, and had basic train- ing and minding his tree business. curb improperly, $7; John Vande
Here’s a glimpse of fire damage to the 12-year-old red and white
charge. The body is at Dykstra Emelander,17, Hudsonville;
Postmaster
Anne
M.
Polich
has
Wege, 320 West 18th St., parking, pine planting on tho Walter Berg farm aeven mllea southeast of
with some bikes stolen from the ing at Fort Rucker, Ala. He was
funeral chapel In Saugatuck er E. Yost 34, route 2,
not received informationas to $1; R. Nesbith, Holland, parking, Grand Haven In Robinsontownshiplast month. More than sight
Nelson school
where friends may call Thursday ville, and Joan Lois
sent to Korea in August, 1951.
whom his successor wiil be.
$L
acres and 10,000 treae were damaged by the flapiea. *.
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Coopersville.
ff i At- '&
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Building Permits

Archery Results

Reach $11,725

For Past

Week

listed by

Chibs

Week

During Past

Archery

One applicationfor a new house
was among the nine building per-

scores for

the

&

mmmm*
past

James Borr, 72 East Eighth St.,
and remodel store front,
$800: HUbink and Son, contractors.
John W. Sloothaak, 261 West
22nd St., erect new house, 26 by 32
feet, frame and cement block

week*
Junior High. Archery Club—
Rodger Mulder 82, Delwyn Mulder 82, Stephen Anderson 80, Vem
Brower 76, Ken Taylor 76, Larry
Nixon 72, Jack Ten Cate 72, Jimmy Tenckinck 70, Norman Jacobs
70, Larry Steggerda70, Ted Walters 70, Lloyd Timmer 70, Chuck
Klungle 68, Ron Yonker 66, Rodger Jacobs 66. Bill Lang 66, Terry
Alverson 66, Jim Botsis 64, Jack
Dozeman 63, Bruce Anderson 62,
Tom Klaasen 62, Louie Schaap 62,
Roger Essenburg 60, Jerry Stegenga 59, David Essenburg 56,
Roger Williams 55, Jerry Gras 54,
Mark Tidd 54, Emil Vandervate
52, Ward Stienstra 50, Tommy
Steffens 50, Terry Nienhuis 49,
Jimmy Bouwman 48, Bob Poll 48,

construction,asphalt roof, $7,500;

Jerry Israels 48,

self, contractor.

Rodger Klungle 46.

mits totaling $11,725issued during
the past week! accordingtp the
. records
ol Building Inspector
Joseph Shashaguay and City Clerk
Clarence Grevengoed..

They were:
Harold De Fouw, 244 West 23rd
St., move garage back and make
into two-car stall. $400; George J.
Van Der Bie, contractor.
Robert Beukema, 328 West 18th
St., erect 16 by 20 foot garage,
$500: George J. Vander Bie, contractor.

!

repair

John

Joey Elenbaas 45, Dick De Groot
42, Annabelle Riksen 41, Leon

asbestos siding, $650; self, con-

Jousma 41,

m
mm

tractor.

Henry Steenwyk, 347 Washington Blvd., remodel kitchen, upstairs bathroom and replasterone

Mary

m

Dick Van Wingeren, 189 East
26th St., enclose front porch, $100;

John Van Hekken, contractor.

w.

Fred Oldemulders, 341 West
22nd St., erect 14 by 20 foot garage, $400; self, contractor.

m m

16th St., apply shinglesiding, $975;

Bittner Roofing Co., con-

tractor.

ppbllc achool ayatem for crippled children— and
has been working on it since last spring. The bus
how sleeps four, has gas for heat, light and
cooking. It Includes a nifty table and chair set,
•Ink and Ice box. Casey has christened the new
rig ‘The Shrimp Boat” He’ll use the rack" on top
to transport any deer. Bottom photo shows an
Interior ahet of the former bus. (Sentinelphoto)

Others shooting were Paul Kleinheksel, Billy Scott, Mickey Zlckler, Larry Fuller, Deanna Phillips,
An<jriesSteketee, Jack Bouwman,

i

Permits Totaled
Holland township Issued

Preston Bontekoe.
Senior High Club scores— Bob
Helmink 585, Carl Holkeboer 579,
Mae Naber 541, Nick Havinga, Jr
510, Ray Tardlff 372, Jon Schrotenboer 344, Shirley Hamm 321,
Marilyn Lam 312, Warren Cor-

4

Ottawa County
Real Estate

nilessen 309,

Transfers
Adriana P. Justema to William
H. Cooper Sc wf. Pt NWi 36-816 twp. Grand Haven.
Harold G. Steele & wf. to William G. Koetje & wf. Pt. WJ NEi
14-6-13 twp. Georgetown.

Going deer hunting Is • simple matter for Casey
Tubergan of Wauk&zoo this year. Casey loaded
up his bus with equipmentand took off Tuesday
morning along with hla wife. The former school
bus, converted into a camp on wheels, now la
parked west of Munising whei'e Casey and the
Missus are waiting for opening day Saturday.
Caaey bought the bus— formerly operated by the

110.

John W. Oonk, Jr., 158 East
E. B.

Bruce Rathke 36,
Elenbaas 46, Dick Van

Raalte 34, Billy Pluim 34, Steve
Groters 32, David Dirkse 31, Marilyn Brower 29, Jack Ramaker 29,
Russ Kleinheksel28, John Steggerda 26, Pete Klise 23, Gary Alderink 23, Don Lam 20, Phyllis
Caauwe 20, Brian Tidd 18, Bob
Elenbaas16, Harley Hill 14, Paul
Nienhuis12, Maryellen Steketee

tip

room, $400; H. Beelen, contractor.

Pill!

ST

Fisher 47,

St., constructcanopy, steel frame,

Medusa Cement Co., West Eighth

m

Nan Maatman 288,

June Siegers 161, Gail Aye 119.
Holland Archery Club scores John Lam 741, Norma Naber 734,

Marve Wabeke
Surroundedby her court Queen Jo Ann Fisher,
Holland high school senior, was crowned to reign
over the 1952 Football Festival at ceremonies
Thursdaynight at the sehool. Included In the court
are Phyllis Brink, (left front) and GeH Skorske;

Norma Harbin, (second row,

left)

and Mary Sang-

er. Besides being toasted In song and skits Thursday night, the queen and her court was pre-

732,

Dob Caauwe

Bill Brown 684,

ber and October, calling for an
outlay of $167,750, according to
Township Clerk Walter Vander
Haar and Building Inspector Andrew Westenbroek.
During September, 23 permits
were issued as follows: five for
new horties,seven for garages,
eight for residential alterations,
one for a warehouse, one for a
warehouse addition, and one for
an addition to a dry cleaning es-

,

til

Glenn Brower 726, John Mulder 704, Deane Mulder 704, Webb

728,

Dalman 698,

49

building permits during Septem-

Ed

1

tablishment.
Alderink 672, Joyce Barkel 668,
During October, 26 permits
Wayne Harrington666, Chuck Alwere Issued as follows: nine for
drich 635, Red Hiddinga 630, Arnew homes, eight for garages,
nie Overway 628, Paul Barkel 624,
seven for residential alterations,
Shorty Geerllngs 622, Bill Payne
Willis Oosterhof,Robert Notier and
one for new store, and one for the
617, Nick Havinga 608, Gene HidWillard Wichers. Elected deacons
moving of a warehouse.
dinga 574, Vern Gebben 574, Al
wfcre John De Kraker, A. E. Van
Hamelink
527,
Frank
Van
Dyke
Lente, Bernard Arendshorst,Andrew Vollink and Russell Klaasen. 525, Andy NaWr 485, Joey WaMrs. Richard Oudersluys was beke 460, Mike Lam 436, Al Petelected as congregational repre- roelje 409, Millie Petroelje 398.
FENNVILLE (Special) _ JacGladys Jousma 392, Norma Hoatsentativeon the church council.
queline Steanberg had a birthday
Jo Ann Fisher was crowned queen
lin 375, Joyce Dalman 213.
About 1,700,000 Americans are
Dies in
of the 1952 Holland high school now living in trailers.
party Thursday afternoon that she
FootballFestival at an impres(From Friday’s Sentinel)
no doubt will never forget.
Corp. Rudolph Falcon, who was
Mrs. Henrietta Lokker, 73, died
Official sive ceremony in the school audiStricken with polio last August.
torium Thursday night witnessed
injured in Korea Oct. 14, arrived at Holland hospital Thursday afJacqueline was denied her senior Wednesday at Percy Jones hospi- ternoon after a short illness. Her
by students, parents and friends.
The queen and her court were
year at Fennville high school. She tal in Battle Creek for an unde- home address was 229 West 12th
at
Norma Harbin, Mary Sanger,
was treated at Blodgetthospital terminedstay. His serial number St. Mrs. Lokker was bom to the
Geri Skorske and Phyllis Brink.
is RA 16305835. Falcon is the son late Mr. and Mrs. Rcmpt Knoolin
Grand Rapids, and later transState Representative George M.
Secretary of the Muskegon All are seniors except Mias Brink
of Mr. and Mrs. John Castaneda, huizen in North Holland and has f
Jamestown.
Van Peursem of Zeeland address- AMHERST, Mass. — Two Ot- ferred to the Ma.y Free Bed 269 East Ninth St. He has been lived in this community all. of her
Chamber of Commerce John Beu- who is a junior.
The queen and her court will be ed members of Elizabeth Schuyler tawa county and 22 Allegan coun- guild.
Fannie Vande Bunte to Harvey
life.
in service since 1947.
kema spoke at the luncheon
ty youths are enrolled in the
Thursday afternoonJacqueline, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hirdes, 55
honored guests at Friday's HolJ. Vandfe Bunte & wf. Pt Ni SEi
In 1914 she married Jacob Lokmeeting of the Holland Rotary land-Grand Haven football game Hamilton chapter, Daughters of NationalJunior Vegetable Grow- wearing a brace on her left arm
33-5-13 twp. Jamestown.
Vander Veen Ave., announce the ker, former owner of a local clothPeter Schaap & wf. to George club in the Warm Friend Tavern at Riverwiew park. They were the American Revolution, Thurs- ers association's1952 production and leg, was brought by an at- adoption of a five-month-olddaugh- ing store. She was a member of
feted at a dance after the game at day afternoon. The chapter met marketing contest.
tendant to the home economics ter, Diane Lynn.
Ter Haar Sc wf. Pt SEi 23-5-15 Thursday.
Hope church, the Ladies’ Aid soThe program is designed to en- room of the high school to share
twp. Holland.
Dan Hazebrook returned to ciety and the Missionary society.
Beukema who has served as the Woman’s Literary club.
at the home of Mrs. C. C. Wood,
courage farm boys and girls to her 19th birthday anniversary Houghton Monday after spending She also was a member of the
David Bos, was master of cereJacob M. Vanden Bosch 3b wf. to
secretary for the past 31 years,
Waukazoo.
master 'more efficient methods of with classmatesand a few par- the week-end with his parents, Mr. Woman’s Literary club and servmonies for the program that openHenry Walcott Pt SEi 13-5-15
told about Muskegon’s ‘‘Saluteto ed with the processional by the
Van Peursem’s text, taken from producing and marketing veget- ents who were quickly summoned and Mrs. Paul Van Raalte, 280 ed as chairman of the hospital
twp. Holland.
Kenneth Redder Sc wf. to Ed- Industry.’’ The program was deve- senior high school orchestra under the Declaration of Independence, ables.
when it was learned she was able College Ave. Dan has played on committee for many years. She
Ottawa youths enrolled are De- to make the trip home.
ward Nederveld. Lot 83, 84 West loped with the purpose of meeting directionof Arthur C. Hills. The was "that all men are created
the varsity football team at Mich- also was a member of the Yadnom
lores M. Spencer, route 2, CoopPark add. twp. Holland.
the problem created by the large program included vocal solos by
Gifts were showered upon her igan College of Mines at Hough- club.
equal and that they are endowed
Surviving are three,sisters, Mrs.
Webster J. Kamerer 3b wf. to influx of migrantsto the Muske- Amy Boyle and John Angus, an by their creator with certain in- ersville, and William J. Spencer and she had a birthday cake, with ton. They played their final game
Donald O. Runyan 3b wf. Pt. lot gon area, he said. The problem is acrobaticdance by Marilyn Green- alienable rights.’* He said he be- of the same address.
punch and coffee.
at Big Rapids on Saturday. His C. Oscar Strand of Grand Rapids,
Allegan youths enrolled are: Grand finale to the celebration parents met him and brought him Mrs. Janet Muyskens and Miss
37 Heneveld’s plat No. 12 twp. one of assimilating a heterogen- wood, violin duet by Mary Ellen lieved that in the last two decades
Jack L. Bergner, route 1, Fenn- was eating her evening birthday back to Holland.
ous population into a group of Carter and Jean Kromann and
Park.
Laura Knooihuizen of Holland
there have been advancesin many ville; Duane W. Bodfish, route 4.
and several nieces and nephews
Myrle M. Spahr 3b wf. to Gerald peopje interested in community piano solo by Sally Damson.
dinner
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Henry
J.
Borgese
of
Putney,
lines, among' them, increases in South Haven; Charles Alan Brush,
A skit was presented with Lee
Fritsma Sc wf. Pt. gov. lot 19- affairs.“Few of the newcomers
churchesand church membership. route 4, South Haven; David C. Mrs. ’ Roy Steanberg,before go- Vt., was in Holland Wednesday
speak of Muskegon as home; yet Hower as narrator and included
8-16 twp. Spring Lake.
checking progress on the local Two Parties Mark
On the other hand, he said, there Clark, route 3, Fennville; David ing back to Grand Rapids.
Jeanette Heuvelman to Johanna these people, most of whom are Ann Appledom, Marilyn Neff,
The young polio victim had Community Ambassador program
also is an increase in crime and Driver, route 4, South Haven;
Bosch et al. Pt. NEi 16-5-13 twp. not actively interestedin the af- Marilyn Lam, Marilyn Foeat, Jane
taken extra studies in her earlier which has sponsored the program 25th Anniversary
fairs and problems of the com- Scully, Mary Lou Buis, Jean corruptionand strife between Doyle W. Eggers, route 1, PullJamestown.
classes and groups, with disregard man; Charles T. Garrett, school years and needed only a that long. Putney is one of three
The 25th anniversary of the
Joe Medendorp 3b wf. to School munity, , vote on issues which Kromann, Bob Van Bragt, Roger
for the rights of minorities.
route 2, Grand Junction few more credits necessary- for persons retained by the Ford foun- marriageof Mr. and Mrs. Herman
district No. 1 twp. Grand Haven. vitally affect the Muskegon area," Garvelink, Jim Cook, Al Meyer,
graduation. These she is acquiring dation this year promoting the proHeetdcrks of 239 West 25th St.
Rick Linn, Tom Kennedy and The speaker told how certain Jack E. Harbin, route 4, South during her convalescence.
Pt. SWI. SWi NWi 35-8-16, twp. Beukema said.
gram. From Holland he went to was celebrated Monday and Wedindividuals
and
groups
want
adHaven; Allen N. Harris, route 2,
‘The ‘Salute to Industry’ is the Dave Jalving in supportinf roles.
Grand Haven.
Grand Rapids and Kalamazoo.
nesday evenings at the home of
• Wallace Visscher et al to Gor- first step to try to make a new- Mary Lou Van Dyke was ac- vantages for themselves at the ex- Grand Junction;Donald R: PenA group of Hope college girls their son-in-lawand daughter, Mr.
pense
of
the
whole
state.
He
said
dergrass,
South
Haven;
Larry
E.
Methodist
Group
don Pippel & wf. Lot 12 blk. 1 comer feel at home," the speaker companist.
went to Rattle Creek Wednesday and Mrs.’ Dale Mooi.
George Lumsden of the high the remedy must be to bring back Ridley, route 4, South Haven;
Visscher’sadd. City of Holland. said. The program was designed
night to put on a ward party in
Discusses
Evangelism
primitive
conditions,
eliminate
A two-course lunch was served.
Charles
J.
Rivand,
route
1,
Grand
Jacof Cook &*wf. to Joe Meden- to include all groups, the esta- school faculty, assisted by Miss
Percy Jones hospital. Cakes were A gift was presented by both
dorp & wf. Pt. SWi SWI NWi blished firms as well as the new, Gladys Wiskamp, directed the class strife, demand individual Junction; Dennie S. Roberts,
The WSCS of the First Methodist provided by the Friendly Corner
groups.
he said. He described several fea- program. They were aided by stu- rights and return to the liberties route 5, South Haven; Johnny E.
35-8-16. tup. Grand Haven.
church held a general meeting Sunday school class of Trinity
Schlack,
route
2,
South
Haven;
Those present Monday were
Vernon-' A. LeathermanA wf. tures of the event, a parade, din- dent committees and the student of the forefathers.
church and ice cream by Tom Mrs. Albert Hossink, Mrs. Alberta
evening.
A questionand answer period Russel C. Sill, route 2, South Thursday
to Claude DeBruyn & wf. Lots 80. ner for managementgiven by la- council.
A program using as the topic Buter. Making the trip were Hope
The program concluded with followed his address. In the ab- Haven; Philip Gene Smith, route "Fruits of Evangelism’’with co- Berger, chairman, Margaret Al- Hossink, Mr. and Mrs. Garry <,
81 Pinehurst Add. City of Grand bor and school discussions in
1,
Fennville;
Donald
D.
and
WilEssenburg. Mr. and Mrs. William
civics classes. He discussedre- the recessional,again by the high sence of the regent, Mrs. John
Haven.
chairmen, Mrs. William Clark and bers’ Mary Lou Zeigler, Alma Boes. Mr. and Mrs. George Bouws,
Rozeboom, recording secretary, liam Ward, route 4, South Haven.
John H. Kole A wf. to Lyda De sults and success in achieving in- school orchestra.
Mrs. Wayne Tice, in charge was Zimmerman, Sally Lawson, Mar- Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hossink, the
presided. Mrs. Milton Hinga reJongh et al. Lot 2 DeJonge’sadd. tegration of new residents into
presented by a panel consistingof garet Luneberg, Betty Gneiding, henored guest and the host and
community affairs.
ported on the new Junior Ameri- Bethel Church Elects
City of Zeeland.
Mrs. George Damson, Mrs. J. P. Lois Kleis, Pat Pickens, Carol hostess.
Visiting
Rotarians
were
A.
can Citizen’s clubs in the sixth
Charles Arbogast A wf. to VerLammers, Mrs. Roy Moeller and Dodds, Mary Foster, Betty Vanden
At Wednesday’s party those
New Elders, Deacons
non A. Leatherman A wf. Lots Davis of Saugatuck, Guy Kleis of
grade of Longfellowschool.
Mrs. E. V. Hartman. They pre- Beisen, Pat Ridner, Jane Knapp, present were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Pittsburgh
and
Al
Van
Zoeren
of
The hostess was assisted by
80, 81 Pinehurst add. City of
The annual congregational sented the various fields of Evan- Mary Veltman, Marlene Benson, Slenk, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit HeetKalamazoo.
Grand Haven.
Mrs. Hinga and her committee.
Avis South and Doris Plyster.
meeting for the election of elders gelism.
derks, Islamae, Mary Ann, Robert
Exec. est. Henry Neitring. Dec.
Their discussions were illustratand
deacons
was
held
Thursday
and Carl Lee, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
to Maude Warnaar. Pt. lot 55, 43
Jailed For Having
evening in Bethel Reformed ed with skits. Taking p&rt were December Bride-Elect
Folkert, Jerry Lee, Ward and
City of Grand Haven.
Fifty boys turned out Thursday
church. The Rev. C. G. Reynen Roy Moeller, William Clark, Mrs.
Debra, Mr. and Mrs. Robert ImHilbert Richard Isenga A wf. Beer in Automobile
night at the high school gym for
had charge of devotions and pre- John Hagans, Mrs. Lawrence San- Honored at Shower
mink and Tommv, the honored
to Cornelius Van Duine A wf. Pt.
dahl, Mrs. Ford Weeks, Mrs. Olin
sided at the business meeting.
LaVem Cook, 18, of 217 West the Kiwanis and RecreationdeSE} 15-6-13 twp. Georgetown.
Miss
Betty Visser, December guests and host and hostess.
partmAt Boys Club.
Those elected as elders were Walker, Mrs. Byron Girard, Mrs. bride-electof Erwin Dale Mulder,
At the ’alter, party Mr. Slenk
Sabina Hyde to Harry A. Ridge- 14th St. was sentenced to five
Sports featured included wrestBen Kole and Lambert Rinkus. Dick Overway, Mrs. Wayne Tice, was guest of honor at a shower gave a reading.
way Sc wf. Pt. Gov. lot 8 15-8-16 days in jail and ordered to pay
Elected deacons were Gerald Mrs. Joe Kolean, Miss Bonita Wednesday evening at the home
$25 for having beer in his posses- ling, tumbling, weight lifting, boxvillageof Spring Lake.
Hamstra, Holland Overway, Cor- Kolean, Fema and Susan Walker, of Mrs. B. Mulder, 672 East 11th
sion in an automobile. Cook ap- ing and basketball. Jack GrasHospital Notes
nelius Vander Wege and Dick Van Candy Sato and Jerry Hagans.
peared before Municipal Court meyer and Rene Willis of Kiwanis,
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
St. Co-hostess was Miss Myra
Missionary Meeting
The altar was arrangedby Mrs.
Kampen.
Judge Corneluis vander Meulen and Harold Tregloan of the ReAdmitted to Holland hospital
Mulder.
Sunday morning Rev. Reynen W. J. Ball and music was furFriday after pleading guilty to the creation department were superGames were played with dupli- Thursday were Mrs. Chris PostHeld at New Parsonage
visors.
nished
by
Miss
Sally
Damson
who
wiH preach on the subject, "The
charge earlier.
cate prizes being awarded.A two- ma, 324 Felch; Gordon Peters,
All junior and senior high
Problem and Evil of Drink.” His sang "The Living God,’’ accom- course lunch was served by Mrs. royte 3; Mrs. Stephert Deters,
Bill Dykstra, 17, of 152 West
The monthly meeting of the
school aged boys are invited to
Sunday evening subject will be panied by Mrs. Rudolph Mattson. Mulder assistedby Mrs. R. Bouw- route 5; Janice Oudcmolen, 181
Missionary society of Fourth Re- 32nd St. and Bill Rhoda, 18, of
join the club. An entry form is
Refreshments were served by
"Forgiven, and Yet Unforgiving.”
563
College
Ave.,
each
was
fined
West Ninth St.; Joan Brower, 140
formed church was held Thursday
>
available from Joe Moran or the
Mrs. Ernest Wingard and her comafternoon at the new parsonage. $25 and placed on six months proGuests included the Mesdames East 15th St.; Linda Vander
mittee.
The meeting was planned by Mrs. bation aher earlier pleading guil- supervisor in charge.
Lawrence Mulder, Esther Bakker, Baan, route 4 (discharged same
Dutch Reserves
Parent
or
guardian
must
sign
ty
to
having
beer
in
their
-possesGeorge Minnema, Mr*. James
Cyrus Mulder, Minard Mulder, day); Charles Glenn Mannes, 700 .
the entry form. No boys will be
To Grind Haven lean
KJ'ms and Mrs. Charles Klungle. sion in an autopiobile.Rhoda also
Nelson Mulder, Cornelius Postma Columbia Ave. (discharged same 7
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Northuis
Devotionswere by Mrs. G. Min- was fined $17 on a speeding permitted to take part without
and Gladys Ter Haar and daugh- day); Dale W. Wedghmink, 641
gym clothes,and no showers will
The 1952 Holland high school Honored on Anniversary
charge. — —
—
nema and Mrs. Kleis.
ter, Nelva, of Zeeland, Louis Muld- Michigan Ave.
be allowed until 10 minutes before
reserve football team closed out
DischargedThursday were Paul
Mrs. John Minnema of Grand
er and daughters, Monte Lou and
9 p.m.
its season Friday afternoon by abMr. and Mrs. Elmer Northuis Marcia, Jim Vande Bunte, Joan Pearson, 154 West 14th St.; DonRapids spoke on the theme, GirFs Dean at Meet
The club meets weekly at the
sorbing a 37-0 defeat at the hands were guests of honor at a surprise
’Thanksgiving.’*and combined her
Vande Bunte, Marilyn Peterson, ald Tague, 506 West 16th St.;
ZEELAND (Special)
Miss Holland high gym.
of the powerfulGrand Haven re- anniversaryparty Wednesday
talk with some Camp Geneva
Lorraine Hamilton, Reaks Victory Mrs. Louis Van Dyke and baby,
Anne Whitnel, dean of girls at
serves.
evening at their home, 112 East and daughter, Shirley of Grand 93 North 120th Ave.; Mrs. Richhighlights of this summer.
Zeeland high school, today attendThe Bucs led all the way, ahead 19th St. The Northuises were
Two vocal duets were given by
Third Reformed Church
Rapids, C. Dalman of Drenthe, G. ard Tervoort and baby, TO East
Miss Luello Jeon Smeenge
ed the principal-freshmen-junior
12-0 at the half, and never were in married 25 years ago on Nov. 10.
Eighth St; Mrs. Alice Solomon,
Mrs. George Moes and Mrs. Charcollege conference at Western Elects Elders, Deacons
The engagement of Miss Luella serious doubt of victory. Holland A gift of silverwarewas pre- Dalman, C. Dalman and R. Dal- 248 West 17th St.; Mrs. Philipp »
les Eilander accompaniedby Mrs
man
of
North
Blendon
and
G.
Michigan college.
Jean Smeenge to Airman 2-c Her- could get across the midfield sented to the honored couple. A
Dick Vander Meer.
De Groot, Hi Vande Bunte and Derr, route 1; Mrs. Della M. HatIn addition to visitingMaxine
Third Reformed church held its man C. Kammeraad has been an- stripe only onoe.
two-course lunch was served.
ley, 30 River Hills Dr.; Joan
The business session was In Mulder, the only freshmen from annual meeting to elect elders and nounced by her parents, Mr. and
Jake Visser of Holland.
The winners were versatile In
Those attending'were Mr. and
Brower, 140 East 15th St.: Mrs.
chafge of the president,Mrs. Zeeland at Western, Miss Whitnel
deacons Monday night In the new Mrs. Marinus Smeenge of 294 West their scoring, with six different Mrs. Northuis, Mrs. Cornelius De
Henry Topp, 287 West 13th St.
CatherineDa Roos. A special ofwili attend conferences with other Fellowship hall. The Rev. Chria- 21st St. Airman Kammeraad,. son players entering the scoring 'col- Fouw, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Leaf Fire Reported
A son was bom today to Mr.
fering was taken for domestic representatives.
tian Walvoord, presidentot the of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Kamme/
Zuber, Mr. and Mrs. Martin Burning leaves near the comer and Mrs. Gerald Millard,196 Elm
mission work. Refreshmentswere
She will compare the standings consistory,presided and conducted raad of 460 West 18th St., has
Japinga, Mr. and Mrs. Aria Buur- of Washington Blvd. and Ninth lane.
hostess, Mrs. John of The Zeeland graduate with a brief devotional service.
been aerving in England and, after
Nests are made by mammals, man, Mr. and Mrs. Marinus St, called out Holland firemen
I by Mrs. G. Elgersgraduates of high schoofe from
Elected elders were Ju da on a leave here, will be stationed at amphibia, fishes and other kinds Rozeboom and . Mr* and Mrs at about 11:40 p.m. Friday. No
Whales do not have a sense at
a Van Dyke.
throughoutthe nation.
Hoffman, Garrett Vander Borfb, Lake Charles, La.
of life as well aa by birds.
Henry Oonk*
smek.
damage was reposted.
Harold G. Steele

&

wf. to William G. Koetje Sc wf. Pt. lot 3
Steele’s sub. twp. Georgetown.
Harold G. Steele & wf. to Jacob
Pruis & wf. LoU 53, 54 Steele’s
sub. No. 1 twp. Georgetown.
FVed C. McCrea 3b wf. to Roger E. Bolling Sc wf. Pt. NEfr.
NWi sec. 32 Sc pt. SEi SWi 298-16 dty Sc twp. Grand Haven.
Federal Farm Mortgage Corp.
to George D. Kensil A wf. PL Si
NEi 35-8-13twp. Wright.
Myrle M. Spahr & wf. to George
Holst Sc wf. Pt. gov. lot 1 9-8-16
twp. Spring Lake.
Reka Bulthuis to Roger Whitman Sc wf. Lot 12 Sc pt. 13 Lang’s
plat No. 4 Coopersville.
Fannie Vande Bunte to Hilbert
Richard Isenga Sc wf. SWi NEi
33-5-13 & SEi. NWi 33-5-13 twp.

sented to the audience at Friday's game between
Holland and Grand Haven. She was crowned by
David Bos.
(Sentinelphoto)
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